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Foreword 

The following is a collection of written work that has been authored by our very 

talented and accomplished students. Pueblo City Schools has been proud to showcase 

and highlight our students through the Superintendent’s Cross Curriculum Writing 

Award for the past 30 years. 

I have been looking forward to recognizing our students at this event, and am 

impressed by their work. I would like to express our appreciation and congratulations 

to all students who participated. There were over 90 entries submitted this year. What 

a great accomplishment for students to be selected as a recipient of this award. 

In the writings contained, students were asked to demonstrate a profciency in 

quality writing using correct grammar, spelling, and punctuation to show clarity 

and knowledge through an expository or creative writing piece. Being able to 

communicate through writing is one of the most important skills one must learn in 

order to be highly successful in college, careers, and in life. 

Writing, in all its varied forms and purposes, is a complex process. It conveys the 

messages we want to share and documents the history from which we've come. 

Captivating narratives are able to express who we are, what we value, and who we 

want to be. 

The written work contained in the following booklet refects the winning entries in 

grades 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11. After enjoying all the pieces, I am sure you would agree, 

that our students are talented beyond measure. 

Charlotte Macaluso 

Superintendent 
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Superintendent’s 
Cross Curriculum Writing Award 

The purpose of the Superintendent's Cross Curriculum Writing Award is to 

emphasize the importance and purpose of writing across the curriculum and 

in every content area, to allow students to become familiar with different 

writing types and genres, and to recognize excellence in expository and 

creative writing. 

Students eligible during the 2018-2019 academic year are those in the third, 

ffth, seventh, ninth, and eleventh grade levels. 

All entries were evaluated for clarity, knowledge of subject or topic, correct 

grammar usage, spelling, and punctuation, as well as audience response or 

emotional appeal. 

We would like to thank and congratulate all entrants and their teachers for 

the effort put forth and for the quality of writing received. 

2018-2019 
Judges 

James White 
Lisa Casarez 

Cynthia Smith 
Juliet McWilson 

Julie Youngblood Caricato 
Juan Sauceda 

The entries in this booklet are printed as they were submitted. 

Corrections have not been made. 
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GRADE 3 

The Witch and the Unicorn 
by Leia Apodaca 

Bradford Elementary School | Teacher: Amanda Coatney 

Once there was a nice Unicorn, 
who was playing in a nice park with 
her friends. They had to leave, “Bye” 
said the Unicorn. “Bye,” said the 
friends. 

“This is so much fun,” said the Uni-
corn; until a Witch and Wizard came 
by. “Ah,” she said. 

“Hi,” said the Witch in a nasty voice. 
“Um, hi,” said the Unicorn. 
“May we borrow your powers 

please?” said the Witch. 

“Um, okay,” said the Unicorn. 
“Muhaha!” laughed the Witch and 

the Wizard. 
“What?” said the Unicorn. 
“We have tricked you!” said the 

Witch. “Now we will trap you.” 
“Oh no!” said the Unicorn. “No, 

please!” 
The Witch and the Wizard trapped 

the Unicorn in a cage, but the Uni-
corn still had her special horn, so she 
called her friends for help. 

“We are here to save you!” said her 
friends. 

The Witch, the Wizard, and the 
Unicorn’s friends start to fight. Even 
with the Unicorn’s powers, the Witch 
and Wizard were not strong enough to 
fight the Unicorn’s friends. The Witch 
and Wizard had to free the Unicorn 
and give her her powers back. 

The moral of the story: Do not trust 
everyone you meet. 
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GRADE 3 

Zoo Escape! 
by Sofa Romero 

Fountain International Magnet School | Teacher: Darlene Duarte 

“Oh my gosh!” Mon screeched. 
“There was an escape at the zoo!” 
Tina and Max were in the kitchen 
making a funfetti cake. Both kids ran 
to the living room to see what Mom 
was excited about. On the TV, the 
kids could see videos of wild animals 
on the loose. They stared at the TV 
with open mouths in shock. There 
were creatures everywhere! The 
news went to a commercial break. 
It was an advertisement for Dick’s 
Sporting Goods. There was a sale on 
soccer balls. 

“SOCCER BALLS!?!” screamed 
Max. This reminded them of their 
soccer game that was starting in a 
few minutes. 

“Oh now we’re late for your soccer 
game!” shouted Mom. Then they 
gathered their stuff and zoomed out 
the door. Max was the last one out. 
He left the door open. 

Vroom! Their Jeep drove down 
the street. “Hey look!” shouted Tina. 
“There’s an ostrich running through 
the shops!” They all watched the os-
trich as they turned the corner and 
headed to soccer practice. 

Meanwhile, Wiggle! Wiggle! The 

ostrich came to a stop and went to 
Max and Tina’s house and tried to 
fit in the door. CRASH! The ostrich 
broke a little of the door. The ostrich 
was going crazy! He was jumping all 
around but all of a sudden he saw 
the kitchen. He was pretty hungry so 
he decided to go find food. First, he 
saw the fruit bowl. He didn’t really 
want it but he ate it anyway. He ate 
the fruit and the bowl. But then he 
saw the most beautiful thing in the 
world! The cake mix! 

He was still hungry so he decided 
to eat it. When he was by the cake 
mix, he bumped into the blender 
and turned it on! The ostrich freaked 
out and ran to the living room. But 
he didn’t realize he left the blender 
on. When the ostrich was in the living 
room the TV was still on and it was 
on Animal Planet. “And now we are 
heading to the biggest bird in the 
world, the ostrich,” said the narrator. 

The ostrich freaked out with ex-
citement when he saw the ostriches 
on TV. But he got really scared when 
a lion came and killed them. He 
was very scared so he ran upstairs to 
the bathroom. When he was in the 

bathroom he saw something very 
strange. He saw another ostrich! He 
was very scared and he wanted to 
hide. All he could find was the toilet 
so he did what he needed to do: he 
stuck his head in the toilet. He got 
his head stuck but he finally managed 
to get it out. 

He was pretty tired so we wiggled 
out of the door and ran off. He went 
down the street and back to the zoo. 
Tina, Max, and Mom just got back 
from the soccer game. “WE WON!!!” 
screamed Max. 

“PSSHHH by 1 POINT!” said Tina. 
As they were walking in the house, 
they were all silent. “What is this?” 
said Mom. 

“I don’t know…” said Tina. 
“Do you think an animal got into 

the house?” said Max. 
“No,” said Mom. “Our door was 

locked wasn’t it?” 
“Yep it was!” said Max grinning. 

“I’m going outside.” 
“Ok!” said Mom. But just as Max 

was walking out the door, he saw an 
ostrich running down the street… 
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GRADE 3 

The Ostrich that Raided the House 

You would not, could not, believe 
what happened after my mom left 
the house. An ostrich burst through 
the door.  ’’Excuse my interruption 
but I just couldn‘t help to notice 
your sad, sad face. My name is Ozzy 

by Saya Lawson 
South Park Elementary School | Teacher: Anastasia Arnold 

the Ostrich. 10 minutes later I heard, broken all of the plates and cups. Two 
“Boom! Crash!! Bang!!!” I came seconds later Ozzy was clawing the 
to the bathroom and found Ozzy couch. Cotton was everywhere!!!  De-
funnily posed in the bathtub. One struction was left all over the house. 
second later I heard, “Shatter! Crack! 
Boom!” and to my surprise, Ozzy had 
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GRADE 3 

A Howling Success 
by Azaria Montoya 

Baca Elementary School | Teacher: Amy Anderson 

“The passages “A Howling Suc-
cess” and “The Missing Lynx” shows 
how people can help animals. 

First, gray wolves. Back in 1973 
gray wolves were endangered. That 
was because people killed them. I 
know what you’re thinking. Why? 
Well because they were eating their 
sheep, cows, horses or maybe the 
children. So they killed them even 
the U.S government encouraged 
them to do it. But they had killed so 
many that there were only a few left 
so they were almost gone. 

Next, they’re back. After they were 
almost all gone, scientist tried to help 
them, and it worked, the gray wolves 
were saved! And because they had 

been gone so long their prey began 
to grow and have babies so there was 
a lot of prey for them to eat and their 
packs became larger and I say it was a 
happy ending for them and “the gray 
wolves were no longer endangered”. 

Now the Lynx. You may know 
there are different types of animals, 
but have you heard of the lynx? Well 
if you haven’t they are kind of like a 
cat, but they are endangered. Sadly 
a lot of animals are endangered, but 
it happens. And you might be ask-
ing how are they endangered? Well 
because people like to hunt and they 
are also pray too many animals, but 
the biggest reason is they ran out of 
food. 

Finally, food. So like I said they ran 
out of food and that’s because people 
hunt the food that they eat and it’s 
a rabbit so one day people asked if 
the other people would let them eat 
their rabbits and after that they had 
food. And they were saved and they 
were welcome to eat any time and 
they were going to have a happy life 
and the operation lynx worked. 

”A Howling Success” and “The 
Missing Lynx” tell us about many 
animals that were about to be en-
dangered. Although you thought 
they were endangered, but they came 
back. Also I learned that people can 
be so mean to animals but they always 
make a comeback. 
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GRADE 3 

Children Should do Chores 
by Esequiel Sandoval 

Bradford Elementary School | Teacher: Amy Pelz 

I think that children should do 
chores. I am going to give reasons 
why children should do chores. I 
think that you may agree with me. 

I think chores can help you learn 
new things. You can learn how to 
take care of the house and your pets. 
You can also help the earth by doing 
chores. For example, you can pick up 
the trash in the neighborhood, so the 
earth is not a mess. 

Chores can be boring sometimes, 
but no one wants their house a mess. 
You can make chores fun. You can 
sing, dance and listen to music when 
you are cleaning up. You can act as 

if you are at another place that you 
want to go. Then, you will not think 
it is boring and you can get it done 
faster. 

You can make chores go by fast 
if you all work together on your 
chores. Two people can do one chore 
together to make that one chore 
faster. You will not have to fix it later 
on in the day if you can get it done 
right away. 

Your mom should not have to do 
your chores for you. Children can 
do some chores by themselves. For 
example, they can make their bed 
and feed the dog. Sometimes, you 

have to do chores whether you like 
it or not. If you leave your stuff lay-
ing around, then someone can trip 
and get hurt badly. Parents have to 
do their chores too, and they have to 
go to work. Parents will be tired, so it 
is nice to help. 

In conclusion, I like to do chores 
because they can teach me new skills. 
Doing chores can be fun and they 
can help your family. I know that 
some people think that children 
should not do chores. However, I 
just gave you many good reasons why 
we should! 
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GRADE 3 

Time Travel to Colonial Times 
by Allie Dehn 

Fountain International Magnet School | Teacher: Simone Cafasso 

Today I will be taking you back 
in time 250 years ago when colonial 
lives were much different than today. 
First, let’s go back in time to school. 
In colonial times kids really didn’t go 
to school, they mostly stayed home 
because they were poor or they 
needed to help their family.  Kids 
usually went to a dame school and 
other kids went to a one room school. 
A dame school is a school that is held 
at a married woman’s house. A one 
room school is a little brown house 
that is only one room. At school the 

kids learned the three Rs reading, 
ritting, and rithmetics back then the 
three Rs were spelt different than 
today.  Boys would often go to Europe 
if they had enough money.  Back then 
they didn’t have gym music or sci-
ence class not even recess. Next, let’s 
travel to learn about their clothes 
and what it was like to wear them. 
Girls wore very long dresses and hats. 
Young kids wore frocks, a frock is a 
dress with a sash. Babies sometimes 
wore bodices, a bodice is a leather 
vest which has a string attached to it 

so it kept their poster straight and it 
also helped them walk. Bodices are 
as tight as your skin. Boys wore buck-
led shoes, line shirts, and breeches. 
Kids could make their own toys out 
of cornhusk. Kids had games like 
bowling but it was called Ninepin, 
there was also a game called Ring taw. 
Ring taw is where you draw a circle 
and then put marbles in the middle 
and try to hit them out of the circle. 
Although their lives were hard they 
made the best of it!!!!!! 
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GRADE 5 

The Power of Magic and the Beast 
by Mia Salcido-Guerro 

Minnequa Elementary School | Teacher: Doug Galassini 

Witches or Wizards typically slay 
beasts. Ducapri wasn’t like that. 
Although Ducapri was not always a 
Witch! At one time she was just a 
normal teenager named Jenny.  She 
was given powers because she was 
worthy.  How do you know if you are 
worthy? You need to have a pure 
heart and be a true scholar.  So, our 
story begins. 

Jenny is a thoughtful and kind 
person. She knows when someone 
is getting bullied, and when that 
happened, she would come to their 
rescue. Another kind thing that 
she would do, was to volunteer at a 
homeless shelter.  She also donated 
to charity any chance that she had. 
Everyone at Monerkay High School 
was in awe of the person that she 
was. She meant a lot to her fellow 
students. 

Her magic started with Monerkay 
High. Just like any other day, she got 
her books and headed to Biology. 
When Mr. Tea, the principal, stopped 
her in the hallway.  “Jenny, there are 
some people from the French Dis-
trict who want you to take a teaching 
internship.”, said Mr. Tea.  “They are 
at 1912 Willow Street and they are 
waiting for you.” 

“Really! Oh! That sounds great! 
But what about my classes?”, asked 
Jenny. 

“Jenny this is very important so I 
will excuse you from every class.”, 
explained Mr. Tea. 

Off Jenny went to Willow Street, 
not really paying any attention to 
where she was going; she found her-
self lost in the Bindler Woods.  This 
was not mistake. 

In the woods she stumbled upon 
a cottage. The windows were shat-
tered, and the door creaked as the 
wind blew it back and forth. The 

outside of the cottage was made of 
wood and the roof was made of straw. 

Jenny was a scholar, but she was 
also an excellent explorer. She loved 
searching in caves and seeing new 
villages. She was forever curious. 
As soon as she found this cottage, 
she went inside to see what awaited 
her.  It was not to be expected. She 
found a Wizard. 

“I have heard so many good things 
about you Jenny,” said the Wizard. 

Jenny froze at the sight of the 
Wizard! 

“You have been chosen from many 
worthy people!” 

“Chosen for what exactly?”, asked 
Jenny. 

“You have been chosen to receive 
magical powers, a wand, a purple 
robe and a Witch’s cap with stars on 
it. You are to become a Witch!” 

Suddenly a cloud formed around 
her! She was clothed in a witch’s cap, 
a purple robe, and in her hand was 
an oak tree wand. 

“Where did this come from?”, 
asked Jenny.  

“No time for that now! What will 
your Witch’s name be?” 

“Hmmmm. . .maybe Du. . cap. . 
.ri!” Ducapri exclaimed! 

“I have a quest for you Ducapri. 
There is a beast, Chimera, stealing 
our food, and more specifically our 
crops. I need for you to take care 
of him!” 

“Without our crops, there is no 
food for ourselves or our animals!”, 
exclaimed Witch Ducapri. 

“Do you accept”, asked the pleased 
Wizard. 

“Yes!  Now where does this Chi-
mera live and how do I find it?” 

“He lives in the sewers near Main 
Street; that is how he is getting our 
crops so easily.”  

As Ducapri walked quickly out of 
the cottage she said, “This is for the 
good of our town, Luxus. I must go!” 

Ducapri climbed down deep into 
the sewers and came face to face with 
the Chimera. She began questioning 
him or was it a her? Ducapri peered 
behind the Chimera and saw three 
little Chimeras. 

Ducapri’s new found magic al-
lowed her to communicate with the 
beast. “Now I understand,” Ducapri 
said, “you were just trying to get food 
for your babies.” The Chimera nod-
ded in agreement. 

Ducapri convinced the Chimera 
to come back with her to the cottage 
to see the Wizard.  She told the beast 
to bring her babies and they would 
explain everything and the Wizard 
would help her and her babies. 

Ducapri smiled and said, “I am 
going to use my teleportation. It is 
like a blizzard that will take us to the 
Wizard.” 

A giant orb of ice surrounded 
them. The orb melted away and they 
were standing in front of the Wizard. 

“Congratulations!”, the Wizard 
said enthusiastically.  “This was a test 
to see if you have a true heart and 
if you will use your powers respon-
sibly.  You passed!!!”, shouted the 
Wizard.  “There is no need to tell 
me what happened. I saw it all on 
my crystal ball!  Instead of jumping 
to conclusions with the Chimera, you 
questioned her and found out what 
the real story was.  We will take care 
of all the Chimera’s needs.  You have 
the mind of a scholar and a heart of 
pure gold! You won!  The magical 
powers are yours!” 

Years and years of happiness, 
knowledge, and peace reined in the 
village of Luxus thanks to the Witch 
Ducapri! 
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Always Be Kind 
by Ava Andrada 

Belmont Elementary School | Teacher: Valerie Radford 

Kindness is caring 
when people are sad 
Not only just that, 
but when they are mad. 

Friends come around 
when you show them you care, 
But not when you act 
like an angry bear. 

When you see a person 
living on the street, 
Give them a dollar 
or something to eat. 

Like an angel’s heart 
made of pure gold, 
The act of kindness 
will never grow old. 
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The Little Shack 
by Kaely Parra 

Columbian Elementary School | Teacher: Gordon Clark 

There lived two sisters in an ordi-
nary house. Their names were Lily 
and Olivia. They were always doing 
fun things. For example, they would 
go to the fairs, go shopping, make 
jewelry, etc. The Anderson’s never 
really kept secrets. Lily the youngest 
loved to go on adventures. She was 
fearless. 

One day Lily got bored and went 
out to the woods to explore. She 
came across a little shack. She went 
inside without a doubt. She found a 
little jewelry box. It had pictures of 

her sister, Olivia, with a baby. How 
weird, Lily thought. She went back 
home and tried to figure out who 
that baby was. 

Lily thought maybe the baby was 
her friend Brianna’s baby, but no 
that couldn’t be right. In the photo it 
show’s Lily’s sister, Olivia, clothed in 
a hospital gown laying in the hospital 
bed holding a newborn baby. Shortly 
after looking at the picture Lily heard 
arguing downstairs. Her mom and 
sister were screaming and yelling at 
each other. It was about Lily. 

 Finally, her sister screamed some-
thing Lily will never forget. I am 
Lily’s mom! That explains the pic-
ture, Lily thought. At that moment 
everything became clear to Lilly. A 
few days passed and the family was 
happy again. Lily’s sister no longer 
had to carry the family secret and 
felt relieved that Lily finally knew she 
was her mom. Lily learned that every 
cloud has a silver lining but there are 
still some questions that need to be 
answered… Who was her dad? 
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GRADE 5 

A Scar Story 
by Sienna Roybal 

Goodnight School | Teacher: Allison Balas 

One cloudy, windy day, I was at 
school. My best friend and I were 
playing tag during recess. I was racing 
and chasing after him. Suddenly, my 
shoe struck a big rock and I tumbled 
onto the gravel. Before I knew it, I 
was stretched out on my side flat on 
the ground. At this point, I didn’t 
know if I was in pain or not. 

After being sprawled out on the 
rough gravel, I started to feel the 
pain. My arm began to start hurting. 
I felt some rocks digging into my ach-
ing flesh. I just thought I had fallen, 

until I looked at my arm. My arm was 
full of scrapes and little pointy rocks 
full of blood. I started screaming at 
the top of my lungs, “My arm is full 
of blood, scrapes, and rocks!” My arm 
was hurting really bad. 

I had to go to the office. They had 
to put a lot of bandages around my 
arm because it was bleeding so much. 
It started hurting even more, when 
they were wrapping up my arm. It 
felt like needles were being stabbed 
through my arms. Then the ladies in 
the office started to freak out because 

the blood was not stopping, it was 
seeping through the bandages. That 
is when I started to really freak out! 

As they were rewrapping my arm, 
my Mom came to pick me up and 
take me home. Luckily I didn’t have 
to get stitches, but my mom had to 
clean the wound with soap, water, 
and peroxide. That stung like a mil-
lion bees! It took a long time to heal, 
but it is fine now. I learned my lesson 
to be careful running and playing tag 
on the playground. I still have the 
scar that reminds me to slow down. 
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GRADE 5 

Freddie Mercury 
by William BlattlerStrand 

Morton Elementary School | Teacher: Denise Morlan 

“I am not going to be a star. I am go-
ing to be a legend.” 

What is your favoite rock band? 
Maybe Metallica, or Disturbed? Well 
this is the greatest rock band of all. 
Its name? Queen. But to know about 
Queen, you need to know about the 
real star, Freddie Mercury. 

Freddie Mercury was born in 
Shone Town, Tanzania. He was born 
on November 5, 1946. Freddie’s 
parents were Bomi and Jer Bulsera. 
Freddie Mercury went to St. Peter’s 
School, which is located in Panch-
gani in India. Freddie, his parents, 
and his sister moved to Middlesex, 
UK in 1964 to escape Okello and his 
army who were persecuting Arabs 
(Richards and Langthorne page 22 ). 
Freddie’s original name was Farrokh 
Bulsara. His parents and teahers gave 
him the nickname of “Freddie,” short 
for Farokh (FreddieMercury.com). 

He spent many years with the band 
Queen. They wrote many albums 

and singles, which Freddie helped 
his bandmates write. A big help to 
Queen was the fact that Freddie 
knew how to play piano / keyboards, 
guitar, and, most notably, sang vocals 
(QueenOnline.com). Freddie’s voice 
had a larger range because he was 
born with four extra incisors. Some 
of the songs Freddie sang are, “Bo-
hemian Rhapsody,” “Don’t Stop Me 
Now,” “ We Will Rock You,” and, “We 
Are the Champions.” Freddie also 
did some solo musical work. 

Sadly, Freddie Mercury died of 
complications of HIV-related pneu-
monia on November 24, 1991. He 
was diagnosed with in late April 
of 1987. Before he died, Freddie 
decided to quit taking medications 
(Richards and Langthorne page 3). 
HIV is a virus that attacks the im-
mune system. The virus originally 
came from the area now called the 
Congo. There is no cure for HIV, but 
it can be treated (CDC). When he 
died, the other bandmates of Queen 

created the Mercury Phoenix Trust, 
an organization to help prevent HIV 
/AIDS. 

Freddie Mercury had an amazing 
life story and left behind a legacy of 
music that inspired many. His life 
story was made into a movie in 2018 
titled, “Bohemian Rhapsody.” His 
legacy continues with the Mercury 
Phoenix Trust. That is the Legacy of 
Freddie Mercury 

CITED SOURCES 
https://www.cdc.gov/hiv/basics/ 

whatishiv.html 

http://www.freddiemercury.com/ 

http://www.mercuryphoenixtrust.com/ 

http://www.queenonline.com/freddie_ 
mercuryOUTLINE 

Richards, Matt & Langthornec, 
Mark. “Somebody to Love. 
The Life, Death, and Legacy of 
Freddie Mercury. Book. Bonnier 
Publishing USA. 2016. 

http://www.queenonline.com/freddie
http://www.mercuryphoenixtrust.com
http://www.freddiemercury.com
https://www.cdc.gov/hiv/basics
https://QueenOnline.com
https://FreddieMercury.com
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GRADE 5 

Laviska Shenault, Jr. 
by Jordan Alfonso 

Goodnight School | Teacher: Demetrius Casarez 

 Laviska Shenault Jr. has recently 
become a known star athlete in the 
sport of football. Shenault attends 
Colorado University in Boulder, 
and is on the football team there. 
Shenault has an interesting, but sad 
past, and what looks like will be an 
amazing future ahead of him in the 
sport of football. 

Shenault’s father died in 2009, 
when Shenault was only ten years old. 
His father was getting out of the car 
on the way back from a pool party the 
family had went to, to change driv-
ers, when he got hit by an oncom-
ing F-150 truck, and an 2003 Acura. 
At the time of his father’s death, 
Shenault had been a passenger in 
the car. Ever since his father’s death 
he has never cut his hair, and wears it 
in dreadlocks as a tribute to his dad. 

He points towards the sky after every 
touchdown he makes, for his dad. 

Shenault played for the CU Buffs 
football team this previous season, 
and showed what an amazing football 
player he was during the season. He 
plays the position of wide receiver, 
and had 1,011 yards in the whole sea-
son, 86 catches, and 6 touchdowns. 
He was only able to play half of the 
football season due to a broken toe. 
So I think that is amazing, to do that 
good, and only play half of the sea-
son. Shenault is 6’ 2”, and weighs 220 
pounds. He is currently a sophomore 
at the college. This is Shenault’s sec-
ond season on the team, but he only 
played very little the season before 
last. This season he played much 
more, and helped the team to most 
of their wins. 

In my opinion, I personally think 
that Laviska Shenault Jr. should eas-
ily be able to get into the NFL. He 
is a very gifted and amazing football 
player. Shenault also played basket-
ball, but quit when he got to high 
school, because they said he had to 
cut his hair to play, which he refused 
to do because he has never cut it 
since his father died, for his father 
never had him cut his hair. He was 
born in DeSoto Texas on October 5, 
1998, and is 20 years old. 

As you can see, Laviska Shenault 
Jr., is a very amazing, gifted, and 
fantastic football player, as well as 
person. He suffered a terrible loss in 
his life, but continued on to become 
a talented and incredible football 
player. 
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GRADE 5 

The Brain 
by Layla Dost 

South Park Elementary School | Teacher: Edith Calhoun 

What talks but doesn’t make a 
sound? The human brain! 

Yeah! That’s right!  The human 
brain is an exceptionally complex 
organ all mammals possess. Its 
uniqueness makes it a very fascinat-
ing organ to learn about. Are you 
ready to learn facts that just might 
“Blow Your Mind?” (Get it????) 

First, the brain weighs only around 
3 whole pounds and 60% of that 
weight is fat. It’s one of the fatti-
est organs in the human body but 
probably best not to try and lose any 
weight there! 

Secondly, no matter how much 
blood and oxygen is produced that 

day, a consistent 20% goes straight 
to the brain. You can produce more 
or less oxygen but the same amount 
ends up in the brain. Wow!!! 

Another fun fact I betting you 
didn’t  know,  most of the blood ves-
sels in the brain are almost 100,000 
miles in length. That equals about 
¼ of the distance from the Earth to 
the moon. “That is one giant step for 
mankind!” 

Also, the brain can generate 
about 23 watts of power when awake. 
Shocking!!! There are 100 billion 
neurons present in the brain. All 
those neurons make up 10% of 

the brain! These neurons make a “ 
neuron forest” which is when they 
branch out to 100 trillion trigger 
points. 

Finally, did you know the harder 
you think …..the more oxygen you 
use from your brain?  Sometimes you 
use 50% of it. Every time your heart 
beats about 20 to 25 percent of your 
blood goes to your brain. Even with 
all this oxygen in your brain is still 
about 73% water . 

It was a “No Brainer” learning 
about our brains!! I hope you are 
able to “Wrap your Brain” around the 
importance taking good care of it! 
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GRADE 7 

NightFall 
by Daeleen Lipes 

Heaton Middle School | Teacher: Erin Hoffman 

As I lay in bed I let my mind wan-
der thinking about what I can do 
right now, and it crosses my mind 
that my book is in here with me. So 
I pick it up and start to read. 

Before long, I had other things to 
do. I’m always busy and don’t really 
have time for anything else. With my 
school work and taking care of my 
mother it’s hard to focus on other 
things. Others my age don’t have 
such things to do. But I was differ-
ent, I’ve always been different. My 
grandmother called it special. 

When I got home, my mom was 
in the kitchen sitting at the table. 
She was reading… something. I set 
my bag on the floor and paused for 
a second, I started towards her. Her 
face was pale in the dim light and 
her eyes were wild. She looked like 
she’d seen something she shouldn’t 
have, and was now worried about the 
dangers that could come afterwards. 
Her voice startled me and I paused. 

“Marie...” She looked up at me. I 
sat at the table and started to mess 
with my silver necklace that my 
grandmother had given me before 
she passed. “Go to your room please I 
need to make some phone calls.” Her 
voice was shaky and there was a slight 
crack. It’s something another kid my 
age wouldn’t have noticed but I could 
catch it right away. She glanced at 
me and went to the living room and 
grabbed her phone. I went upstairs 
and closed the door to my bedroom. 
There was lots of yelling, and after 
awhile there was nothing more to 
hear. I figured that my mother was 
done with her phone call so I went 
downstairs. I sat on the steps and 
looked at my mother puzzled. She 
was facing the opposite direction of 
me and had her arms crossed with a 
look on her face that could only be 
grief. She turned to me, she seemed 

startled and asked if I had heard 
anything and if I was ok. 

“Im ok, I just finished all my home-
work.” She dropped her arms to her 
side and let out a sigh. “That’s great 
sweetheart.” I looked at the floor. My 
eyes felt hot, because I haven’t seen 
my mother like this since my father 
left. And even then it wasn’t this bad. 

She looked at the floor, ashamed. 
“Go upstairs and pack enough 
clothes for three days.” I had never 
seen my mother like this. She had 
always kept everything inside. Hiding 
her emotions was her way of protect-
ing me. She never told me that, but 
I couldn’t find any other reason that 
made sense. After awhile I did do 
what I was told, but I felt empty and 
meaningless when I closed the door 
to my bedroom. 

Over the years after my father left, 
things got intense and my mother 
became distant. Wanting nothing 
more but to be left alone. I was able 
to feel her emotions, I could tell that 
being peaceful again, was something 
that would have to wait. My grand-
mother always told me that was a gift. 
Something that made me stand out 
from the others. 

I only grabbed my backpack, and 
a few pairs of clothes. I looked at my 
room. The feeling of loneliness was 
one I could not surpass. “Marie?” It 
was not my mother who had called 
me. I grabbed the things I had 
packed and went downstairs. 

My eyes met the floor as I walked 
down the stairs. I had just enough 
courage to look up. But as soon 
as I do, I regret it. I looked at my 
mother suddenly feeling angry and 
unwanted. “Why did you have me 
pack?” I cleared the emotions off my 
face they were unimportant and my 
voice was calm and steady. I asked 
the question, and then knew the 

answer. “Well...” Something cut her 
off and she went to the kitchen. As 
if forgetting something that just now 
had crossed her mind. I knew who 
the man was that was standing in my 
living room, making my mother weep 
and filling me up with emotions. 
“Marie, Im-” “My father.” I cut him 
off. “Yes I know who you are, but I’m 
not positive as to why you’re here.” 

My mother returned from the 
kitchen. We stood there for awhile 
without saying anything. My mother 
was saying goodbye. But I didn’t 
realize that until I was already out 
the door. I panicked. I started to 
think about all the things that could 
go wrong. Losing my mother was 
something that played over and over 
again in my head. A thought my heart 
wanted to let go, but my mind was 
refusing. 

We both got into the car but we 
didn’t talk. As far as I’m concerned 
there was no need. He must take me 
as a depressed fourteen year old, that 
had seen too much and was exposed 
to more than I should’ve been. But 
I was much more than that.. much 
stronger than he thought. 

I am a dreamwalker. And this is just 
the beginning. 

Nightfall ~2 
We had just arrived at his house. 

He didn’t live far away, so I ques-
tioned why he hadn’t came to visit 
me before. I let this question slip 
through my mind. Because I already 
knew the answer.

 We both went inside, I left every-
thing in the car because I didn’t want 
it to seem like I was staying. I walked 
through the door, but I just stood 
there. Taking in everything that was 

continued on page 22 



 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

  

 

 
 

 

 

        

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 

     

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

NightFall ––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
continued from page 21 

happening. Yes, I know things like 
this happen to kids my age all the 
time, but it never had happened to 
me. He didn’t talk to me at all. In fact 
the first thing he did was go upstairs. 

Being a walker, didn’t mean any 
special treatment. The only thing I 
got to do that others couldn’t, was 
go into dreams. Not only mine but 
others as well. When I think about 
someone for a certain amount of 
time, and I fall asleep, I go into 
their dream, I have always thought 
this is something that just happened 
because I was worried about them. 
Which didn’t happen very often, 
because the feeling of being normal 
was already hard enough to find. And 
walking wasn’t helping. One night 
I didn’t realize what was happen-
ing, but I crossed into my mother’s 
dream. Its something I wish hadn’t 
happened. Something that I wish I 
could forget. Closing my eyes now, 
is harder than when I was younger. 
But I don’t blame her. I use to ques-
tion the dark circles under her 
eyes, something I don’t do now. My 
mother would tell me.. A dream is a 
wish your heart makes, I knew that’s 
not something she believed, but was 
telling me, so I’d feel better. 

There’s someone at school who 
fascinates me, she has the same 
dark circles, that I get when I walk. 
And the same sleepless expression. 
We aren’t friends, we’ve never even 
talked. She’s not the nicest person, 
and who can blame her? Being a 
walker is not a choice, nor is it some-
thing you can get rid of. 

My alarm goes off, but I’ve already 
been awake for a few hours, ponder-
ing about the day. After awhile the 
noise of my alarm was getting annoy-
ing. I got to school fairly early this 
morning, I told my father that I was 
walking to school and he just said, “If 
you’re late then it’s not my problem.” 
Good thing I couldn’t agree more. I 
didn’t stay on the thought for long 
because I had more important things 
to worry about. School flew by; it went 
faster than I thought it would, and 

before I knew it, I was getting back 
on the bus. 

My father was sitting down on the 
couch when I walked in. I set my 
book bag on the floor and hung up 
my coat. I looked at him, he waited 
as if expecting me to say something, 
and when I didn’t he just said, “Have 
a seat.” 

Nightfall ~3 
I assumed that this was going to 

be the end of those long nights ques-
tioning myself as to why I was here 
and not with my mother. 

After a little while, I found my-
self moving toward him. I sat down 
across from him, on a little chair. The 
soft fabric reminded me of home. I 
quickly dismiss the thought, because 
as of right now it was unimportant. 
I look at the floor I figure my eyes 
don’t need to be anywhere else. 
“You’re here because your mother 
needs to deal with things, that don’t 
involve you. And she had nowhere 
else to put you.” Well he did not beat 
around the bush at all. And as soon 
as it leaves his mouth I get angry. Not 
the kind where you start to yell and 
scream. The kind where you get up 
and walk away. The kind that leaves 
you in tears. I walk to my room as fast 
as I can without looking back, and I 
do a good job of wiping my emotions 
clear off my face. Just in case he did 
see my face, it would be unreadable. 

I drop on the bed and let every-
thing I’m feeling inside cross my face. 
I feel guilty about the tears that later 
come, I hadn’t moved from where I 
fell on the bed for the past two hours. 
I’m in the middle of thinking about 
yesterday when my dad knocks on the 
door. To be honest, I’m not even sure 
that this is what I should be calling 
him. His real name is Philip, I’m sure 
this is what I was going to call him 
in the first place, but the word dad 
came out of mouth without permis-
sion, and so now it’s expected of me. 

After a few moments, I do get up 
and answer the door, but I quickly 
find my joints are stiff from neglect 

which makes the task take longer. 
He looked at me. “Dinner’s ready.” I 
give a slight nod, and move past him, 
I’m not in the mood for talking, so I 
pretend my voice is gone, and don’t 
eat much because it hurts. I take a 
shower and then head to bed. My 
dad said something, but I dismiss 
it because what he could’ve said is 
something I’m not ready to hear. 

The next morning when I get out 
of bed, I get dressed and head to the 
kitchen. Grab an apple and turn to 
the door. I open the door but just as 
I’m about to walk out my dad calls 
after me. “Slow down, I didn’t get the 
chance to talk to you.” He tilted his 
head slightly to the left and grinned. 
“Uh,.. you have never wanted to talk 
to me before school.” I looked at 
him, and crossed my arms. “Yeah, I 
know but this day is different. You 
see, there’s a girl at school you might 
want to pay attention to...” He raised 
one of his eyebrows and smiled. I ran 
out the door, his laugh followed me. I 
slammed the door and ran to school. 

Today was the day I got to go 
home. I focused on that. 

When I got to school, instead of 
sitting alone, I sat by that girl I was 
talking about. She had the circles 
again, and her face was spotted from 
dried tears. She looked surprised 
that I even sat next to her. “Hello.. 
My name is.. Marie” I stuttered. She 
smiled and looked up. 

“Autumn. Why did you sit with 
me”? This was a question I was ex-
pecting because no one wanted to sit 
by her for obvious reasons. 

“Going to bed after a movie helps.” 
She looked at me, and closed her 
book. 

“What are you talking about..?” 
Her eyes went wild. 

“How do you know?” 
“It’s not easy is it?” I looked at the 

table. “I didn’t mean to scare you 
but I just wanted to make sure you 
knew, you’re not alone.” I got up and 
started for my locker. 

continued on page 23 
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NightFall ––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
continued from page 22 

“Wait!” She got up and followed 
me. We walked together and I got to 
learn that she wasn’t with her dad, 
and was getting to go back to her 
mother today. I smiled and told her 
that I was having the same problems. 
I waved and we got seperated in 
the sea of students getting to their 
classes. 

At the end of the day, I felt re-
lieved. When I got on the bus kids 
seemed to point and laugh. Um, ok? 
That must be because I’m hanging 
out with Autumn. I sat down and 
put my headphones in. I ran off 
the bus and straight to my house. I 
swung open the door and cried, “I’m 
home!” My mom hugged me, kissed 
my head and said she was sorry.

 I looked up, “Autumn? What are 
you-” She stood up and walked to-
wards me. She placed her hand on 
my shoulder. 

“Hey sis…” 

Nightfall~ 4 
She let a tear slip down her face. 

My mom started talking, because of 
our condition, we had to be seper-
ated. How when dad left, it was to 
protect Autumn. We had different 
dads, the same mom. And the same 
thing that everyone was trying to 
protect us from. I could tell by her 
expression that Autumn was under-
standing better than me. Why would 
everyone keep this from us? Maybe 
that’s the part that I didn’t under-
stand. And maybe she did? My grand-
mother told me that one day if I was 
brave enough to walk farther then 

I have ever walked before, I would 
find treasure at the end. Something 
I have been waiting for my whole life. 
Something to feel that empty hole 
that my mother couldn’t fill. 

When my mother stopped talk-
ing, the world seemed to stop and 
I realized who I was around. I went 
to my room, where I expected sleep. 
But when I closed the door, only 
tears came. My sister came into the 
room, and held me. I let her stay, as 
the tears came and went. I ended up 
falling asleep in her arms. Something 
I could never see myself doing. This 
girl, the one I was supposed to be 
strong for, the one that was supposed 
to be looking up to me. Because I 
knew how to handle the dreams, the 
long nights feeling empty. But no, 
right here right now, I’m the one 
that’s looking up to her. 

The next morning I wake up to 
find my sister gone. I go downstairs, 
and find her and my mother with 
someone else. All sitting at the table 
together, just like a family. Autumn 
is the first to speak, “Goodmorning, 
sis.” She smiled. I took my place at 
the end of the table. 

“Good morning.” I looked at the 
person sitting across from Autumn. 
My mother spoke in a gentle voice. 
The one she used yesterday. Without 
me even asking, she answered my 
question. “Marie, this is Autumn’s 
dad, the one that left us that night.” 
My expression dropped. 

“Well what a surprise, welcome 
home.” I stood up and shoved my 
chair into the table. Grabbed my 

backpack and walked to the bus stop. 
As I walked I cleared my head. I 

sang the song my grandmother made 
for me. Sometimes things don’t go 
right, sometimes you have to cry... 
sometimes the people you love lie, 
to protect you on the inside. To 
keep you safe, they hide you away. 
Sometimes when things get really 
hard, you have to open up your heart. 
Don’t hide your face, lock up your 
pain and be brave. You only get one 
life, this life you’ll save. 

My sister came up to me and sat 
down. “The bus should be here any 
minute.” She held out her hand. I 
took it and stood up. My face flushed 
red, with what only could be shame. 
If she laughed, I didn’t hear it. The 
bus showed up and picked us both 
up. 

I walked home, and took this time 
to clear my thoughts. When I walked 
through the door, my mom and Au-
tumn were sitting together. I sat down 
and did my homework. 

I guess this is it. Me and my mother 
never had the same connection that 
we did a few months ago. Me and my 
sister got to know each other, and I 
taught her how to handle the dreams. 
How to handle walking. When some 
nights were hard I’d hold her. And 
other nights, I’d find myself wishing 
that we were never separated. Me and 
my father never spoke again. And 
me and Autumns dad are coming 
to peace. 

Well, it’s been fun but a story 
always has to come to an end. And 
this was mine. 
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GRADE 7 

The Candidate 
by Isabelle Maria Jackson 

Goodnight School | Teacher: Michael Krasovec 

It’s been 3 ½ months since WWIV 
ended, my twin brother and I have 
lost our father to an assassin because 
of an incident during the war...This 
angered mother so much that she 
took our country over and dominates 
it, grabbing anything within her 
grasp. If someone slips up for even a 
millisecond, they and their families 
get erased from existence as we know 
it. I hope tonight everything goes ac-
cording to plan, but I highly doubt it. 
Mom’s assistant, Anastasia, walks in, 

“Balissa, your mother requests 
your presence immediately.” I get off 
my bed and watch as my bed makes 
itself perfectly neat and tidy. I follow 
Anastasia to my mother’s luxurious 
office, where the smell of fresh coffee 
greets my nose in an almost comfort-
ing way, but it doesn’t make the room 
any less cold. I see my mother staring 
out the window majestically looking 
over her own grand kingdom of per-
fection, I also see my brother in one 
of her big deep red chairs his face 
full of anger and frustration. 

“Hello, Balissa” her sudden voice 
makes my blood run cold, but she 
continues in her cold voice as she 
turns on her heel to stare deep in my 
eye, and seemingly right through me, 

“I know that you were informed of 
the prestigious Royal Banquet...well 
I recently became aware that chleola 
Tyrason will be there this evening.” 
My throat goes dry as I recall the trial, 
where she was injected with “Truth 
Serum”. She told us the truth...that 
she had killed father and several of 
his generals. She only got a 70 billion 
dollar fine, but she deserved worse, 
she deserved what my father didn’t... 
death. She carried on, 

“To assure your safety, Blake will go 
with you also.”Blake abruptly stood 
up and argued, 

“ Why would you send us to a 

banquet where our father’s killer 
is?!” Anastasia flinches, but mother 
only laughs. 

“Blake darling, you know that 
Willowstars show no weakness! We 
always come through on the hardest 
of times, and if your father followed 
through with our belief then well, he 
wouldn’t be dead! He wasn’t worth 
all that chaos anyway.’’ she rolls her 
eyes as if this was obvious, I feel my 
face grow hot, and see Anastasia’s 
face drains of color. 

“So the plan is to look happier 
than ever! Put on your pretty face 
and make me proud!” mother takes 
a polite sip of her dark Black Coffee, 
she shouts, 

“Anastasia, is her dress ready?” the 
shy assistant brushed her blonde hair 
out of her face and glances at her 
smartwatch, 

“Yes Ms. Willowstar, her dress 
should be in her chambers now.” 

“Good, CAMILLE!!! Go help 
Balissa get ready for this evening!” 
Camille, our personal stylist, comes 
forward and rushes me into my bed-
room as if in a daze. I quickly slip on 
a bulletproof, longsleeved, Navy Blue 
dress that seemed to be encrusted 
with diamonds. She then helped me 
with my silky-smooth brown hair and 
all natural makeup of course and 
helped me slip on some black heels. 
Once she finally left my presence I 
put in my earpiece,and I grabbed my 
smart white clutch that held my prize 
techno weapons in it. I’ve been train-
ing with weapons and karate since I 
six. But I suppose mother thinks I’m 
weak and helpless, she kinda makes 
that fact obvious when she sends my 
brother with me everywhere to deal 
with the dirty work. Mother meets 
me to escort me to our private limo, 
but before I leave she whispers in my 
ear grinning, 

“Do what your father could never 
do, represent our family name with 
pride and victory.” her last words 
stuck with me like glue as I slipped 
into the limo. I watched as our huge 
central city lessened to just trees and 
mansions here and there. It was go-
ing utterly slow considering that this 
was supposedly the best limo in all 
of Anemega. I looked over to see my 
brother sharpening his metal card 
furiously when in my ear I hear my 
mother’s cold quiet voice, 

“Balissaa, this banquet will be all 
over the Webs tonight, do what I told 
you, be you and...you know what else 
needs to be done.” I finally breathe 
once I hear her crisp voice end the 
call. We finally pull up to a grand 
white building known as the “Willow 
Plaza”. My chauffer opens my door, a 
flood of flashing and shouting follow. 
I put on my overbold act on as I strut 
by the paparazzi, flashing a few poses 
here and there but I was unexpect-
edly blocked and asked a question. 

“What do you think about Chleola 
Tyrason being here tonight? Are you 
concerned about what she thinks of 
you or did to your father?” I shoo 
away some police (who were about to 
tackle the reporter) and then laugh 
dramatically and then reply through 
an ignorant smile, 

“Chleola Tyrason is about a fright-
ening as a little kitten in a pink bow! 
And she better be worried because 
Willowstars always dominate. You can 
count on it!” I consequently hear my 
mom in my ear and get chills down 
my neck, 

“You have done well Balissa, the 
Webs are exploding, keep doing what 
you’re doing!” I step through pure 
gold doors into a ballroom filled with 
multi-billionaires and celebrities you 

continued on page 25 
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can only see on TV, but just before 
I could get to the snack bar Chleola 
herself blocked my way and snarled, 

“Well isn’t it baby Willowstar! And 
look, I look way better than you, what 
a surprise….NOT” 

“Well Chleola,” I glance at my 
perfect nails, 

“At least my beauty isn’t fake” I 
glance back to see her and everyone 
around us gasp, I have to finish the 
burn! I reluctantly continue, 

“Oh, and Chleola! Jealousy is not 
a good look on you!” I cringe inside, 
I was being really salty to this horrific 
teenager. I hear her scream in frustra-
tion and storms off to her “clique of 
friends” because of my perfect truth. 
I spin around and spot my brother 
at the back of the room, he catches 
my eye, but shakes his head solemnly 
then disappears into a crowd of ce-
lebrities. Why is he so mad? He knows 
what she did, but I suppose she hasn’t 
had the most pleasant time either. 
Ugh! I loathe these ridiculous ban-
quets, they always end up being up 
a big guilt party! But it doesn’t help 
that mother and Blake always try to 
get me to be on “their side” whatever 
that may be. I seem to always get 
caught in the middle of their little 
family feuds! I suddenly snap out of 
my thinking daze when my cousin 
Tyress Dustbolt walks us to me and 
starts going on about what had just 
happened between Chleola and I, 

“That girl is rude! But you put her 
back in her place when you totally 
roasted that melon seed! You go 
girl!” I sigh quietly, I didn’t want to 
hurt her necessarily, I just wanted her 
to leave me alone. The rest of the 
banquet feels like a long time lapse, 
I watch people quickly come and go, 
celebrities take selfies in mobs, and 
I hear pop music being put on fast 
forward. Eventually I am finally able 
to leave, so I speedily say bye to the 
more important celebrities and cous-
ins before I walk out the grand doors 
and spot my limo across the road. I 
start heading over on the smart walk 
but stop when I see some gorgeous 
flowers, I start picking a few when I 
fell a big rough hand grab my arm. 
I spring into action and let loose my 
karate kid madness.on my attacker, 
I duck under a web of arms and 
make a run for it. But to my dismay 
I start to smell something strange, it 
was sour like rotten milk. I cover my 
mouth and stumble further and my 
head starts to spin until my vision 
fades to black. 

* * * 

I slowly open my eyes and wince at 
the pounding in my head, but notice 
that I’m loosely tied up in a chair. I 
laugh out loud, this has got to be 
a joke. I summon my white clutch 
and step out of the ropes and chair, 
I look around and see stone brick 

walls surrounding me, I walk along 
the doorless wall looking for my 
ticket out, when behind me I hear a 
smooth voice, 

“Oh Balissa! I I thought you 
wouldn’t be so vulnerable…” I spin 
around to see the most hideous sight 
of the century, a 2002 computer! I 
scream as loud as I can, mortified by 
the scene. I turn once more to run 
away from the disaster when before 
me a woman walks through the wall 
clapping profusely. 

“Sorry for the inconvenience but it 
was necessary. But anyways welcome 
to the crew! I’m Ms. Mortify!” I stare 
at her in shock as she attempts shak-
ing my hand, but she quickly pulls 
her hand back to her side. 

“What are you talking about?Is this 
real?” my voice quivers slightly as I 
regain my self control...I wonder if 
I’m in a position to roundhouse her? 
She laughs and replies, 

“This is all real. Anyway, we have 
been watching you for a few years 
now and we have concluded that 
you are the perfect candidate!” She 
smooths down her skirt, probably 
half expecting me to snap a witty 
reply back considering how I act 
outside of the house. 

“P-perfect for what?” I stutter 
alarmed. The sophisticated woman 
smiles and clasps her hands, 

“Well pack your bags Balissa Wil-
lowstar! We’re gonna save the world!” 
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GRADE 7 

A Different Kind of Terror 
by Zoey Hynes 

Goodnight School | Teacher: Michael Krasovec 

Have you ever seen a vampire? 
Not one in a movie or a picture but 
in real life. One with pale ashy skin 
cold as the grave. With hypnotic 
deadly eyes piercing right into your 
soul. Run! You tell yourself but your 
legs won’t move. Your body is frozen 
and tears are streaming down your 
face. Down, down, down your tears 
fall. Hitting the ground splashing. 
Breath! Breath! Calm down! But 
the more you scream the more your 
heart races. You feel your heart 
pounding inside your head. Boom, 
boom, boom. A sharp pain fills 
your chest. As you look up you see 
the hideous thing move. You stand 
there motionless praying to God for 
a miracle as it slowly shifts toward 
you. Your eyes widen and your heart 
stops right when it took its last step. 
The definition of terror was inches 
away from your face. Long bony 
white fingers reach out to touch you. 
Come on! Move! Move! MOVE! You 
yell at your trembling body but your 
cries don’t get through. Your body 
stays there shaking like a leaf. Gently 

it caresses your face. Hands icy cold. 
Wiping the tears from your eyes but 
they just keep coming and coming 
like rain in a hurricane. The color of 
your face turns white as snow. Your 
mind spinning with thoughts. I’m go-
ing to die here aren’t I? Please God! 
Please! Please! Please someone! Just 
save me from this living nightmare! 
I don’t want to die! Its brisk hands 
lay on you and tilts your head. Ex-
posing your soft delicious neck. Its 
long slimy scaly tongue trails down 
your neck in search of your artery. 
It opens its mouth exposing sharp 
pearly white teeth ready to strike. It 
latches on your neck and its tongue 
stays there savoring the taste. Then 
your mind goes black and you whirl 
into ominous darkness. Not all vam-
pires feed on blood some feed on 
your thoughts, memories, and voice. 
Wait a minute. Stop! Hold on! How 
about I just rephrase the question: 
Do you have a deathly fear of speak-
ing in front of other people? 

Light hits your eyes. Your 
mind comes back to reality. Deep 

breathes. In and out. Everything 
starts to flow through your mind. 
Thought after thought. The vam-
pire slowly unlatches from your 
neck. Whimpering and backing 
away. Ending up in the same place 
it started. Fear in its eyes. You blink 
flabbergasted. Is this deadly monster 
actually afraid of me? You blink once 
more and then the vampire is gone. 
Disappeared into thin air. Everything 
is clear now. The people sitting in 
front of you aren’t strangers, they 
are your friends. You have nothing 
to worry about. The words start flow-
ing through your mouth like music 
in a symphony. You finish up with a 
huge smile on your face. A booming 
applause fills your ears. You look up 
amazed. Everyone was on their feet, 
clapping, and cheering. You couldn’t 
help but smile even more than you 
already were. As you walk to your seat 
people were high fiving you and pat-
ting you on the back. You felt nothing 
but joy. Fear is one of the hardest 
things to overcome. Whether you’re 
afraid of monsters or speaking. 
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GRADE 7 

The Importance of Antibiotics 
by Genevieve Schlanser 

Goodnight School | Teacher: Michael Krasovec 

Simple diseases such as chicken 
pox and influenza used to be ca-
lamitous, though a vaccination can 
help get rid of it in this day and age. 
We never stop to appreciate a way to 
make these monsters seem less scary. 
Without vaccines and antibiotics, 
there is a chance the human race 
could have gone extinct multiple 
times. If it weren’t for them, or an 
effortless flu shot, we could be fac-
ing an influenza outbreak this very 
moment. Luckily, that will never hap-
pen. These audacious killers are still 
present in the world, but antibiotics 
and vaccinations keep them under 
control. 

Louis Pasteur is an inspiration in 
the world of science. He made his 
first major contribution to chemistry 
and microbiology in 1849 when he 
noted that although two compounds 
have the same chemical composition, 
they must have different structures. 
From that moment on, his under-
standing and success skyrocketed. 
In 1885, he treated and saved the 
first human subject ever with rabies. 
Pasteur also was the first scientist to 
discover that disease came from mi-
croorganisms. Anton van Leeuwen-
hoek also played a huge role in the 
invention of treatments for diseases 
by means of directly observing micro-
organisms from his microscope. At 
his time, Leeuwenhoek’s microscope 
was unlike anything seen before. It 
wasn’t the first microscope, but being 
able to see red blood cells through a 
homemade microscope in the 1600s 
was monumental Alexander Fleming 
is also highly respected due to his 
accidental discovery of penicillin. 
He first discovered the potential of 
mold when he was experimenting 
with staphylococcal bacteria, the 
germs responsible for staph infec-
tions. He left an uncovered petri 

dish by an open window so that mold 
spores got in contact with the dish. 
He began to notice how the bacteria 
near the mold colonies were dying, 
and began to observe the mold with 
intensified interest. He found it to be 
a member of the penicillium genus, 
and discovered it could kill gram-
positive pathogens. These pathogens 
were responsible for diseases such as 
scarlet fever, pneumonia, meningitis, 
and many other dangerous illnesses. 
Alexander Fleming had created the 
world’s first authentic antibiotic. He 
named his penicillin “mould juice”, 
and it was mass produced during 
WWII. His invention was accidental 
because he insisted nature discov-
ered everything on its own. Fleming 
himself said, “I did not invent penicil-
lin. Nature did that. I only discovered 
it by accident.” 

There are 5 types of microor-
ganisms - bacteria, fungi, viruses, 
protozoa, algae. Though antibiotics 
treat a lot of diseases, they can only 
kill bacteria, not the other types of 
microorganisms. Unlike viruses, 
which can only do harm, some bac-
teria present in our bodies and food 
can be beneficial. Yoghurt contains 
Lactobacillus Bulgaricus and Strepto-
coccus thermophilus, which are used 
to culture milk, but also promotes 
bone health. Some yoghurts are even 
made with probiotics to keep intes-
tines healthy. Again, bacteria can be 
good and bad, but viruses have one 
purpose - to do harm. Viruses hide 
inside a host cell, then are replicated 
as the cell duplicated. This relentless 
process of replicating often harm or 
destroy the host. Viruses can even 
hid in other microorganisms such 
as bacteria. Common viruses include 
Polio, Hepatitis A and B, and even a 
cold. Rhinovirus is the virus respon-
sible for common colds. It luckily is 

resolved in just a few days and is not 
fatal. Essentially, most viruses are 
not fatal, though there still are some 
deadly ones out there such as Ebola, 
Rabies, and Dengue virus. Antibiotics 
only kill bacteria, but there are other 
ways to be safe from diseases caused 
by other microorganisms. Some vi-
ruses can be avoided by vaccinations. 

Microscopes are also significant in 
microbiology and chemistry. Before 
the 1600s, no one had seen any form 
of microorganisms. Today, scientists 
use the 5 I’s method to study mi-
crobes. First ‘I’ is inoculation. In the 
process of inoculation, a sample of 
the microorganisms that someone is 
testing is put into a sterile container 
with the proper nutrients to establish 
further growth, for example a petri 
dish with agar. The second ‘I’ stands 
for incubation. The incubation pe-
riod for microorganisms is somewhat 
like a bird keeping an egg warm until 
in hatches, but a machine takes place 
of a bird, and the egg is switched with 
a sample of a microbe. The third ‘I’ 
stands for isolation, which is the pro-
cess by which scientists separate the 
sample from its environment to fur-
ther observe it. After it is isolated, the 
fourth ‘I’ occurs - inspection. During 
inspection the scientist observes the 
sample under a microscope. The fifth 
and final ‘I’ is identification. The spe-
cies and type of microorganism are 
determined in the final step. The five 
‘I’ method is extremely useful and 
has been giving microbiologists an 
easy, efficient way to determine types 
of organisms for decades. 

Ironically, having a way to keep 
yourself safe from microorganisms 
generates an amount of danger also. 
Since we have been using so many 
antibiotics and vaccines, the bad 
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The Importance of Antibiotics ––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
continued from page 27 

bacteria and viruses are getting stron-
ger and are evolving to withstand 
our treatments. We, humanity, are 
developing superbugs. A superbug is 
a microorganism that is resistant to 
the majority of antibiotics used today. 
However,  it is a far greater risk to not 
get vaccinated and take antibiotics 
than to take them. It’s only a matter 
of time before we have to construct 
a new way to be safe from microbes, 

because current safeguards will fail. 
This superbug scenario seems dim, 
but if the past is any indication, I have 
faith that science will generate new 
discoveries to fight. 

The human race could be extinct 
if not for the discovery of antibiotics. 
From the initial finding of Pasteur, to 
the modern creation of new antibiot-
ics and innovative work with viruses, 
we are fighting a good fight against 

microorganisms. Without the road 
paved by the creative scientists of our 
past, none of it would be possible. 
The inventions of antibiotics and 
vaccinations, in my opinion, are truly 
some of the most important scientific 
discoveries of all time. They have 
enabled us to battle the monsters 
that are known as microorganisms. 
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GRADE 7 

Imperialism in North Africa, 
Was It Just? 
by Richie Garcia 

Goodnight School | Teacher: Michael Krasovec 

Cake, it is one of the most Ideal 
and recognizable desserts in the 
world, but would you ever look at a 
cake and compare it to a continent 
such as America? In this day and age, 
you may not even be able to see any 
resemblance between a cake and a 
continent. Yet back in the times of 
1884 and 1885 at a conference In 
Berlin dedicated to the divvying up of 
Africa a man known as King Leopold 
III of Belgium had made this exact 
comparison with Africa being the 
cake and Europe, the hungry party 
guests clamoring to get a slice. When 
looking at such an imperialistic 
comparison for this at this modern 
day and age we think of it as being 
derogatory and egocentric of the 
Europeans to compare Africa to a 
pastry. Still, there is a question that 
arises from all of this, why was Europe 
scrambling to get a slice of Africa’s 
land. Although there are a variety 
of possibilities ranging from techno-
logical advancements to moral duty 
I believe that the driving forces of 
European Imperialism in Africa are 
cultural beliefs, competition among 
nations, and the last but certainly 
not least Africa’s economic potential. 

One major reason for European 
imperialism was their cultural and 
racial beliefs. One instance of Eu-
ropean’s cultural beliefs coming 
into play can be found in Rudyard 
Kipling’s poem “The White Man’s 
Burden” where it states “Send your 
sons to exile To serve your captives’ 
need To wait in heavy harness On 
fluttered folk and wild—Your new-
caught, sullen peoples, Half devil 
and half child.” (Doc F) To elaborate, 
the Europeans had thought of the 
Africans as “sullen peoples” as well 
as “half-devil and half-child” which in 

all simplicity means they viewed them 
as being savages with no morality 
and moronic with no intellect ,or in 
more transparent terms they viewed 
the Africans as being below them 
and their race. A second example of 
the Europeans using cultural belief 
to bolster their cause is once again 
found in Rudyard Kipling’s poem, as 
it reads “Fill full the mouth of Famine 
And bid the sickness cease; And when 
your goal is nearest The end for oth-
ers sought, Watch Sloth and heathen 
Folly Bring all your hope to nought.” 
(Doc F) To put it in more elementary 
terms, the Europeans had thought 
of themselves as being the kind and 
forgiving masters of Africa and its 
people, which in turn is giving them 
a somewhat stronger rationale for 
their cruel and unjustifiable acts. 
But despite all of this cruelty they 
still blame the Africans for being 
“sloth and heathen” as well as being 
obscene for rejecting their afore-
mentioned “help.” A final example 
of Europeans and their cultural prin-
ciples can be found in John Ruskin’s 
1870 Oxford lecture, where he stated 
“seizing every piece of fruitful waste 
ground she can set her foot on, and 
there teaching these her colonists... 
that their first aim is to be to advance 
the power of England by land and 
by sea.” (Doc B) In its simplest this 
piece of his lecture demoted Africa 
to land wasted by the Africans, which 
again gives the Europeans another 
justification for their unforgivable 
and belligerent take over of the na-
tives initial homeland. All in all, The 
Europeans cultural beliefs were more 
than just propaganda, they were the 
justification the Europeans used for 
their unacceptable actions which still 
affect Africa to this day and age. 

Yet another reason for the im-
moral brutality that had occurred 
on Africa’s lavish land is the fiery 
competition between the European 
nations. The first occasion of com-
petition playing a role in Europeans 
take over of Africa can be found in 
Germany’s father of the colonial 
movement, Friedrich Fabri, Does 
Germany Need Colonies? Lecture 
from 1879, as he stated “It would be 
wise if we Germans would learn about 
colonial skills from our Anglo-Saxon 
cousins and would begin-in a friendly 
competition-to strive after them.” 
(Doc B) To break it down, Mr. Fabri 
states that the Germans need to learn 
and strive for more advance colonial 
skills so that they could beat their 
Anglo-Saxon (U.K.) in “friendly” 
competition not knowing or caring of 
the crimson trail they tread upon. A 
second case of competition is found 
in one of Germany’s relatively close 
neighbors the United Kingdom and 
their very own John Ruskin when in 
his 1870 Oxford lecture he stated 
“[Will the] youths of England, make 
your country again a royal throne of 
kings; ... For all the world a source 
of light, a center of peace? ..(T)his 
is what [England] must either do or 
perish: she must found colonies as 
fast and as far as she is able.” (Doc B) 
So in its simplest he said that the peo-
ple of England need to rebuild their 
once vast empire so that they could 
have their grip once again enforced 
upon the world and its colorful and 
fragile people. The final instance of 
the Europeans competition playing 
a role in European imperialism in 
Africa can be found in, once again 
in Friedrich Fabri’s 1879 lecture, 
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 Imperialism in North Africa, Was It Just? –––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
continued from page 29 

Does Germany Need Colonies? As 
he states “When the German Reich 
centuries ago was at the peak of the 
states in Europe, it was the Number 
One trade and sea power. Should the 
New German Reich wish to prove 
and maintain its newly won position 
of power for a long time, it will have 
to take up the same cultural mission 
and delay no longer to acknowledge 
its colonial task anew.” Fabri’s ideas 
consisted of much propaganda to 
persuade the young men of Germany 
to fight for a cause built on lies and 
bodies and held together with noth-
ing but speculation. Altogether, this 
evidence proves the spark of national 
competition provoked the ignition of 
the untameable blaze of imperialism 
throughout the continent of Africa.

 Though cultural beliefs and com-
petition between nations were piv-
otal, the fundamental source behind 
European imperialism is in fact the 
seemingly infinite economic poten-
tial. The first piece of evidence that 
supports this claim can be found in 
the chart “Selected African Colonies 
and their Exports,” where it presents 
the materials syphoned from Africa’s 
land, such as the rubber and ivory 
exported from the Congo Free State 
(King Leopold III of Belgium) shows 
that the king had been taking things 
that can skyrocket the economy of 
the Belgians in the snap of their 

fingers. (Doc D) To summarize the 
countries apart of the takeover had 
not only abused the Africans by 
slaughtering and enslaving them, 
they had also stolen from their home 
and land that was rightfully belonged 
to them no matter how “savage¨ and 
“primitive” they where. The second 
piece of evidence is seen in the chart 
made by Trevor Owen Lloyd of the 
imports and exports to Africa, where 
it displays the time frames 1854 and 
1900 which shows drastic changes 
on the exports of Africa and mild 
changes in the imports (Doc E) In 
addition to thievery the Europeans 
also swindled the Africans by selling 
them goods made from the materi-
als that the Africans had owned in 
the first place which is extremely 
dishonorable and immoral both of 
which are what the Europeans claim 
that they are the complete opposite 
of. The Last piece of evidence can be 
found in the Partition of Africa where 
it displays the potential advantages 
brought up by location such as the 
U.K. and their advantage in egypt 
were they had clear access to a canal 
from the Mediterranean sea and 
Indian ocean where they could go 
and trade with the Asians This final 
piece of evidence is crucial because 
the new markets and the power by sea 
you could gain can give an advantage 
in the country’s economic stance. 

Greed can make people do many 
unthinkable things ,and back during 
the times where imperialism was at its 
strongest this ideology was brought 
to the extremes with the tenacious 
takeover of Africa.

 Imperialism, it was the process 
of taking over a country or territory 
and integrating it into your own. Yet 
this definition did not apply to the 
cruelty executed upon the enviable 
land known as Africa. It is clear why 
the Europeans had desired Africa 
but they had no cause nor quarrel 
to take over this land and no matter 
how many excuses they can come up 
with there is no justification for their 
horrid and unforgivable behavior. No 
matter human desire to gain and own 
land these actions toward Africa have 
no place in this world now or then. 
Most people see hostage situations 
as people people being taken against 
their will usually places they think are 
safe such as a house or a bank. Well 
this applies almost directly to the way 
Africans had been treated in their 
own home land except Europe was 
not making demands to authorities 
this particular instance the police 
are non existent and justice is not an 
option even today they cannot penal-
ize Europe for its wretched decisions 
and unquenchable lust for control. 
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GRADE 7 

Untitled 
by Justin Gonzales 

Heaton Middle School | Teacher: Jonathon Stevens 

The question that I will be answer-
ing in this speech is, “Is there a fine 
line between optimism and reality?” 
In my opinion, I believe that there is, 
indeed, a fine line between optimism 
and reality. I believe this because 
there is a difference between being 
an optimist and a realist. Being an 
optimist is, quite literally, viewing 
the glass half full, versus the glass 
half empty. If you are an optimist, 
you consider the glass half full. If you 
are a pessimist, then you consider it 
half empty. Realists just see it as it 
is... a cup with water in it. So, there 
is a fine line between optimism and 
realism because optimism is positivity 
towards the situation at hand, and 
realism is, just, literally, how it is. 

The examples I have chosen to 
support my opinion are as follows. 
Let’s say everyday when you leave 
work, you go to a drug store or a gas 
station, and you buy a lottery ticket 
there. Each day you buy that lottery 
ticket, you say, optimistically, to your-
self, “I’m going to win something this 
time.” That is being optimistic about 
the situation at hand. The reality, 
though, is that the probability you 
will win something from that lottery 
ticket is miniscule. Occasionally, you 
might win a couple of dollars, but you 
will probably never win the big prize 
that is advertised on the ticket. 

I have another example I will use 
to illustrate my perspective; Let’s say 
you are behind on paying your bills. 
You are facing foreclosure, you are 
unemployed, and you can’t seem 
to find a job. Being optimistic, you 
keep saying to yourself, “Everything 
is going to be fine.” However, a re-

alist, in this situation, would say to 
himself, “I’m most likely not going to 
get everything paid on time and I’m 
most likely going to face foreclosure.” 
Here you can see that the optimist in 
the situation is looking at the positive 
side, truly believing that everything 
is going to be ok. The realist in the 
situation is saying that he knows that 
he is probably not going to be able 
to get caught up with everything and 
will face foreclosure. 

 Whether you have realistic op-
timism, or you have unrealistic op-
timism is a huge factor. A realistic 
optimist, in the situation previously 
stated, would say to himself “I just 
need to find a job. Maybe I can ask 
for help to get caught up on the 
bills, and then everything will be ok.” 
Being realistically optimistic means 
knowing that you need to work for 
the positive outcome that you are 
hoping for. 

An unrealistic optimist wouldn’t 
acknowledge that he needs to work 
for the outcome that he is hoping for. 
He just expects it to happen. Or he 
hopes it will happen. Being an unre-
alistic optimist has a lot to do with the 
first example. Buying a lottery ticket 
and telling yourself that you are go-
ing to win something every time you 
scratch it is unrealistic. Although, in 
this situation, you aren’t expecting it 
to happen. You are hopeful it’s going 
to happen. This refers to the type of 
unrealistic optimist who hopes for 
things to happen because he can’t 
affect the outcome. 

A quote from a political journalist 
named Norman Cousins supports 
my position. Mr. Cousins said, “Op-

timism doesn’t wait on facts. It deals 
with prospects. Pessimism is a waste 
of time.” This quote confirms that 
optimism doesn’t wait on facts it deals 
with prospects. If an optimist looks 
at a sky with storm clouds, he might 
think, “It’s going to be a beautiful, 
rainy day.” A realist would see it as it 
is. . . storm clouds that are going to 
bring rain. 

So, the difference between opti-
mism and reality is that optimism is 
wishful thinking. Relating to the lot-
tery ticket example, you are hoping 
so much that you are going to win 
that lottery ticket. You aren’t facing 
the reality of the situation. . . the real-
ity that you probably are not going to 
win anything from that lottery ticket. 

Reality is facing the reality of the 
situation at hand. Relating to the sec-
ond example, the realist knows that 
they need to work to get caught up 
on everything. They know they might 
need extra help, too. The optimist is 
simply hoping that things are going 
to work out for the better. 

In conclusion, the main difference 
between optimism and reality is that 
optimism can be wishful thinking. It 
can get easily distorted with fantasy. 
Then, the reality of the situation 
comes up and you are disappointed 
because your positive thinking was 
too wishful, and became distorted 
with fantasy. Reality is just how things 
are. You know that this is going to 
happen because that happened. Re-
alists don’t get caught up in fantasy 
or any wishful thinking. They know 
how things are and their thoughts 
don’t get distorted with fantasy like 
optimists often do. 
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The Thin Blue Line 
by Kaitlyn Jesik 

Central High School | Teacher: Cody Griebel 

The Thin Blue Line 
is hard to hold; 

it is protected by only the bold. 

He loves. 
He lives. 

He laughs. 
He holds the 

Thin Blue Line 
to protect his own. 

People run everywhere. 
As sirens howl, 
chaos follows; 

he’s gone into thin air. 

My heart skips. 
I start to cry. 

Then the phone rings, 
he is still alive. 

The Thin Blue Line 
he did hold,

 another night gone 
and he came home. 

I thank the Lord 
and finish my prayer. 

I have more time 
to love, 
to live, 

to laugh, 
to hold 

the man who walks the 
Thin Blue Line. 
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Victim 
by Mailee Holley 

South High School | Teacher: Tony Filpi 

I am consumed by all these other thoughts, 
I feel trapped underground I cannot breathe. 
My mind and body crippled freedom I sought. 

There is nothing but fear you made me weak, 
You think it’s a joke what you did to me. 
A permanent scar I cannot remove, 
I’m locked in a cage too scared to break free, 
Without speaking up this crime I can’t prove. 

Art has opened my eyes, led me to see, 
Your violent act does not define me. 
I’m gaining the strength to sprout like a seed, 
no longer hiding I can finally be! 

I’m louder now than I’ve ever been before, 
Set free, no longer tied down anymore. 
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GRADE 9 

The Tale of the Magic Book 
by Carlee Lanae Chaney Brooks 

East High School | Teacher: Terri Pacheco 

There once was a magical library. 
It had marble walls on the inside and 
two big golden doors. Many people 
do not believe in this magic, you see, 
this big marble building looks like a 
run-down shack to them. Torn wood, 
paint chipping all over the exterior, 
graffiti on the windows. This is not 
what the library looks like though, 
it’s very large, stunning white marble 
walls, a marvelous mosaic of a blue 
sky with beautiful golden birds on the 
ceiling, and those two golden doors. 
Only those who believe in the magic 
of the book will see the library in its 
true form, like the little fox. 

“Hey, did you hear about the 
library with the magical book?” the 
little fox asked. 

“Yes,” the mother fox said. “It’s 
supposed to give the knowledge of 
the world, and some good luck too.” 

“Do you think I can find it one day? 
I really want that book, momma!” the 
little fox exclaimed. 

The mother fox laughed, “Maybe 
one day child,” she patted her son’s 
head and they walked past the library. 
The little fox stared at the doors with 
wide eyes as the big golden doors 
faded away. 

The next morning the little fox 
was playing with his friends at the 
playground. He had lots of fun swing-
ing on the swings, sliding down the 
slides, even playing hide and seek, 
but the only thing on his mind was 
that magic book at the library. All 
the knowledge it has, all the luck it 
gives! He couldn’t keep his dream to 
himself so he told everyone he could. 
His teachers shook their heads and 
dismissed his beliefs, his friends said 
he shouldn’t believe in fairytales, his 
father just shook his head and sighed. 

Nobody believed in him, not even 
his father, whom he looked up to 
since he was a pup. He started losing 

hope, the spark he had in his eyes was 
dying down. The spark got so dim, he 
started to believe those people. He 
thought they were right when they 
said magic isn’t real, that it’s just a 
fairytale and nothing more than that. 

That is, until one night before he 
fell asleep, his mother came in and 
said something that lit his spark again, 
“Don’t believe them little fox, the book 
is very real. Go find the magic book. 
It’s your destiny.” She kissed her pup’s 
head, tucked him in, and disappeared 
into the shadows of their home. 

He opened his eyes and yawned 
as he slowly sat up in his soft bed. 
He looked over at the small window 
behind his desk and looked outside. 
What caught his eye was not the 
beautiful green trees or the warm 
sunlight engulfing his room. What 
he saw was a big marble building 
with golden doors. He felt a connec-
tion with this library, he felt like he 
needed to go there. 

He jumped out of bed and ran out 
his front door, ignoring his father’s 
screams for him to come back home. 
He needed to go to the library, he 
needed to get that book. This morn-
ing, he didn’t stop and tell the baker 
hello, he didn’t hug his mother good-
bye, he didn’t feed the little bird on 
his window sill. All he did was run. 
The little fox stopped in front of the 
big doors and grabbed hold of the 
shiny knob, and opened the door. 

The first thing he saw was books, 
flying books. They were going from 
the front desk and flying into their 
place on the shelves. He felt like 
he was in a wonderland filled with 
magic. As he was looking around 
the room in awe, he didn’t notice 
the large owl land beside him on the 
perch connected to the wall. 

“Hello, little fox.” the wise owl said, 
“I’ve been expecting you.” 

The fox looked over at the owl with 
wide eyes, “You’ve been expecting 
me? Why?” 

“Pup, you believe in the library’s 
magic more than anyone that’s ever 
existed! We can sense your spirit,” 
the large owl looked straight into 
the fox’s majestic brown eyes and 
nodded, “and your connection with 
the book.” 

“I’m connected with the book?” 
the little fox was so overwhelmed by 
all the magical things around him 
he couldn’t think straight, he didn’t 
even notice the owl chuckle and pat 
his head with her wing. 

“Child, you are connected to not 
only the book but the whole library 
as well. I think I know why you’re 
here, you want to find the magic 
book right?” the owl said with her 
calming voice. 

“Yes ma’am, I want that book, 
need that book. I know it’s real… I 
can feel it in my veins,” the little fox 
exclaimed. 

“Well then, I shouldn’t keep you, 
why don’t you go find that book?” the 
owl nodded at the fox and flew away. 

The little fox turned and stared at 
the hundreds of books on the shelves 
and sighed. He didn’t know how he 
was going to find the book when 
there are so many books on just one 
shelf. It seemed impossible, but the 
little fox was willing to do all he could 
to get that book. 

He walked slowly towards the first 
shelf, then the next shelf, and the 
next shelf. None of the books felt 
right to him, he couldn’t feel the 
magical connection that he felt when 
he got here. He sighed and kept walk-
ing until he got to the very last shelf 
in the back of the library where he 
saw a little bunny looking at a plain 
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brown book. The little bunny turned 
to her mom and asked if she could 
have it. 

“Oh bun, why would you want that 
book? It’s so… plain. Every inch of 
it has a tear, rip or scratch. We don’t 
want a book that looks like that! It’s 
just terrible,” the mother bunny 
grabbed her daughter’s paw and 
dragged her away from the book. 

The little fox looked at that book 
and felt something he’s never felt 
before. It was the same pull that 
brought him to the library, but a 
thousand times stronger. He ran to-
wards the book and carefully pulled 
it off the shelf. The cover was just a 
plain brown and it did have lots of 

dents and tears but, he thought it 
looked beautiful. 

The little fox brought it to a table 
and grabbed the side of the cover 
getting ready to open it. The owl flew 
over to his table with a proud smile 
on her face and urged him to open it. 

“Open it little fox. Open the 
book,” the owl nudged his arm with 
her head and nodded at him. 

He opened the book. 
It suddenly flew up with its pages 

wide open, shining gold upon the 
little fox. The little fox looked over 
at the owl and gave a big smile that 
the owl gladly returned. The owl flew 
up to the book and grabbed it with 
her feet, bringing it down to the fox. 

He grabbed the book from the owl 
as she said, “Congratulations little 
fox. You are now the keeper of the 
book. Take care of this book and pass 
on its lessons. I know you can do it.” 
She flew away and sat back on her 
perch where she fell asleep. 

The little fox looked at the book 
and read the entire story, surprisingly 
the story was describing everything 
the little fox went through to get the 
book. The main character was the fox 
as well. He smiled and turned the 
page to see the very last page with 
seven magical words... 

Don’t judge a book by its cover. 
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GRADE 11 

Advanced Procrastination 
by Joli Dou 

Centennial High School | Teacher: Julie Armstrong 

Static. Shadows. There had been 
something else, but they couldn’t re-
member what. More interference. “Is 
this on?” A voice, distinctly muffled. 
Female, from the sightless expanse 
before them. Who are you? They asked 
each other, asked themselves. Me? 
I don’t know. Should I know? Harsh 
fluorescent circles blazed to life 
overhead, an octet of stars framed by 
dingy velvet. Their eyes adjusted just 
enough to make out the four figures 
on stage. The static had stopped, but 
when? 

“Welcome to Centennial!” the fig-
ures chirped. “We’re the counselors, 
and we’re just so incredibly excited to 
have you all in our school’s Advanced 
Placement program!” 

Advanced Placement? Who are you? I 
don’t know. Who am I ? 

“We know you are too! Before 
we turn you loose for the first day 
of class, just remember the College 
Board motto: Have some school 
spirit! Or it’ll have you!” Scattered, 
confused applause mingled with the 
manic giggles that ensued.

 They still couldn’t remember 
their names. 

The hallway lights flickered over 
the stale, bated air permeating the 
school, casting their weak yellow 
gaze over the scarred floors, pale 
stains the only artifacts of ancient 
and long-gone cleanliness. Red paint 
littered the white walls, motivational 
slogans that didn’t even believe in 
themselves. The horde of students 
migrated through, exchanging 
their student ID numbers in lieu of 
names, filling the hall with the low 
din of empty chatter. They shivered. 
Had the temperature dropped sev-
eral degrees since they’d left the 
auditorium? 

It’s just me. 
Rusty vents coughed, viscous white 

phlegm accompanying drafts of wind 
that got progressively colder. A few 
looks of unease. Strange shadows 
trailed behind them, camouflaged 
among those cast by the setting sun. 
It seemed like there were less stu-
dents than there had been previously. 

It’s just me. Isn’t it? 
Thunder, or maybe a gunshot. 

No, a mere clap, bringing them to 
attention, and they were corralled 
into the rooms, whitewashed brick 
closing around them. 

“Like we’re at the zoo.” 
“The zoo? Never been there, I 

don’t think.” 
“Yes, you have. Third grade, 

remember?” 
“No, I don’t. Do I know you?” 
“No, I don’t even know me.” 
They learned quickly, sinking 

into the same monotonous cycle 
of classes, meetings, practices, and 
work. Work. It condensed overhead 
as they drove home. Knocked persis-
tently, though it had the key to their 
every room. Never invited, but ever 
present. Then, winter. Time seemed 
to work differently here; they’d long 
stopped bothering to count the days, 
let alone the months. But they knew. 
Sluggish, weak sunlight filtered in 
occasionally through the prison-slat 
windows, as though it, too, had its 
lifeforce sapped from being in the 
proximity of the school. And then 
came the first “incident.” 

White chalk, protesting against the 
board. The clock that stubbornly re-
fused to move. Familiar droning over 
unfamiliar subjects, a native language 
turned alien by its contents. The daily 
cycle of AP Physics was running its 
course until it was ruptured by an 
unearthly wailing from the adjacent 
room. Sounds of sobbing from the 
AP Bio room, dying down, seemingly 
over, until the shriek. 

“I can’t do it anymore!” 
As if summoned by this simple 

phrase, the creatures came. A pair, 
their mirrored faces filled only with 
the terrified expression of their 
victim. A flash, and it was over; the 
student was dragged away by the cup-
like claws of the A.P. monsters, as they 
were dubbed following this incident. 

“Rather a shame. That one, 
129227, I believe. Had some promise. 
He should have gotten a note from 
the office, though.” The chalk took 
up its furious squeaking again. 

The rumors spread like wildfire, 
conjecture and truth twisting until 
nobody knew the difference any-
more. The monsters ran on coffee, 
the four cups bearing them over 
the linoleum floors at otherworldly 
speeds. Bodies made up of work, 
the work that their victims could 
never make up. Their very existence 
was a taunt, a final humiliation only 
exceeded by the death that followed 
in their wake. There were no more 
questions about disappearances, 
about lab partners that would take 
sudden and permanent leaves of ab-
sence. The skeletons in the anatomy 
closet multiplied exponentially. Bet-
ter unexplained. The time came to 
dissect cadavers. No questions then, 
either. Better to pretend they didn’t 
know. 

It’s not the shadows, but what they 
hide. 

Hidden in the ghastly yellow 
overhead lights. Crouching over the 
rafters, stalking through the shadowy 
corners even in their dreams. Nonex-
istent eyes watched their every move. 

By some miracle of fate, a handful 
of the original auditorium made it 
through four years, and it came time 
for their graduation. Bright banners 
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with loud letters overlooked the 
hall, red-and-white streamers curling 
through the air. They filed onstage, 
draped in funerary white. Living 
ghosts, pale as the sheets they wore. 
Despite this, there was a faint atmo-
sphere of hope. They had escaped. 
They had yet to believe it. But they 
were the victors, the survivors. 

Should I cry? I’ve cried so much, I don’t 
remember when I should anymore. 

Inhale. Shaking, a hand on the 
door, a slight pressure. Exhale. Light: 

real, natural, golden. Real beyond 
the realms of wildest imagination. 
Gone. Only a dark expanse, blocking 
out the entirety of the sky. Mountain-
ous fangs and hot-coal eyes the only 
disruptions. A rancid, searing heat 
and the stench of desiccation. 

“The Spirit,” whispered the ghosts, 
counselor-shells, teacher-shells, 
parent-shells melting. 

You come with hope, but your luck will 
sadly turn. 

You seek knowledge, but despair is all 
you will learn. 

When you look within for the will to 
live, 

You shall find that you have no spirit 
left to give. 

You come for a diploma, to graduate, 
But before you’ve begun, it’s already 

too late. 
“Welcome to college.” 
Who am I? 
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GRADE 11 

Unity 
by Trinity Pope 

East High School | Teacher: Monica Williams 

My World 
January 16th, 2030 

My name is Edgar. My world, 
your world, and the world of future 
generations is erupting into great 
chaos. Here in the US, a presidential 
election has caused a tremendous 
uprising in the streets of not only 
Washington DC but in the streets of 
every state capital. This country is on 
the brink of Civil War but some say it 
wouldn’t be the first time an election 
has caused such occurrences. 

Everyday life has also taken a turn. 
The way of life in the US went from 
hopefully making the “American 
Dream” a reality to working all day in 
order to make a survivable income. 
Casey, my next door neighbor, is 12 
years old and has to work 16 hours a 
day to help support her family. There 
aren’t enough jobs for everyone to 
survive, and education has long been 
gone. The dreams of yesterday has 
turned into the harsh cold reality 
of today. Dreams and happiness are 
silent midnight whispers while try-
ing to get by is an intrusive booming 
voice in the minds of the majority. Be-
cause of this, the depression rate has 
skyrocketed and the leading cause of 
death, other than murder, is suicide. 

I am writing these entries because I 
feel the need to express my thoughts 
and opinions about what’s going on 
in the world. I have always been a 
dreamer, I have always been some-
what of a true empath. I am unable to 
communicate my thoughts and opin-
ions, let alone my feelings about the 
world around me with others. I will 
continue to write every chance I get. 

The Nightmares 
July 18th 2030 

The same nightmare returns al-
most every night. The terror begins 
with a dark world. Not dark because 

of the roll of the clouds and crackle 
of thunder above my head, but dark 
in another sense. I am turning the 
corner into an old abandoned alley 
only to see a gang coming straight for 
me, only they’re not looking for me. 
They sprint past me and onto the war 
grounds behind me. Gunshots ring 
in my ears as I search for a place to 
take cover. I see women and children 
sitting in the alley staring straight 
ahead, no longer fighting their in-
evitable deaths caused by constant 
warfare and violence that surrounds 
them. I turn the corner again only to 
see an elderly man hurriedly reach-
ing into his bag to pull out a can of 
corn. I see him give it to the little 
girl with an eager smile on her face 
and light in her eyes. Perhaps there 
is still some kindness in this alternate 
reality, I think as I pause to watch her 
hide the corn in her shirt and run 
down the opposite alleyway. I must 
thank him, I thought, I must show 
him there are other kind people 
like him. I make my way towards him 
only to see the bullet of a rifle split 
through his heart and watch him 
drop to his knees. Kindness is dead in 
the eyes of our world. I wake in cold 
sweats, hands immediately grabbing 
at the gun stored in the drawer of my 
nightstand. I view this as a warning of 
what’s to come. This world is already 
too far gone. 

Our World 
November 23rd, 2030 

I am unable to write as much as 
I’d wish to, and that again is due to 
the way I must live my life in order 
to survive. There is no time for writ-
ing, there is no time for thinking. 
Intelligence and emotions are meant 
for another time, always meant for 
another time. 

It’s not just in the US that the 

world has slowly started coming to 
an end. The government in the top 
7 countries such as Britain, France, 
and Russia have started controlling 
every move their people make from 
what jobs they can have, to what they 
are allowed to say. The world is over-
populated and there isn’t enough 
resources for everyone to make it 
and leaders use this to control their 
people. We’re all too busy trying to 
live our own lives to see the torment 
that our political leaders and govern-
ments have caused. We are unable 
to see a world outside of our own 
so we are unable to see the damage 
that others and ourselves can have 
on this world. 

Constant Warfare 
February 14th, 2031 

North Korea’s nuclear weapons 
supply has grown and so has the 
military in Russia. This new way have 
life has cultivated fear in the hearts of 
their people. I, myself, am terrified of 
what this world has become. Violence 
has never been a friend to me, nor 
anyone for that matter. This fear has 
become the new normal. Because 
of the emotional impact the leaders 
have on each other, we are on the 
brink of a war every turn we make. It 
seems as if the lives of those in their 
countries are as meaningless as the 
uniforms everyone is forced to wear 
day in and day out. The freedom 
and unity, people once shared is 
now gone. 

It’s almost as if we have gone back 
in time. 

Nuclear Battle 
December 28th, 2031 

For as long as it has been recorded 
in history, countries have fought each 
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other over resources, population, 
and control. Of course everyone 
thought nothing too dreadful could 
possibly happen. However, the world 
would erupt into chaos if one of the 
powerful nations attacked another 
one. On November 2nd, 2031 the 
first nuclear missile was launched, 
creating what we’re now calling 
the NWW (Nuclear World War). 
North Korea was the first to launch 
a nuclear weapon. Then it was Rus-
sia, then the UK, then France, then 
China. The US was hanging on des-
perately to the last ounce of peace 
in them. 

I am proud to call myself an Ameri-
can in these days. I am proud of my 
nation for hanging on to the last 
of their humanity. I only think that 
we must do more, we have already 
proven ourselves to other nations. We 
must find a way to end this chaotic 
destruction, to end these wars. 

I Was Right 
July 28th, 2038 

In the midst of chaos, civilization 
is steadily reaching a grinding halt. 
Nuclear World War III has been 
going on for 4 years now and the 
intensity of it all isn’t declining. I 
have not been able to write because I 

have been drafted into the war many 
times. They finally let me go at the 
cost of both my legs. More and more 
people are dying, being drafted into 
the wars as I was. There is no kind-
ness; there is no sympathy. Politicians 
are screaming at each other on live 
TV. Everyone wants the fighting to 
end but no one will take action and 
do anything to stop this violence. 

When we hear about the end of 
the world, we think about the Earth 
drifting into the sun. We think about 
the Earth drying up, our ozone 
layer failing. But that’s not how the 
beloved world we know will come to 
an end. We will tear each other apart, 
limb from limb, before the Earth will 
ever be able to reach the sun, before 
the Earth will dry up. It wasn’t just 
the lack of resources or the oversized 
population that got us to this point. 
It was the lack of unity of our people. 
It was the lack of compassion and un-
derstanding one another that we lost. 

Emotions and human connection, 
which of course I value, has been 
shoved aside year after year. The 
children of today will never know the 
love of a mother that kids 200 years 
ago knew. They will never be able to 
understand one another, they will 
never be able to dream. The loss of 

dreams, connection, intelligence, 
and compassion in and of itself is 
the greatest tragedy there can be in 
this world. This is the very reason our 
world has become what it is today. 

The very second we lost the ability 
to understand and empathize with 
one another, the world had already 
come to an end. 

The End 
August 3rd, 2040 

The world is ending because of 
the nuclear radiation, because of 
the oversized population, the lack 
of resources. It is ending because of 
all the wars we’ve had and the sepa-
ration between the social classes. It 
is ending because instead of being 
united as one, we have been split 
apart. There are roughly 10 people in 
this once overly populated town and 
I have lost all hope and faith. My far 
away dreams have now become real-
ity. I saw this coming and did nothing 
just like everyone else. I have lost my 
ability to dream of bigger and bet-
ter things. I have lost my pride and 
ambition. Because of this, I will not 
continue writing. This will be my last 
entry, and the end. Goodbye. 
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GRADE 11 

Best Parts of Life 
by Mollie Schloss 

Central High School | Teacher: Ruthie Horton 

If someone were to ask, “What 
are the best parts of your day?” most 
people, when put on the spot, would 
answer with simplistic, stammers -- a 
stuttering series of, “Ummms”, “I 
don’t knows”, and shoulder shrugs. 
These generic reactions are likely 
so similar to anyone else’s that no 
one can be distinguished from the 
other; or, even more tragically, they 
nonchalantly respond with “Noth-
ing.” All of these responses, though 
common, are unfortunate because 
in all instances, people are being 
neglectful either by disregarding how 
magnificent the seemingly minuscule 
aspects of their life are, or they simply 
don’t feel like evoking a conversation 
regarding what is the fabric of their 
true life. 

On any given day, when I sit back 
and consider the real best parts of 
the last 24 hours, I think about the 
feeling when I first open my eyes and 
the most important person in my life 
floods my mind with pure emotions. I 
smile out of genuine, unadulterated 
joy. But unfortunately, my aggravat-
ing worries and responsibilities dehy-
drate my mind and sweep me back to 
the monotonous shuffle of everyday 
life and away from my magnificent, 
minute-moment. I think about the 
feeling of sitting in a room full of 
people that I love, even if we aren’t 
talking to one another. I can still feel 
their presence and safety warming 
my heart. I think about when I fall 
asleep in the car -- my face exhaust-
edly squished against the window 
-- and when I finally arrive at my des-
tination, someone shakes me awake 
to show me where we are. I look up 
to whatever is in the brightness of 
the headlights, and I stretch and grin 
because I’ve arrived at the place I’ve 
been eagerly awaiting. 

“What is the best part of my day?” 

you ask. Well, it depends. I think 
about when I look down at my paper 
and I see my handwriting; I notice 
how nice it looks and mentally ac-
knowledge that it must be a good 
handwriting day so maybe I should 
take a few more notes than I usually 
would with my beloved dark blue 
pen. I think about car rides in the 
rain. The tiny droplets of water col-
lecting and then racing down the 
window against one another and 
pooling at the seam of the glass, the 
smell of the rain through the car 
vents, the beautiful strikes of light-
ning in the distance that are so bright 
they illuminate the clouds, and the 
gentle grumble of thunder. 

Nearly everyday, I think about 
one of my beloved songs unexpect-
edly coming out of the radio and 
words spilling out of my mouth like 
water out of an overflowing glass. 
It’s second nature to belt out “A 
singer in a smoky room. The smell 
of wine and cheap perfume. For a 
smile they can share the night. It 
goes on and on and on and on…” 
Everyone should appreciate a Clas-
sic Rock ballad. I think about my 
anticipation for lunch, whatever it 
may be. I am excited to silence the 
steady grumbles of my stomach while 
simultaneously chatting with my pals 
around ‘our’ table in the cafeteria. I 
think about when someone texts me 
to excitedly tell me about something 
that reminded them of me, and how 
happiness spreads across my mind 
when I see their notification light up 
my lock screen. 

The best parts of my day can come 
in so many, unexpected ways. I think 
about putting on a warm pair of 
socks from the dryer when my feet 
are freezing cold. I think about those 
sitting-on-the counter-in-the-kitchen-
at-3 AM talks when my mom and I re-

lentlessly attempt to fix the world by 
ourselves. Ideas are so powerful when 
you’re exhausted. I think about a 
good, strong hug from the one per-
son who, in that specific moment, 
can make all of the jumbled puzzle 
pieces of my life fit back together 
perfectly -- even if it is just in that 
moment. That one person makes 
things feel better. I think about the 
unbreakable, unspoken, intangible, 
relationship between my friends and 
me. The kind of relationship where, 
although I will miss them throughout 
my adult life, I know we will eternally 
be connected. I think about bumping 
into one of my old friends in public 
and receiving one of those running 
and jumping, almost too dramatic 
“I’ve missed you so much” hugs. I 
think about the feeling of finding 
my favorite shirt after what feels like 
an eternity of not being able to wear 
it. I think about the reassurance of 
how when everything in my world 
feels like it is crashing down upon 
me and nothing makes sense any-
more, I see my neighbor’s tree still 
towering over the neighborhood, 
standing the same way for the past 
sixteen years regardless of the chaos 
I am enduring. No matter what the 
current catastrophe in my life may 
be, it still stands the same way it has 
been since I was born. I think about 
looking in the mirror and being so 
proud of my outfit, for the rest of the 
day I exude confidence. 

“Nostalgia!” I say, and sometimes 
just pure silliness. The best parts of 
any given day happen when I think 
about laughing until I can no lon-
ger breathe, when I’m slamming 
my feeble hand into the table just 
trying to catch my breath because 
something was so funny it literally 
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left me speechless. I think about my 
feet touching the cold, creaky hard-
wood floors on my way to get a snack 
while everyone else is fast asleep. 
Racing down the stairs to my kitchen 
is frightening when trying to escape 
the so-called “demons of the night.” 
The feeling of finally flipping on the 
light switch makes me euphoric and 
pleased; knowing that the ‘monsters’ 
can’t attack me anymore, relentlessly 
brings a smirk to my face. After this 
adventure, I proceed to make my se-
cret midnight treat with the company 
of my golden-doodle. I think about 
the feeling of stepping out onto the 
chilly porch during the winter and 
feeling the cold oxygen seep into 
my lungs; and when I exhale, I can 
see my breath. I can’t help but laugh 
to myself a little because I feel like a 
dragon, whether I’d like to admit it 
or not. I think about the smells of 

my childhood. When I come across 
their aroma in my day-to-day life, they 
are like a time machine snapping 
me right back to that exact moment 
when I was a kid. Ahhhh, sitting upon 
the retired school desks that resided 
in our family office. That waxy scent 
of crayons that flooded my nose when 
I opened my trusty 64 count box. I 
think about the feeling of waking up 
from a long, nice nap on the couch 
on a windy fall afternoon and wak-
ing up to the “nap marks” imprinted 
onto my skin, the warmth surround-
ing my body while leaves are rushing 
past my window. 

Random acts of kindness. Those 
are often the best part of any day, 
whether they are given or received. 
Those are truthfully magnificent 
moments. I think about waving at 
strangers on the street and feeling 

complete when they wave back. I 
think about receiving a compliment 
from someone I admire and it reap-
pearing in my mind throughout the 
day no matter how upset I am. I think 
about delivering a letter of affirma-
tion to someone so that they truly 
understand how appreciated they 
are. I think about an energetic ‘job 
well done’ high five from someone, 
fueled by adrenaline and excitement. 
The lingering sting from the aggres-
sively smacked hands is a welcomed 
pain. 

But now, that I’ve thought about 
it, maybe the best parts of my day 
are meant to be reserved for me. So, 
I guess when someone asks me what 
the best parts of my day are, I suppose 
I’ll answer, 

“Nothing.” 
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GRADE 11 

Does Technology Have a Positive 
or Negative Effect On Socialization? 

by Genevieve Saint-Peter 
Centennial School | Teachers: Julie Youngblood Caricato and Juan Sauceda 

The rapid advancement of tech-
nology- roughly within the last twenty 
or so years- has had a profound im-
pact on our world, drastically chang-
ing the ways in which we live, work, 
and communicate. As far back as the 
1960s, sociologists and psychologists 
alike have been particularly con-
cerned with the potentially negative 
effects that technology can have on 
socialization. In the field of sociology, 
socialization is defined as the process 
of learning to interact socially in 
a way that is seen as acceptable by 
one’s society. In short, it is our means 
of acquiring social skills. Without 
socialization, we are not only more 
isolated and unhappy, we are com-
pletely helpless. As social creatures, it 
is absolutely vital to both our physical 
and mental well-being. While tech-
nology has the ability to improve the 
quality of relationships (Gambino) 
or enhance the social skills of inept 
children when integrated into spe-
cial programs (Singer-Califano), it 
can also be a gateway to unbridled 
narcissism, isolation, anxiety, and de-
pression, all of which can affect one’s 
ability to socialize (Twenge). As with 
any issue, the truth isn’t all black or 
white; it seems technology’s effect on 
socialization is dependent on a num-
ber factors, including the individual 
in question (i.e age, introverted or 
extroverted, shy or outgoing, etc.), 
the type of technology being used, 
and how it is used (Barcelona, Beggs, 
Bocarro, Bricker, et al). 

Technology is used by billions of 
people across the globe and serves a 
vast number of purposes. It has au-
tomated functions once carried out 
by man, overcome the boundaries of 
time and space, and made the world a 
much smaller place. For the average 
consumer, it can be employed as a 
source of entertainment, to expand 

his or her knowledge on virtually any 
subject, or even to connect with new 
people and maintain relationships. 
The options are just about limitless, 
and it is an undeniable fact that 
technology has become an integral 
part of the average westerner’s life. 
The majority of Americans now 
own a smartphone (Pew Research 
Center), and a report prepared by 
the Nielsen Company found that the 
average adult now spends over ten 
and a half hours per day consuming 
media, including screen time on 
tablets, smartphones, personal com-
puters, multimedia devices, video 
games, radios, DVDs, DVRs, and TV 
(Howard). The average teen spends 
about nine hours a day using media 
(six of which are on devices, not 
including school-related usage) and 
the average “tween”- ages 8 through 
12- spends about six (four of which 
on devices). Social media use is com-
mon among all age groups, although 
certain platforms- such as Instagram 
or Snapchat- are used by a greater 
percentage of young people, and 
overall, young people tend to be the 
heaviest social media users. Other 
platforms, like Pinterest, are used 
predominantly by women as opposed 
to men (Pew Research Center). 

Given technology’s extensive 
reach as well as the role it plays in 
many of our day to day lives, it would 
be foolish to believe everything has 
remained the same. Media and 
technology have almost completely 
altered the way most people view 
and interact with the world and 
each other (Briggs, Barcelona). 
For instance, you no longer have 
to leave the house to score a date, 
just as it is no longer necessary to 
go to the grocery store in-person 
with the advent of ClickList and 
pick-up. If one decides to take the 

traditional route and do his or her 
own shopping, it wouldn’t be out 
of the ordinary to see a four year 
old glued to the screen of an iPad, 
quietly watching a video or playing a 
game in the grocery cart. According 
to an excerpt from “Dimensions of 
Leisure for Life” (published by Hu-
man Kinetics), “Society is likely on 
the cusp of a social revolution, during 
which it will be important to redefine 
socially appropriate and acceptable 
behaviors (with regard to digital or 
virtual interaction). We are at a point 
in history where very few people have 
given critical thought to new social 
realities created by technology and 
what those realities mean for the 
individual and society.” 

In order to discern what kind of 
impact technology might have on 
socialization, it is important to gain 
a basic understanding of the process. 
First and foremost, socialization is 
the reason why most individuals in a 
community adhere to similar values, 
norms, and beliefs; it is what allows 
us to participate in our culture/ 
society. As a lifelong process, social-
ization begins at birth and continues 
throughout one’s life, taking place 
during the transition periods from 
one phase to the next. The earlier 
phases- wherein babies and children 
learn to do everything from talking 
to walking on two legs- are the most 
crucial to cognitive, social, emotional 
and physical development. Skills like 
cooperation, problem solving, and 
time management are learned in 
school, where conformity is stressed. 
Many norms (social expectations that 
guide behavior, like manners) are 
firmly ingrained at this time. One of 
the major agents of socialization- in 
other words, the people or groups 
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that influence our self-concept, at-
titudes, and emotions- is mass me-
dia, which is tightly interwoven with 
technology (O’Neill). It is important 
to note that socialization is what 
opens the door to connecting with 
others, and as social beings it is very 
necessary for our mental health and 
happiness. 

On the surface, it appears tech-
nology (social media in particular) 
should satisfy the innate human need 
for connection, and in many ways it 
does. However, it cannot be ignored 
that with the host of advances in 
technology have come a number of 
undesirable side-effects, namely a 
rise in anxiety, depression, low self-
esteem, isolation, and difficulty focus-
ing (Twenge). On the flip side, it can 
fuel narcissistic behaviors (Human 
Kinetics), seeing as social media is 
one of the best places for the person-
ality disorder to manifest itself. These 
issues seem to disproportionately af-
fect young people (Geher, Twenge), 
and a major concern of psychologists 
is that so much on-screen time is 
hindering the development of crucial 
social skills acquired in adolescence 
and childhood. “Adolescence is a 
key time for developing social skills; 
as teens spend less time with their 
friends face to face, they have fewer 
opportunities to practice them” (Hu-
man Kinetics). What happens to the 
development of one’s social skills if 
they’ve had a phone to look at every 
time they didn’t want to make eye 
contact while walking down the hall, 
or when a conversation with a friend 
runs stale? Phone-checking is used as 
an avoidance strategy, and may lead 
to trouble initiating and carrying 
conversations or making small talk 
(Bindley). Child psychologist Melissa 
Ortega of New York’s Child mind 
Institute fears “(kids these days) 
often don’t know how to handle 
conflict face to face because so many 
things happen through some sort 
of technology.” Simple social skills, 
such as reading body language and 
facial expressions, thinking quickly 
enough to have an actual conversa-
tion, or talking on the phone may 

prove difficult for those who stare at 
a screen every time the opportunity 
arises (Twenge, Bindley, Human 
Kinetics, Dennis Tiwary). Due to the 
fact that successful and meaningful 
(in person) human interaction is es-
sential to our psyche, technology can 
undoubtedly have an adverse effect 
on a young person’s (or adult’s) men-
tal health. In fact, in samplings of 
over 200 college students, 59 percent 
reported having been diagnosed at 
some point with some psychological 
disorder (Geher), and teen anxiety 
rates have skyrocketed in the past 
decade (Dennis-Tiwary). Isolation, 
as well as unrealistic comparisons re-
sulting from so much on-screen time, 
appears to be the root cause of many 
of today’s mental health struggles 
among young adults. The number 
of teens who spent time with friends 
in person nearly every day dropped 
by 40 percent from 2000 to 2015. 
According to a study conducted by 
psychologist Jean Twenge of San 
Diego State University, 8th graders 
who spent roughly 6.9 hours a week 
on social media were 47 percent 
more likely to say they are unhappy 
than those who used it less, and those 
who spent an above-average amount 
of time in person with friends were 
20 percent less likely to say they were 
unhappy. Teens who spent more 
time on non-screen activities such as 
face-to-face interaction, sports, and 
religious services were, on average, 
much happier than their counter-
parts. It certainly isn’t hard to see 
why. 

Drawbacks aside, technology isn’t 
all bad when it comes to socializa-
tion. Special educational programs 
that integrate technology can actu-
ally be used to improve social skills 
in children with autism and ADHD 
(Singer-Califano). It can connect 
people in different corners of the 
globe who share an interest or pas-
sion and enable us to become active 
citizens who voice our opinions on 
matters we care about. In fact, a study 
by Keith Hampton, a sociologist at 
the University of Pennsylvania found 
that “the people who use sites like 

Facebook actually have more close 
relationships and are more likely 
to be involved in civic and politi-
cal activities”. Technology can even 
help those coping with an illness, 
disfigurement or disability overcome 
isolation (Human Kinetics) through 
online message boards and chat 
rooms. Furthermore, Dr. Twenge 
believes that those who are highly 
social in general (specifically teenag-
ers) are more social both online and 
in person. Yahlda Uhl, a researcher at 
the Children’s Digital Media Center 
in Louisiana, agrees. “For a child who 
is comfortable socially, (technology) 
won’t change their ability to interact 
and they’ll use this tool as a way to 
get even more social”... but a child 
who isn’t naturally comfortable so-
cially may look to a screen to inter-
act, and in turn not get to practice 
interacting face to face (Bindley). 
Technology can make in-person 
interaction much more of a chore 
for such people when it shouldn’t 
be. And as for its ability to connect 
people, “simply sharing a common 
interest through technology doesn’t 
necessarily have a positive impact on 
social skills and social development” 
(Human Kinetics). 

So, does technology have a positive 
or negative effect on socialization? It 
depends. Research on both sides of 
the fence shows technology can have 
either a positive or negative effect on 
socialization, depending on who it is 
used by and how it is used. While it 
can be an excellent tool for creating 
and maintaining relationships or 
improving social skills in children 
with learning disabilities, it can also 
hamper the social development of 
many young people by exacerbating 
shyness and social ineptitude and 
leading to isolation, loneliness, and 
depression. Technology isn’t going to 
stop people from eating with a fork 
or covering their mouths when they 
sneeze, but has the potential to make 
the act of socializing more difficult 
for certain individuals if screen time 
is left unchecked. In a way, the verdict 
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is still out as to whether technology 
harms or helps socialization, for it is 
difficult to say either with absolute 
certainty considering how relatively 
new it all is (smartphones, the in-
ternet, etc.). It could be another 
generation before the full effects of 
technology on social interactions are 
realized. So far, however, it seems that 
the negatives outweigh the positives, 
especially for those coming of age 
in the digital era… group chats and 
twitter aside, perhaps it is better to 
grow up in a world where face to face 
communication takes precedence 
over its digital counterpart. 
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GRADE 11 

The Unknown Enrichment 
by Abby Raio 

South High School | Teacher: Alicia Abraham 

In her book Gift from the Sea, author 
and aviator, Anne Morrow Lindbergh 
writes, “We tend not to choose the 
unknown which might be a shock or 
disappointment or simply a little dif-
ficult to cope with. And yet it is the 
unknown with all its disappointments 
and surprises that is the most enrich-
ing.” I believe the value of exploring 
the unknown is something everyone 
should take a risk and experience in 
their lifetime. Although some might 
say that all the disappointment is not 
worth coping with, I believe in the 
end the struggle is most enriching. 
There are countless examples where 
this quote has demonstrated true not 
only in today’s society, but also in his-
tory and culturally. These instances 
have inspired not only myself, but 
others to pursue the unknown and 
all of the obstacles that go along with 
it to feel the ultimate glory. 

When considering the unknown 
and taking risks, many prominent 
leaders come to mind. Winston 
Churchill took a leap into the un-
known when uniting his people to 
battle the Nazis. Considering he was 
a new prime minister and was taking 
on an unfamiliar role at first, neither 
his people nor the government had 
much confidence in him. Obviously, 
Churchill had to be prepared for all 
the surprises and disappointments 
that come along with war.  Without 
knowing the outcome, Churchill wa-
gered the chance of victory over de-
feat. He had to first unite his people, 
which was a battle within itself, or 
he would not have been successful 
regardless. Although he instilled 
the importance of victory, it was un-
known whether they would win the 
war or not. Ultimately, Churchill was 
successful in defeating the Nazis and 
was able to experience the conquest 
of the unknown, even with all its sur-
prises and disappointments. Winston 

Churchill will always be considered a 
famous leader in history who took a 
risk against the tyranny of the Nazis 
and came out successful. Churchill 
demonstrated how past leaders 
and future leaders, like myself, can 
benefit from taking the same risk to 
overcome an unknown obstacle. 

There are plenty of innovators to-
day who accept the challenge of the 
unknown, such as Steve Jobs. Steve 
Jobs was a college dropout that had 
no idea where life was going to take 
him. It all started with a small busi-
ness idea for him, and he was unsure 
of where it would take him. Ulti-
mately, the pending future came with 
all the surprises and disappointments 
of failing and trying again.  Steve 
Jobs jumped at the opportunity and 
created the most successful company 
in history, Apple. Today Apple con-
tinues to make strides in improving 
everyday to be as successful as it is. 
Without his openness to cope with 
the disappointments and surprises, 
Jobs would have never experienced 
how enriching the unknown and suc-
cess can be. There are many young 
entrepreneurs who can see Steve 
Jobs’ experience and feel encour-
aged to take the same risk. In my 
opinion, if a college dropout can cre-
ate a wildly successful company, then 
I or anyone else can do the same and 
feel just as enhanced results. 

 Throughout the course of one’s 
life there are many times when 
making fearful decisions can have 
a better outcome than expected. I 
have experienced many times when 
taking the risk of the unknown has 
been a greater experience than I 
could have imagined. For example, 
over the summer before my junior 
year I had the opportunity to go to a 
leadership conference, HOBY. I was 
reluctant to go because I did not want 
to put myself into a situation where 

the people and elements were unfa-
miliar to me. Doing so was mainly 
because my parents forced me, and 
I thought it would look good on col-
lege applications. However, thanks 
to figures like Winston Churchill and 
Steve Jobs, who had positive experi-
ences and results with the unknown, 
I was more compelled to attend and 
see what my experience had in store 
for me. While I was there, I was in a 
group with nine other strangers that 
were experiencing the same unfamil-
iar situation as me. By the end of 
the conference, the four days I spent 
there were not long enough. HOBY 
was the most enriching and eye-
opening experience. I was able to 
come back home and put into action 
all of the leadership skills I obtained. 
Many of those skills included my abil-
ity to have confidence to step up in 
my community and demonstrate my 
leadership to volunteer. I will forever 
be grateful for allowing myself to 
take a risk at something I felt unsure 
about. Without my ability to accept 
all the surprises and disappointments 
that could arise, I would not have 
learned such satisfying lessons or met 
people who took the same risk. 

Essentially in my opinion, ex-
ploring the unknown is worth all 
the disappointments and surprises 
that come along with it. There 
are countless examples to illustrate 
how the unknown has been crucial 
throughout history, culturally, and 
even personally. The value of explor-
ing opportunities is greater than all 
the setbacks. In the end, people can 
feel most enriched by the experience 
and their willingness to take a risk. I 
have been inspired to take risks in the 
unknown myself, and I am confident 
that people will continue to take on 
the challenge, and the world will only 
benefit for it. 
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GRADE 11 

Untitled 
by Faith Bueno 

East High School | Teacher: Monica Williams 

Section 1: Background and Purpose 
On April 26, 1986 the Chernobyl 

Nuclear Disaster paved the way for 
countries and their nuclear facilities 
to be built and grow.  Before this 
however, the Soviet Union led the 
world in nuclear power development, 
but failed to make these weapons up 
until late 1940s. This led to the Soviet 
Union wanting to make more ad-
vancements in this technology which 
eventually led to the development of 
the Chernobyl Power Station. Which 
in turn led to this well-known disaster. 
This investigation will answer the 
question “How did the Chernobyl 
Disaster of 1986 influence the use of 
nuclear power throughout Europe?” 
This investigation will examine how 
the facility’s lack of safety led to the 
nuclear reactor’s downfall and the 
eventual downfall of nuclear power 
itself. 

Section 2: Investigation 
After World War II, in 1945, hos-

tilities escalated between the United 
States and Soviet Union (Nuclear). 
The need for continual power during 
the Cold War caused the nations to 
start a nuclear arms race after the So-
viet Union exploded a bomb in 1949, 
before this the U.S. was the only na-
tion to possess atomic weapons (Nu-
clear). According to Richard Rhodes, 
the U.S.S.R’s detonation ended “the 
American atomic monopoly”, this 
caused the U.S. to determine how 
many bombs were needed to far 
exceed the U.S.S.R (Rhodes). In the 
U.S., officials deliberately exagger-
ated the U.S.S.R.’s threats, in order to 
increase defense spending (Rhodes). 
Thus, the nuclear arms race had just 
begun. According to the Nuclear 
Inventory graph, the United States 
from 1950 to 1986 steadily increased 
their nuclear arsenal, although the 

Soviet Union started out slow, they 
greatly triumphed far exceeding the 
U.S. (Roser). 

The Soviet Nuclear Program dur-
ing this time was based around two 
types of reactors: a graphite moder-
ated light-water reactor (RBMK) 
or a pressurized light-water reactor 
(WWER) (Site). The Chernobyl 
Power Station was made up of four 
graphite RBMK-1000 reactors which 
were constructed from 1970 to 1983 
(Site). Located in what is now known 
as Ukraine, Chernobyl included the 
construction of the small town of 
Pripyat which accommodated the 
workers’ and their families (Editors). 
South-east of the plant was a artificial 
lake that provided cooling water to 
the reactors in case of overheating 
or other emergencies (Site). Before 
any energy could be produced, “no 
more than six months are required to 
bring power unit...up to rated power” 
(United 1). According to the CIA, 
although operation readiness far 
exceeded what was required there 
were improvements that needed to 
be done to the turbogenerator of 
Reactor No. 4 (United 1). Reactor 
No. 4 at Chernobyl was relatively 
new, as a result, the Soviet Union 
decided to report its launch on De-
cember 21, 1983, however, physical 
launches are to happen after tests 
and improvements are made (Med-
vedev 12). Due in part for political 
reasons and not environment safety, 
Chernobyl administrators vowed 
to accelerate testing, and in 1984, 
the reactor was up and running two 
months ahead of schedule, even after 
government organizations did not 
give the administrators permission 
(Mara 18). Juhn and Kupitz of the 
International Atomic Energy Agency 
or IAEA wrote, “...the construction 
of a nuclear plant takes 5 to 8 years 

to complete, with a lead time (after 
contract) of 1 to 2 years…” (Juhn 
and Kupitz 2). According to Mara, 
on December 25, the testing began 
with the emergency core cooling 
system being powered off which was 
in violation of international safety 
laws (Mara 18-19). On April 26, 1986, 
at 1:23:58, a routine exercise to test 
the emergency water cooling system 
resulted in the creation of steam in 
Reactor No. 4 (Editors). The excess 
steam resulted in explosions that 
destroyed the reactor and released 
biohazard material (Alexievich 1). 
Initially, the Soviet Union failed to 
address the accident, however Cher-
nobyl director, Viktor Bryukhanov, 
believed it would be best to evacuate, 
and months after, evacuations were 
in order (Mara 44). Even though 
the explosions and incidents that 
followed were tremendous, the test 
operation errors on Reactor No. 4 
were not the sole cause for the di-
saster (United States Office 17). Al-
though the disaster was “over” many 
problems still were at large. 

Since the disaster, the reactor 
design used was abandoned across 
other countries, except Europe, 
and replaced with safer models in 
hopes a disaster like this would not 
occur again (Mara 82). Throughout 
Europe, the plants that were still 
functional and that used the same 
reactors as Chernobyl were carefully 
examined, and as a result, many 
restrictions were imposed due to 
unremarkable findings (Juhn and 
Kupitz 1). After the Soviet Union’s 
power dissolved among the nations 
it controlled, including Ukraine, the 
countries wanted a better under-
standing about how much damage 
the disaster caused, but the Soviet 
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Union refused to acknowledge their 
remarks (Mara 82-83). Dr. Hans 
Blix argues that in 1986, the Soviet 
Union would most likely have taken 
counteractive measures to improve 
safety, and one must not think that 
the Soviet Union’s need for power 
would greatly impact its decisions 
(Blix 2). According to Juhn and 
Kupitz, nuclear power before the 
incident was an inexpensive way to 
produce electricity, but the growth 
rate of nuclear power up until 1990, 
drastically fell after Chernobyl, as a 
result, some facilities even shut down 
for long periods of time (Juhn and 
Kupitz 2,4). To argue, the previously 
popular political stance led to politi-
cians in Europe refusing to endorse 
nuclear power as a safe and clean 
energy source. Although some coun-
tries still used nuclear power, some 
plants were afraid of the financial, 
economical, and medical risks that 
could come from possible accidents 
if an incident like this one had oc-
curred again (Juhn and Kupitz 3). 
In the end, the Soviet Union was not 
phased by the incident because their 
need for energy was not impacted 
nor was their ability to complete nu-
clear power plants changed (United 
States Office 17). As stated by Juhn 
and Kupitz of the IAEA, “...any ob-
servable indication of Chernobyl’s 
direct impact over the past decade 
would be hard to discern” (Juhn and 
Kupitz 2). 

Conclusion: 
Before the incident, nuclear power 

was an inexpensive way to make and 
use electricity, but up until 1886 to 
1990 that drastically changed. Ac-
cording to the information above, 
the Soviet Union refused to address 
Europe and the rest of the world 
about the incident, as a result, many 
power plants weren’t aware of the 
safety concerns they needed to ad-
dress. Months after the disaster, Cher-
nobyl director, Viktor Bryukhanov, 
finally addressed many concerns. 
Once other nations found out about 
the incident, the plants that had the 
same reactors as Chernobyl exam-
ined their reactors and found flaws 
or shut down for months at a time. 
As a result, European politicians 
refused to address this inexpensive 
and reliable form of electricity that 
was raved about once before. In the 
end, the Soviet Union began to lose 
political power, but it didn’t stop this 
once powerful nation from produc-
ing more nuclear facilities. It can 
be noted that to this day those who 
occupied Pripyat at the time, have 
dealt with many health and mental 
problems months even years after 
the incident had occurred. A ques-
tion has also appeared: “How much 
information is still classified?” 
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	The Witch and the Unicorn 
	The Witch and the Unicorn 
	by Leia Apodaca 
	by Leia Apodaca 
	Bradford Elementary School | Teacher: Amanda Coatney 
	Once there was a nice Unicorn, who was playing in a nice park with her friends. They had to leave, “Bye” said the Unicorn. “Bye,” said the friends. 
	Once there was a nice Unicorn, who was playing in a nice park with her friends. They had to leave, “Bye” said the Unicorn. “Bye,” said the friends. 
	“This is so much fun,” said the Unicorn; until a Witch and Wizard came by. “Ah,” she said. 
	-

	“Hi,” said the Witch in a nasty voice. 
	“Um, hi,” said the Unicorn. 
	“May we borrow your powers please?” said the Witch. 
	“Um, okay,” said the Unicorn. 
	“Muhaha!” laughed the Witch and the Wizard. 
	“What?” said the Unicorn. 
	“We have tricked you!” said the Witch. “Now we will trap you.” 
	“Oh no!” said the Unicorn. “No, please!” 
	The Witch and the Wizard trapped the Unicorn in a cage, but the Unicorn still had her special horn, so she called her friends for help. 
	-

	“We are here to save you!” said her friends. 
	The Witch, the Wizard, and the Unicorn’s friends start to fight. Even with the Unicorn’s powers, the Witch and Wizard were not strong enough to fight the Unicorn’s friends. The Witch and Wizard had to free the Unicorn and give her her powers back. 
	The moral of the story: Do not trust everyone you meet. 
	GRADE 3 
	GRADE 3 




	Zoo Escape! 
	Zoo Escape! 
	by Sofia Romero 
	by Sofia Romero 
	Fountain International Magnet School | Teacher: Darlene Duarte 
	“Oh my gosh!” Mon screeched. “There was an escape at the zoo!” Tina and Max were in the kitchen making a funfetti cake. Both kids ran to the living room to see what Mom was excited about. On the TV, the kids could see videos of wild animals on the loose. They stared at the TV with open mouths in shock. There were creatures everywhere! The news went to a commercial break. It was an advertisement for Dick’s Sporting Goods. There was a sale on soccer balls. 
	“SOCCER BALLS!?!” screamed Max. This reminded them of their soccer game that was starting in a few minutes. 
	“Oh now we’re late for your soccer game!” shouted Mom. Then they gathered their stuff and zoomed out the door. Max was the last one out. He left the door open. 
	Vroom! Their Jeep drove down the street. “Hey look!” shouted Tina. “There’s an ostrich running through the shops!” They all watched the ostrich as they turned the corner and headed to soccer practice. 
	-

	Meanwhile, Wiggle! Wiggle! The 
	Meanwhile, Wiggle! Wiggle! The 
	ostrich came to a stop and went to Max and Tina’s house and tried to fit in the door. CRASH! The ostrich broke a little of the door. The ostrich was going crazy! He was jumping all around but all of a sudden he saw the kitchen. He was pretty hungry so he decided to go find food. First, he saw the fruit bowl. He didn’t really want it but he ate it anyway. He ate the fruit and the bowl. But then he saw the most beautiful thing in the world! The cake mix! 

	He was still hungry so he decided to eat it. When he was by the cake mix, he bumped into the blender and turned it on! The ostrich freaked out and ran to the living room. But he didn’t realize he left the blender on. When the ostrich was in the living room the TV was still on and it was on Animal Planet. “And now we are heading to the biggest bird in the world, the ostrich,” said the narrator. 
	The ostrich freaked out with excitement when he saw the ostriches on TV. But he got really scared when a lion came and killed them. He was very scared so he ran upstairs to the bathroom. When he was in the 
	The ostrich freaked out with excitement when he saw the ostriches on TV. But he got really scared when a lion came and killed them. He was very scared so he ran upstairs to the bathroom. When he was in the 
	-

	bathroom he saw something very strange. He saw another ostrich! He was very scared and he wanted to hide. All he could find was the toilet so he did what he needed to do: he stuck his head in the toilet. He got his head stuck but he finally managed to get it out. 

	He was pretty tired so we wiggled out of the door and ran off. He went down the street and back to the zoo. Tina, Max, and Mom just got back from the soccer game. “WE WON!!!” screamed Max. 
	“PSSHHH by 1 POINT!” said Tina. As they were walking in the house, they were all silent. “What is this?” said Mom. 
	“I don’t know…” said Tina. 
	“Do you think an animal got into the house?” said Max. 
	“No,” said Mom. “Our door was locked wasn’t it?” 
	“Yep it was!” said Max grinning. “I’m going outside.” 
	“Ok!” said Mom. But just as Max was walking out the door, he saw an ostrich running down the street… 


	The Ostrich that Raided the House 
	The Ostrich that Raided the House 
	You would not, could not, believe what happened after my mom left the house. An ostrich burst through the door.  ’’Excuse my interruption but I just couldn‘t help to notice your sad, sad face. My name is Ozzy 
	You would not, could not, believe what happened after my mom left the house. An ostrich burst through the door.  ’’Excuse my interruption but I just couldn‘t help to notice your sad, sad face. My name is Ozzy 

	by Saya Lawson 
	by Saya Lawson 
	South Park Elementary School | Teacher: Anastasia Arnold 
	the Ostrich. 10 minutes later I heard, broken all of the plates and cups. Two “Boom! Crash!! Bang!!!” I came seconds later Ozzy was clawing the to the bathroom and found Ozzy couch. Cotton was everywhere!!!  De-funnily posed in the bathtub. One struction was left all over the house. second later I heard, “Shatter! Crack! Boom!” and to my surprise, Ozzy had 
	GRADE 3 
	GRADE 3 



	A Howling Success 
	A Howling Success 
	by Azaria Montoya 
	by Azaria Montoya 
	Baca Elementary School | Teacher: Amy Anderson 
	“The passages “A Howling Success” and “The Missing Lynx” shows how people can help animals. 
	-

	First, gray wolves. Back in 1973 gray wolves were endangered. That was because people killed them. I know what you’re thinking. Why? Well because they were eating their sheep, cows, horses or maybe the children. So they killed them even the U.S government encouraged them to do it. But they had killed so many that there were only a few left so they were almost gone. 
	Next, they’re back. After they were almost all gone, scientist tried to help them, and it worked, the gray wolves were saved! And because they had 
	Next, they’re back. After they were almost all gone, scientist tried to help them, and it worked, the gray wolves were saved! And because they had 
	been gone so long their prey began to grow and have babies so there was a lot of prey for them to eat and their packs became larger and I say it was a happy ending for them and “the gray wolves were no longer endangered”. 

	Now the Lynx. You may know there are different types of animals, but have you heard of the lynx? Well if you haven’t they are kind of like a cat, but they are endangered. Sadly a lot of animals are endangered, but it happens. And you might be asking how are they endangered? Well because people like to hunt and they are also pray too many animals, but the biggest reason is they ran out of food. 
	-

	Finally, food. So like I said they ran out of food and that’s because people hunt the food that they eat and it’s a rabbit so one day people asked if the other people would let them eat their rabbits and after that they had food. And they were saved and they were welcome to eat any time and they were going to have a happy life and the operation lynx worked. 
	”A Howling Success” and “The Missing Lynx” tell us about many animals that were about to be endangered. Although you thought they were endangered, but they came back. Also I learned that people can be so mean to animals but they always make a comeback. 
	-



	Children Should do Chores 
	Children Should do Chores 
	by Esequiel Sandoval 
	by Esequiel Sandoval 
	Bradford Elementary School | Teacher: Amy Pelz 
	I think that children should do chores. I am going to give reasons why children should do chores. I think that you may agree with me. 
	I think that children should do chores. I am going to give reasons why children should do chores. I think that you may agree with me. 
	I think chores can help you learn new things. You can learn how to take care of the house and your pets. You can also help the earth by doing chores. For example, you can pick up the trash in the neighborhood, so the earth is not a mess. 
	Chores can be boring sometimes, but no one wants their house a mess. You can make chores fun. You can sing, dance and listen to music when you are cleaning up. You can act as 
	Chores can be boring sometimes, but no one wants their house a mess. You can make chores fun. You can sing, dance and listen to music when you are cleaning up. You can act as 
	if you are at another place that you want to go. Then, you will not think it is boring and you can get it done faster. 

	You can make chores go by fast if you all work together on your chores. Two people can do one chore together to make that one chore faster. You will not have to fix it later on in the day if you can get it done right away. 
	Your mom should not have to do your chores for you. Children can do some chores by themselves. For example, they can make their bed and feed the dog. Sometimes, you 
	Your mom should not have to do your chores for you. Children can do some chores by themselves. For example, they can make their bed and feed the dog. Sometimes, you 
	have to do chores whether you like it or not. If you leave your stuff laying around, then someone can trip and get hurt badly. Parents have to do their chores too, and they have to go to work. Parents will be tired, so it is nice to help. 
	-


	In conclusion, I like to do chores because they can teach me new skills. Doing chores can be fun and they can help your family. I know that some people think that children should not do chores. However, I just gave you many good reasons why we should! 
	GRADE 3 
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	Time Travel to Colonial Times 
	Time Travel to Colonial Times 
	by Allie Dehn 
	by Allie Dehn 
	Fountain International Magnet School | Teacher: Simone Cafasso 
	Today I will be taking you back in time 250 years ago when colonial lives were much different than today. First, let’s go back in time to school. In colonial times kids really didn’t go to school, they mostly stayed home because they were poor or they needed to help their family.  Kids usually went to a dame school and other kids went to a one room school. A dame school is a school that is held at a married woman’s house. A one room school is a little brown house that is only one room. At school the 
	Today I will be taking you back in time 250 years ago when colonial lives were much different than today. First, let’s go back in time to school. In colonial times kids really didn’t go to school, they mostly stayed home because they were poor or they needed to help their family.  Kids usually went to a dame school and other kids went to a one room school. A dame school is a school that is held at a married woman’s house. A one room school is a little brown house that is only one room. At school the 
	kids learned the three Rs reading, ritting, and rithmetics back then the three Rs were spelt different than today.  Boys would often go to Europe if they had enough money.  Back then they didn’t have gym music or science class not even recess. Next, let’s travel to learn about their clothes and what it was like to wear them. Girls wore very long dresses and hats. Young kids wore frocks, a frock is a dress with a sash. Babies sometimes wore bodices, a bodice is a leather vest which has a string attached to i
	-

	so it kept their poster straight and it also helped them walk. Bodices are as tight as your skin. Boys wore buckled shoes, line shirts, and breeches. Kids could make their own toys out of cornhusk. Kids had games like bowling but it was called Ninepin, there was also a game called Ring taw. Ring taw is where you draw a circle and then put marbles in the middle and try to hit them out of the circle. Although their lives were hard they made the best of it!!!!!! 
	-
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	The Power of Magic and the Beast 
	The Power of Magic and the Beast 
	by Mia Salcido-Guerro 
	by Mia Salcido-Guerro 
	Minnequa Elementary School | Teacher: Doug Galassini 
	Witches or Wizards typically slay beasts. Ducapri wasn’t like that. Although Ducapri was not always a Witch! At one time she was just a normal teenager named Jenny.  She was given powers because she was worthy.  How do you know if you are worthy? You need to have a pure heart and be a true scholar.  So, our story begins. 
	Witches or Wizards typically slay beasts. Ducapri wasn’t like that. Although Ducapri was not always a Witch! At one time she was just a normal teenager named Jenny.  She was given powers because she was worthy.  How do you know if you are worthy? You need to have a pure heart and be a true scholar.  So, our story begins. 
	Jenny is a thoughtful and kind person. She knows when someone is getting bullied, and when that happened, she would come to their rescue. Another kind thing that she would do, was to volunteer at a homeless shelter.  She also donated to charity any chance that she had. Everyone at Monerkay High School was in awe of the person that she was. She meant a lot to her fellow students. 
	Her magic started with Monerkay High. Just like any other day, she got her books and headed to Biology. When Mr. Tea, the principal, stopped her in the hallway.  “Jenny, there are some people from the French District who want you to take a teaching internship.”, said Mr. Tea.  “They are at 1912 Willow Street and they are waiting for you.” 
	-

	“Really! Oh! That sounds great! But what about my classes?”, asked Jenny. 
	“Jenny this is very important so I will excuse you from every class.”, explained Mr. Tea. 
	Off Jenny went to Willow Street, not really paying any attention to where she was going; she found herself lost in the Bindler Woods.  This was not mistake. 
	-

	In the woods she stumbled upon a cottage. The windows were shattered, and the door creaked as the wind blew it back and forth. The 
	In the woods she stumbled upon a cottage. The windows were shattered, and the door creaked as the wind blew it back and forth. The 
	-

	outside of the cottage was made of wood and the roof was made of straw. 

	Jenny was a scholar, but she was also an excellent explorer. She loved searching in caves and seeing new villages. She was forever curious. As soon as she found this cottage, she went inside to see what awaited her.  It was not to be expected. She found a Wizard. 
	“I have heard so many good things about you Jenny,” said the Wizard. 
	Jenny froze at the sight of the Wizard! 
	“You have been chosen from many worthy people!” 
	“Chosen for what exactly?”, asked Jenny. 
	“You have been chosen to receive magical powers, a wand, a purple robe and a Witch’s cap with stars on it. You are to become a Witch!” 
	Suddenly a cloud formed around her! She was clothed in a witch’s cap, a purple robe, and in her hand was an oak tree wand. 
	“Where did this come from?”, asked Jenny.  
	“No time for that now! What will your Witch’s name be?” 
	“Hmmmm. . .maybe Du. . cap. . .ri!” Ducapri exclaimed! 
	“I have a quest for you Ducapri. There is a beast, Chimera, stealing our food, and more specifically our crops. I need for you to take care of him!” 
	“Without our crops, there is no food for ourselves or our animals!”, exclaimed Witch Ducapri. 
	“Do you accept”, asked the pleased Wizard. 
	“Yes!  Now where does this Chimera live and how do I find it?” 
	-

	“He lives in the sewers near Main Street; that is how he is getting our crops so easily.”  
	As Ducapri walked quickly out of the cottage she said, “This is for the good of our town, Luxus. I must go!” 
	Ducapri climbed down deep into the sewers and came face to face with the Chimera. She began questioning him or was it a her? Ducapri peered behind the Chimera and saw three little Chimeras. 
	Ducapri’s new found magic allowed her to communicate with the beast. “Now I understand,” Ducapri said, “you were just trying to get food for your babies.” The Chimera nodded in agreement. 
	-
	-

	Ducapri convinced the Chimera to come back with her to the cottage to see the Wizard.  She told the beast to bring her babies and they would explain everything and the Wizard would help her and her babies. 
	Ducapri smiled and said, “I am going to use my teleportation. It is like a blizzard that will take us to the Wizard.” 
	A giant orb of ice surrounded them. The orb melted away and they were standing in front of the Wizard. 
	“Congratulations!”, the Wizard said enthusiastically.  “This was a test to see if you have a true heart and if you will use your powers responsibly.  You passed!!!”, shouted the Wizard.  “There is no need to tell me what happened. I saw it all on my crystal ball!  Instead of jumping to conclusions with the Chimera, you questioned her and found out what the real story was.  We will take care of all the Chimera’s needs.  You have the mind of a scholar and a heart of pure gold! You won!  The magical powers are
	-

	Years and years of happiness, knowledge, and peace reined in the village of Luxus thanks to the Witch Ducapri! 
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	Always Be Kind 
	Always Be Kind 
	by Ava Andrada 
	by Ava Andrada 
	Belmont Elementary School | Teacher: Valerie Radford 
	Kindness is caring when people are sad Not only just that, but when they are mad. 
	Friends come around when you show them you care, But not when you act like an angry bear. 
	When you see a person living on the street, Give them a dollar or something to eat. 
	Like an angel’s heart made of pure gold, The act of kindness will never grow old. 


	The Little Shack 
	The Little Shack 
	by Kaely Parra 
	by Kaely Parra 
	Columbian Elementary School | Teacher: Gordon Clark 
	There lived two sisters in an ordinary house. Their names were Lily and Olivia. They were always doing fun things. For example, they would go to the fairs, go shopping, make jewelry, etc. The Anderson’s never really kept secrets. Lily the youngest loved to go on adventures. She was fearless. 
	There lived two sisters in an ordinary house. Their names were Lily and Olivia. They were always doing fun things. For example, they would go to the fairs, go shopping, make jewelry, etc. The Anderson’s never really kept secrets. Lily the youngest loved to go on adventures. She was fearless. 
	-

	One day Lily got bored and went out to the woods to explore. She came across a little shack. She went inside without a doubt. She found a little jewelry box. It had pictures of 
	One day Lily got bored and went out to the woods to explore. She came across a little shack. She went inside without a doubt. She found a little jewelry box. It had pictures of 
	her sister, Olivia, with a baby. How weird, Lily thought. She went back home and tried to figure out who that baby was. 

	Lily thought maybe the baby was her friend Brianna’s baby, but no that couldn’t be right. In the photo it show’s Lily’s sister, Olivia, clothed in a hospital gown laying in the hospital bed holding a newborn baby. Shortly after looking at the picture Lily heard arguing downstairs. Her mom and sister were screaming and yelling at each other. It was about Lily. 
	 Finally, her sister screamed something Lily will never forget. I am Lily’s mom! That explains the picture, Lily thought. At that moment everything became clear to Lilly. A few days passed and the family was happy again. Lily’s sister no longer had to carry the family secret and felt relieved that Lily finally knew she was her mom. Lily learned that every cloud has a silver lining but there are still some questions that need to be answered… Who was her dad? 
	-
	-
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	A Scar Story 
	A Scar Story 
	by Sienna Roybal 
	by Sienna Roybal 
	Goodnight School | Teacher: Allison Balas 
	One cloudy, windy day, I was at school. My best friend and I were playing tag during recess. I was racing and chasing after him. Suddenly, my shoe struck a big rock and I tumbled onto the gravel. Before I knew it, I was stretched out on my side flat on the ground. At this point, I didn’t know if I was in pain or not. 
	After being sprawled out on the rough gravel, I started to feel the pain. My arm began to start hurting. I felt some rocks digging into my aching flesh. I just thought I had fallen, 
	After being sprawled out on the rough gravel, I started to feel the pain. My arm began to start hurting. I felt some rocks digging into my aching flesh. I just thought I had fallen, 
	-

	until I looked at my arm. My arm was full of scrapes and little pointy rocks full of blood. I started screaming at the top of my lungs, “My arm is full of blood, scrapes, and rocks!” My arm was hurting really bad. 

	I had to go to the office. They had to put a lot of bandages around my arm because it was bleeding so much. It started hurting even more, when they were wrapping up my arm. It felt like needles were being stabbed through my arms. Then the ladies in the office started to freak out because 
	I had to go to the office. They had to put a lot of bandages around my arm because it was bleeding so much. It started hurting even more, when they were wrapping up my arm. It felt like needles were being stabbed through my arms. Then the ladies in the office started to freak out because 
	the blood was not stopping, it was seeping through the bandages. That is when I started to really freak out! 

	As they were rewrapping my arm, my Mom came to pick me up and take me home. Luckily I didn’t have to get stitches, but my mom had to clean the wound with soap, water, and peroxide. That stung like a million bees! It took a long time to heal, but it is fine now. I learned my lesson to be careful running and playing tag on the playground. I still have the scar that reminds me to slow down. 
	-



	Freddie Mercury 
	Freddie Mercury 
	by William BlattlerStrand 
	by William BlattlerStrand 
	Morton Elementary School | Teacher: Denise Morlan 
	“I am not going to be a star. I am going to be a legend.” 
	“I am not going to be a star. I am going to be a legend.” 
	-

	What is your favoite rock band? Maybe Metallica, or Disturbed? Well this is the greatest rock band of all. Its name? Queen. But to know about Queen, you need to know about the real star, Freddie Mercury. 
	Freddie Mercury was born in Shone Town, Tanzania. He was born on November 5, 1946. Freddie’s parents were Bomi and Jer Bulsera. Freddie Mercury went to St. Peter’s School, which is located in Panchgani in India. Freddie, his parents, and his sister moved to Middlesex, UK in 1964 to escape Okello and his army who were persecuting Arabs (Richards and Langthorne page 22 ). Freddie’s original name was Farrokh Bulsara. His parents and teahers gave him the nickname of “Freddie,” short for Farokh (). 
	-
	FreddieMercury.com

	He spent many years with the band Queen. They wrote many albums 
	He spent many years with the band Queen. They wrote many albums 
	and singles, which Freddie helped his bandmates write. A big help to Queen was the fact that Freddie knew how to play piano / keyboards, guitar, and, most notably, sang vocals (). Freddie’s voice had a larger range because he was born with four extra incisors. Some of the songs Freddie sang are, “Bohemian Rhapsody,” “Don’t Stop Me Now,” “ We Will Rock You,” and, “We Are the Champions.” Freddie also did some solo musical work. 
	QueenOnline.com
	-


	Sadly, Freddie Mercury died of complications of HIV-related pneumonia on November 24, 1991. He was diagnosed with in late April of 1987. Before he died, Freddie decided to quit taking medications (Richards and Langthorne page 3). HIV is a virus that attacks the immune system. The virus originally came from the area now called the Congo. There is no cure for HIV, but it can be treated (CDC). When he died, the other bandmates of Queen 
	Sadly, Freddie Mercury died of complications of HIV-related pneumonia on November 24, 1991. He was diagnosed with in late April of 1987. Before he died, Freddie decided to quit taking medications (Richards and Langthorne page 3). HIV is a virus that attacks the immune system. The virus originally came from the area now called the Congo. There is no cure for HIV, but it can be treated (CDC). When he died, the other bandmates of Queen 
	-
	-

	created the Mercury Phoenix Trust, an organization to help prevent HIV /AIDS. 

	Freddie Mercury had an amazing life story and left behind a legacy of music that inspired many. His life story was made into a movie in 2018 titled, “Bohemian Rhapsody.” His legacy continues with the Mercury Phoenix Trust. That is the Legacy of Freddie Mercury 
	CITED SOURCES 
	CITED SOURCES 
	/ 
	https://www.cdc.gov/hiv/basics

	whatishiv.html / / _ 
	http://www.freddiemercury.com
	http://www.mercuryphoenixtrust.com
	http://www.queenonline.com/freddie
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	Laviska Shenault, Jr. 
	Laviska Shenault, Jr. 
	by Jordan Alfonso 
	by Jordan Alfonso 
	Goodnight School | Teacher: Demetrius Casarez 
	 Laviska Shenault Jr. has recently become a known star athlete in the sport of football. Shenault attends Colorado University in Boulder, and is on the football team there. Shenault has an interesting, but sad past, and what looks like will be an amazing future ahead of him in the sport of football. 
	Shenault’s father died in 2009, when Shenault was only ten years old. His father was getting out of the car on the way back from a pool party the family had went to, to change drivers, when he got hit by an oncoming F-150 truck, and an 2003 Acura. At the time of his father’s death, Shenault had been a passenger in the car. Ever since his father’s death he has never cut his hair, and wears it in dreadlocks as a tribute to his dad. 
	-
	-

	He points towards the sky after every touchdown he makes, for his dad. 
	Shenault played for the CU Buffs football team this previous season, and showed what an amazing football player he was during the season. He plays the position of wide receiver, and had 1,011 yards in the whole season, 86 catches, and 6 touchdowns. He was only able to play half of the football season due to a broken toe. So I think that is amazing, to do that good, and only play half of the season. Shenault is 6’ 2”, and weighs 220 pounds. He is currently a sophomore at the college. This is Shenault’s secon
	-
	-
	-

	In my opinion, I personally think that Laviska Shenault Jr. should easily be able to get into the NFL. He is a very gifted and amazing football player. Shenault also played basketball, but quit when he got to high school, because they said he had to cut his hair to play, which he refused to do because he has never cut it since his father died, for his father never had him cut his hair. He was born in DeSoto Texas on October 5, 1998, and is 20 years old. 
	-
	-

	As you can see, Laviska Shenault Jr., is a very amazing, gifted, and fantastic football player, as well as person. He suffered a terrible loss in his life, but continued on to become a talented and incredible football player. 


	The Brain 
	The Brain 
	by Layla Dost 
	by Layla Dost 
	South Park Elementary School | Teacher: Edith Calhoun 
	What talks but doesn’t make a sound? The human brain! 
	What talks but doesn’t make a sound? The human brain! 
	Yeah! That’s right!  The human brain is an exceptionally complex organ all mammals possess. Its uniqueness makes it a very fascinating organ to learn about. Are you ready to learn facts that just might “Blow Your Mind?” (Get it????) 
	-

	First, the brain weighs only around 3 whole pounds and 60% of that weight is fat. It’s one of the fattiest organs in the human body but probably best not to try and lose any weight there! 
	-

	Secondly, no matter how much blood and oxygen is produced that 
	Secondly, no matter how much blood and oxygen is produced that 
	day, a consistent 20% goes straight to the brain. You can produce more or less oxygen but the same amount ends up in the brain. Wow!!! 

	Another fun fact I betting you didn’t  know,  most of the blood vessels in the brain are almost 100,000 miles in length. That equals about ¼ of the distance from the Earth to the moon. “That is one giant step for mankind!” 
	-

	Also, the brain can generate about 23 watts of power when awake. Shocking!!! There are 100 billion neurons present in the brain. All those neurons make up 10% of 
	Also, the brain can generate about 23 watts of power when awake. Shocking!!! There are 100 billion neurons present in the brain. All those neurons make up 10% of 
	the brain! These neurons make a “ neuron forest” which is when they branch out to 100 trillion trigger points. 

	Finally, did you know the harder you think …..the more oxygen you use from your brain?  Sometimes you use 50% of it. Every time your heart beats about 20 to 25 percent of your blood goes to your brain. Even with all this oxygen in your brain is still about 73% water . 
	It was a “No Brainer” learning about our brains!! I hope you are able to “Wrap your Brain” around the importance taking good care of it! 
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	NightFall 
	NightFall 
	by Daeleen Lipes 
	by Daeleen Lipes 
	Heaton Middle School | Teacher: Erin Hoffman 
	As I lay in bed I let my mind wander thinking about what I can do right now, and it crosses my mind that my book is in here with me. So I pick it up and start to read. 
	As I lay in bed I let my mind wander thinking about what I can do right now, and it crosses my mind that my book is in here with me. So I pick it up and start to read. 
	-

	Before long, I had other things to do. I’m always busy and don’t really have time for anything else. With my school work and taking care of my mother it’s hard to focus on other things. Others my age don’t have such things to do. But I was different, I’ve always been different. My grandmother called it special. 
	-

	When I got home, my mom was in the kitchen sitting at the table. She was reading… something. I set my bag on the floor and paused for a second, I started towards her. Her face was pale in the dim light and her eyes were wild. She looked like she’d seen something she shouldn’t have, and was now worried about the dangers that could come afterwards. Her voice startled me and I paused. 
	“Marie...” She looked up at me. I sat at the table and started to mess with my silver necklace that my grandmother had given me before she passed. “Go to your room please I need to make some phone calls.” Her voice was shaky and there was a slight crack. It’s something another kid my age wouldn’t have noticed but I could catch it right away. She glanced at me and went to the living room and grabbed her phone. I went upstairs and closed the door to my bedroom. There was lots of yelling, and after awhile ther
	“Marie...” She looked up at me. I sat at the table and started to mess with my silver necklace that my grandmother had given me before she passed. “Go to your room please I need to make some phone calls.” Her voice was shaky and there was a slight crack. It’s something another kid my age wouldn’t have noticed but I could catch it right away. She glanced at me and went to the living room and grabbed her phone. I went upstairs and closed the door to my bedroom. There was lots of yelling, and after awhile ther
	startled and asked if I had heard anything and if I was ok. 

	“Im ok, I just finished all my homework.” She dropped her arms to her side and let out a sigh. “That’s great sweetheart.” I looked at the floor. My eyes felt hot, because I haven’t seen my mother like this since my father left. And even then it wasn’t this bad. 
	-

	She looked at the floor, ashamed. “Go upstairs and pack enough clothes for three days.” I had never seen my mother like this. She had always kept everything inside. Hiding her emotions was her way of protecting me. She never told me that, but I couldn’t find any other reason that made sense. After awhile I did do what I was told, but I felt empty and meaningless when I closed the door to my bedroom. 
	-

	Over the years after my father left, things got intense and my mother became distant. Wanting nothing more but to be left alone. I was able to feel her emotions, I could tell that being peaceful again, was something that would have to wait. My grandmother always told me that was a gift. Something that made me stand out from the others. 
	-

	I only grabbed my backpack, and a few pairs of clothes. I looked at my room. The feeling of loneliness was one I could not surpass. “Marie?” It was not my mother who had called me. I grabbed the things I had packed and went downstairs. 
	My eyes met the floor as I walked down the stairs. I had just enough courage to look up. But as soon as I do, I regret it. I looked at my mother suddenly feeling angry and unwanted. “Why did you have me pack?” I cleared the emotions off my face they were unimportant and my voice was calm and steady. I asked the question, and then knew the 
	My eyes met the floor as I walked down the stairs. I had just enough courage to look up. But as soon as I do, I regret it. I looked at my mother suddenly feeling angry and unwanted. “Why did you have me pack?” I cleared the emotions off my face they were unimportant and my voice was calm and steady. I asked the question, and then knew the 
	answer. “Well...” Something cut her off and she went to the kitchen. As if forgetting something that just now had crossed her mind. I knew who the man was that was standing in my living room, making my mother weep and filling me up with emotions. “Marie, Im-” “My father.” I cut him off. “Yes I know who you are, but I’m not positive as to why you’re here.” 

	My mother returned from the kitchen. We stood there for awhile without saying anything. My mother was saying goodbye. But I didn’t realize that until I was already out the door. I panicked. I started to think about all the things that could go wrong. Losing my mother was something that played over and over again in my head. A thought my heart wanted to let go, but my mind was refusing. 
	We both got into the car but we didn’t talk. As far as I’m concerned there was no need. He must take me as a depressed fourteen year old, that had seen too much and was exposed to more than I should’ve been. But I was much more than that.. much stronger than he thought. 
	I am a dreamwalker. And this is just the beginning. 
	Nightfall ~2 
	Nightfall ~2 
	We had just arrived at his house. He didn’t live far away, so I questioned why he hadn’t came to visit me before. I let this question slip through my mind. Because I already knew the answer.
	-

	 We both went inside, I left everything in the car because I didn’t want it to seem like I was staying. I walked through the door, but I just stood there. Taking in everything that was 
	-

	continued on page 22 


	NightFall ––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
	NightFall ––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
	continued from page 21 
	happening. Yes, I know things like this happen to kids my age all the time, but it never had happened to me. He didn’t talk to me at all. In fact the first thing he did was go upstairs. 
	Being a walker, didn’t mean any special treatment. The only thing I got to do that others couldn’t, was go into dreams. Not only mine but others as well. When I think about someone for a certain amount of time, and I fall asleep, I go into their dream, I have always thought this is something that just happened because I was worried about them. Which didn’t happen very often, because the feeling of being normal was already hard enough to find. And walking wasn’t helping. One night I didn’t realize what was h
	-
	-

	There’s someone at school who fascinates me, she has the same dark circles, that I get when I walk. And the same sleepless expression. We aren’t friends, we’ve never even talked. She’s not the nicest person, and who can blame her? Being a walker is not a choice, nor is it something you can get rid of. 
	-

	My alarm goes off, but I’ve already been awake for a few hours, pondering about the day. After awhile the noise of my alarm was getting annoying. I got to school fairly early this morning, I told my father that I was walking to school and he just said, “If you’re late then it’s not my problem.” Good thing I couldn’t agree more. I didn’t stay on the thought for long because I had more important things to worry about. School flew by; it went faster than I thought it would, and 
	My alarm goes off, but I’ve already been awake for a few hours, pondering about the day. After awhile the noise of my alarm was getting annoying. I got to school fairly early this morning, I told my father that I was walking to school and he just said, “If you’re late then it’s not my problem.” Good thing I couldn’t agree more. I didn’t stay on the thought for long because I had more important things to worry about. School flew by; it went faster than I thought it would, and 
	-
	-

	before I knew it, I was getting back on the bus. 

	My father was sitting down on the couch when I walked in. I set my book bag on the floor and hung up my coat. I looked at him, he waited as if expecting me to say something, and when I didn’t he just said, “Have a seat.” 

	Nightfall ~3 
	Nightfall ~3 
	I assumed that this was going to be the end of those long nights questioning myself as to why I was here and not with my mother. 
	-

	After a little while, I found myself moving toward him. I sat down across from him, on a little chair. The soft fabric reminded me of home. I quickly dismiss the thought, because as of right now it was unimportant. I look at the floor I figure my eyes don’t need to be anywhere else. “You’re here because your mother needs to deal with things, that don’t involve you. And she had nowhere else to put you.” Well he did not beat around the bush at all. And as soon as it leaves his mouth I get angry. Not the kind 
	-

	I drop on the bed and let everything I’m feeling inside cross my face. I feel guilty about the tears that later come, I hadn’t moved from where I fell on the bed for the past two hours. I’m in the middle of thinking about yesterday when my dad knocks on the door. To be honest, I’m not even sure that this is what I should be calling him. His real name is Philip, I’m sure this is what I was going to call him in the first place, but the word dad came out of mouth without permission, and so now it’s expected of
	-
	-

	After a few moments, I do get up and answer the door, but I quickly find my joints are stiff from neglect 
	After a few moments, I do get up and answer the door, but I quickly find my joints are stiff from neglect 
	which makes the task take longer. He looked at me. “Dinner’s ready.” I give a slight nod, and move past him, I’m not in the mood for talking, so I pretend my voice is gone, and don’t eat much because it hurts. I take a shower and then head to bed. My dad said something, but I dismiss it because what he could’ve said is something I’m not ready to hear. 

	The next morning when I get out of bed, I get dressed and head to the kitchen. Grab an apple and turn to the door. I open the door but just as I’m about to walk out my dad calls after me. “Slow down, I didn’t get the chance to talk to you.” He tilted his head slightly to the left and grinned. “Uh,.. you have never wanted to talk to me before school.” I looked at him, and crossed my arms. “Yeah, I know but this day is different. You see, there’s a girl at school you might want to pay attention to...” He rais
	Today was the day I got to go home. I focused on that. 
	When I got to school, instead of sitting alone, I sat by that girl I was talking about. She had the circles again, and her face was spotted from dried tears. She looked surprised that I even sat next to her. “Hello.. My name is.. Marie” I stuttered. She smiled and looked up. 
	“Autumn. Why did you sit with me”? This was a question I was expecting because no one wanted to sit by her for obvious reasons. 
	-

	“Going to bed after a movie helps.” She looked at me, and closed her book. 
	“What are you talking about..?” Her eyes went wild. 
	“How do you know?” 
	“It’s not easy is it?” I looked at the table. “I didn’t mean to scare you but I just wanted to make sure you knew, you’re not alone.” I got up and started for my locker. 
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	“Wait!” She got up and followed me. We walked together and I got to learn that she wasn’t with her dad, and was getting to go back to her mother today. I smiled and told her that I was having the same problems. I waved and we got seperated in the sea of students getting to their classes. 
	At the end of the day, I felt relieved. When I got on the bus kids seemed to point and laugh. Um, ok? That must be because I’m hanging out with Autumn. I sat down and put my headphones in. I ran off the bus and straight to my house. I swung open the door and cried, “I’m home!” My mom hugged me, kissed my head and said she was sorry.
	-

	 I looked up, “Autumn? What are you-” She stood up and walked towards me. She placed her hand on my shoulder. 
	-

	“Hey sis…” 


	Nightfall~ 4 
	Nightfall~ 4 
	Nightfall~ 4 
	She let a tear slip down her face. My mom started talking, because of our condition, we had to be seperated. How when dad left, it was to protect Autumn. We had different dads, the same mom. And the same thing that everyone was trying to protect us from. I could tell by her expression that Autumn was understanding better than me. Why would everyone keep this from us? Maybe that’s the part that I didn’t understand. And maybe she did? My grandmother told me that one day if I was brave enough to walk farther t
	She let a tear slip down her face. My mom started talking, because of our condition, we had to be seperated. How when dad left, it was to protect Autumn. We had different dads, the same mom. And the same thing that everyone was trying to protect us from. I could tell by her expression that Autumn was understanding better than me. Why would everyone keep this from us? Maybe that’s the part that I didn’t understand. And maybe she did? My grandmother told me that one day if I was brave enough to walk farther t
	-
	-
	-
	-

	I have ever walked before, I would find treasure at the end. Something I have been waiting for my whole life. Something to feel that empty hole that my mother couldn’t fill. 

	When my mother stopped talking, the world seemed to stop and I realized who I was around. I went to my room, where I expected sleep. But when I closed the door, only tears came. My sister came into the room, and held me. I let her stay, as the tears came and went. I ended up falling asleep in her arms. Something I could never see myself doing. This girl, the one I was supposed to be strong for, the one that was supposed to be looking up to me. Because I knew how to handle the dreams, the long nights feeling
	-

	The next morning I wake up to find my sister gone. I go downstairs, and find her and my mother with someone else. All sitting at the table together, just like a family. Autumn is the first to speak, “Goodmorning, sis.” She smiled. I took my place at the end of the table. 
	“Good morning.” I looked at the person sitting across from Autumn. My mother spoke in a gentle voice. The one she used yesterday. Without me even asking, she answered my question. “Marie, this is Autumn’s dad, the one that left us that night.” My expression dropped. 
	“Well what a surprise, welcome home.” I stood up and shoved my chair into the table. Grabbed my 
	“Well what a surprise, welcome home.” I stood up and shoved my chair into the table. Grabbed my 
	backpack and walked to the bus stop. 

	As I walked I cleared my head. I sang the song my grandmother made for me. Sometimes things don’t go right, sometimes you have to cry... sometimes the people you love lie, to protect you on the inside. To keep you safe, they hide you away. Sometimes when things get really hard, you have to open up your heart. Don’t hide your face, lock up your pain and be brave. You only get one life, this life you’ll save. 
	My sister came up to me and sat down. “The bus should be here any minute.” She held out her hand. I took it and stood up. My face flushed red, with what only could be shame. If she laughed, I didn’t hear it. The bus showed up and picked us both up. 
	I walked home, and took this time to clear my thoughts. When I walked through the door, my mom and Autumn were sitting together. I sat down and did my homework. 
	-

	I guess this is it. Me and my mother never had the same connection that we did a few months ago. Me and my sister got to know each other, and I taught her how to handle the dreams. How to handle walking. When some nights were hard I’d hold her. And other nights, I’d find myself wishing that we were never separated. Me and my father never spoke again. And me and Autumns dad are coming to peace. 
	Well, it’s been fun but a story always has to come to an end. And this was mine. 
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	The Candidate 
	The Candidate 
	by Isabelle Maria Jackson 
	by Isabelle Maria Jackson 
	Goodnight School | Teacher: Michael Krasovec 
	It’s been 3 ½ months since WWIV ended, my twin brother and I have lost our father to an assassin because of an incident during the war...This angered mother so much that she took our country over and dominates it, grabbing anything within her grasp. If someone slips up for even a millisecond, they and their families get erased from existence as we know it. I hope tonight everything goes according to plan, but I highly doubt it. Mom’s assistant, Anastasia, walks in, 
	-

	“Balissa, your mother requests your presence immediately.” I get off my bed and watch as my bed makes itself perfectly neat and tidy. I follow Anastasia to my mother’s luxurious office, where the smell of fresh coffee greets my nose in an almost comforting way, but it doesn’t make the room any less cold. I see my mother staring out the window majestically looking over her own grand kingdom of perfection, I also see my brother in one of her big deep red chairs his face full of anger and frustration. 
	-
	-

	“Hello, Balissa” her sudden voice makes my blood run cold, but she continues in her cold voice as she turns on her heel to stare deep in my eye, and seemingly right through me, 
	“I know that you were informed of the prestigious Royal Banquet...well I recently became aware that chleola Tyrason will be there this evening.” My throat goes dry as I recall the trial, where she was injected with “Truth Serum”. She told us the truth...that she had killed father and several of his generals. She only got a 70 billion dollar fine, but she deserved worse, she deserved what my father didn’t... death. She carried on, 
	“To assure your safety, Blake will go with you also.”Blake abruptly stood up and argued, 
	“ Why would you send us to a 
	“ Why would you send us to a 
	banquet where our father’s killer is?!” Anastasia flinches, but mother only laughs. 

	“Blake darling, you know that Willowstars show no weakness! We always come through on the hardest of times, and if your father followed through with our belief then well, he wouldn’t be dead! He wasn’t worth all that chaos anyway.’’ she rolls her eyes as if this was obvious, I feel my face grow hot, and see Anastasia’s face drains of color. 
	“So the plan is to look happier than ever! Put on your pretty face and make me proud!” mother takes a polite sip of her dark Black Coffee, she shouts, 
	“Anastasia, is her dress ready?” the shy assistant brushed her blonde hair out of her face and glances at her smartwatch, 
	“Yes Ms. Willowstar, her dress should be in her chambers now.” 
	“Good, CAMILLE!!! Go help Balissa get ready for this evening!” Camille, our personal stylist, comes forward and rushes me into my bedroom as if in a daze. I quickly slip on a bulletproof, longsleeved, Navy Blue dress that seemed to be encrusted with diamonds. She then helped me with my silky-smooth brown hair and all natural makeup of course and helped me slip on some black heels. Once she finally left my presence I put in my earpiece,and I grabbed my smart white clutch that held my prize techno weapons in 
	-
	-

	“Do what your father could never do, represent our family name with pride and victory.” her last words stuck with me like glue as I slipped into the limo. I watched as our huge central city lessened to just trees and mansions here and there. It was going utterly slow considering that this was supposedly the best limo in all of Anemega. I looked over to see my brother sharpening his metal card furiously when in my ear I hear my mother’s cold quiet voice, 
	-

	“Balissaa, this banquet will be all over the Webs tonight, do what I told you, be you and...you know what else needs to be done.” I finally breathe once I hear her crisp voice end the call. We finally pull up to a grand white building known as the “Willow Plaza”. My chauffer opens my door, a flood of flashing and shouting follow. I put on my overbold act on as I strut by the paparazzi, flashing a few poses here and there but I was unexpectedly blocked and asked a question. 
	-

	“What do you think about Chleola Tyrason being here tonight? Are you concerned about what she thinks of you or did to your father?” I shoo away some police (who were about to tackle the reporter) and then laugh dramatically and then reply through an ignorant smile, 
	“Chleola Tyrason is about a frightening as a little kitten in a pink bow! And she better be worried because Willowstars always dominate. You can count on it!” I consequently hear my mom in my ear and get chills down my neck, 
	-

	“You have done well Balissa, the Webs are exploding, keep doing what you’re doing!” I step through pure gold doors into a ballroom filled with multi-billionaires and celebrities you 
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	can only see on TV, but just before I could get to the snack bar Chleola herself blocked my way and snarled, 
	“Well isn’t it baby Willowstar! And look, I look way better than you, what a surprise….NOT” 
	“Well Chleola,” I glance at my perfect nails, 
	“At least my beauty isn’t fake” I glance back to see her and everyone around us gasp, I have to finish the burn! I reluctantly continue, 
	“Oh, and Chleola! Jealousy is not a good look on you!” I cringe inside, I was being really salty to this horrific teenager. I hear her scream in frustration and storms off to her “clique of friends” because of my perfect truth. I spin around and spot my brother at the back of the room, he catches my eye, but shakes his head solemnly then disappears into a crowd of celebrities. Why is he so mad? He knows what she did, but I suppose she hasn’t had the most pleasant time either. Ugh! I loathe these ridiculous 
	-
	-
	-

	“That girl is rude! But you put her back in her place when you totally roasted that melon seed! You go girl!” I sigh quietly, I didn’t want to hurt her necessarily, I just wanted her to leave me alone. The rest of the banquet feels like a long time lapse, I watch people quickly come and go, celebrities take selfies in mobs, and I hear pop music being put on fast forward. Eventually I am finally able to leave, so I speedily say bye to the more important celebrities and cousins before I walk out the grand doo
	-
	madness.on

	* * * 
	I slowly open my eyes and wince at the pounding in my head, but notice that I’m loosely tied up in a chair. I laugh out loud, this has got to be a joke. I summon my white clutch and step out of the ropes and chair, I look around and see stone brick 
	I slowly open my eyes and wince at the pounding in my head, but notice that I’m loosely tied up in a chair. I laugh out loud, this has got to be a joke. I summon my white clutch and step out of the ropes and chair, I look around and see stone brick 
	walls surrounding me, I walk along the doorless wall looking for my ticket out, when behind me I hear a smooth voice, 

	“Oh Balissa! I I thought you wouldn’t be so vulnerable…” I spin around to see the most hideous sight of the century, a 2002 computer! I scream as loud as I can, mortified by the scene. I turn once more to run away from the disaster when before me a woman walks through the wall clapping profusely. 
	“Sorry for the inconvenience but it was necessary. But anyways welcome to the crew! I’m Ms. Mortify!” I stare at her in shock as she attempts shaking my hand, but she quickly pulls her hand back to her side. 
	-

	“What are you talking about?Is this real?” my voice quivers slightly as I regain my self control...I wonder if I’m in a position to roundhouse her? She laughs and replies, 
	“This is all real. Anyway, we have been watching you for a few years now and we have concluded that you are the perfect candidate!” She smooths down her skirt, probably half expecting me to snap a witty reply back considering how I act outside of the house. 
	“P-perfect for what?” I stutter alarmed. The sophisticated woman smiles and clasps her hands, 
	“Well pack your bags Balissa Willowstar! We’re gonna save the world!” 
	-
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	A Different Kind of Terror 
	A Different Kind of Terror 
	by Zoey Hynes 
	by Zoey Hynes 
	Goodnight School | Teacher: Michael Krasovec 
	Have you ever seen a vampire? Not one in a movie or a picture but in real life. One with pale ashy skin cold as the grave. With hypnotic deadly eyes piercing right into your soul. Run! You tell yourself but your legs won’t move. Your body is frozen and tears are streaming down your face. Down, down, down your tears fall. Hitting the ground splashing. Breath! Breath! Calm down! But the more you scream the more your heart races. You feel your heart pounding inside your head. Boom, boom, boom. A sharp pain fil
	Have you ever seen a vampire? Not one in a movie or a picture but in real life. One with pale ashy skin cold as the grave. With hypnotic deadly eyes piercing right into your soul. Run! You tell yourself but your legs won’t move. Your body is frozen and tears are streaming down your face. Down, down, down your tears fall. Hitting the ground splashing. Breath! Breath! Calm down! But the more you scream the more your heart races. You feel your heart pounding inside your head. Boom, boom, boom. A sharp pain fil
	it caresses your face. Hands icy cold. Wiping the tears from your eyes but they just keep coming and coming like rain in a hurricane. The color of your face turns white as snow. Your mind spinning with thoughts. I’m going to die here aren’t I? Please God! Please! Please! Please someone! Just save me from this living nightmare! I don’t want to die! Its brisk hands lay on you and tilts your head. Exposing your soft delicious neck. Its long slimy scaly tongue trails down your neck in search of your artery. It 
	-
	-
	-
	-


	Light hits your eyes. Your mind comes back to reality. Deep 
	Light hits your eyes. Your mind comes back to reality. Deep 
	breathes. In and out. Everything starts to flow through your mind. Thought after thought. The vampire slowly unlatches from your neck. Whimpering and backing away. Ending up in the same place it started. Fear in its eyes. You blink flabbergasted. Is this deadly monster actually afraid of me? You blink once more and then the vampire is gone. Disappeared into thin air. Everything is clear now. The people sitting in front of you aren’t strangers, they are your friends. You have nothing to worry about. The word
	-
	-
	-




	The Importance of Antibiotics 
	The Importance of Antibiotics 
	by Genevieve Schlanser 
	by Genevieve Schlanser 
	Goodnight School | Teacher: Michael Krasovec 
	Simple diseases such as chicken pox and influenza used to be calamitous, though a vaccination can help get rid of it in this day and age. We never stop to appreciate a way to make these monsters seem less scary. Without vaccines and antibiotics, there is a chance the human race could have gone extinct multiple times. If it weren’t for them, or an effortless flu shot, we could be facing an influenza outbreak this very moment. Luckily, that will never happen. These audacious killers are still present in the w
	Simple diseases such as chicken pox and influenza used to be calamitous, though a vaccination can help get rid of it in this day and age. We never stop to appreciate a way to make these monsters seem less scary. Without vaccines and antibiotics, there is a chance the human race could have gone extinct multiple times. If it weren’t for them, or an effortless flu shot, we could be facing an influenza outbreak this very moment. Luckily, that will never happen. These audacious killers are still present in the w
	-
	-
	-

	Louis Pasteur is an inspiration in the world of science. He made his first major contribution to chemistry and microbiology in 1849 when he noted that although two compounds have the same chemical composition, they must have different structures. From that moment on, his understanding and success skyrocketed. In 1885, he treated and saved the first human subject ever with rabies. Pasteur also was the first scientist to discover that disease came from microorganisms. Anton van Leeuwenhoek also played a huge 
	Louis Pasteur is an inspiration in the world of science. He made his first major contribution to chemistry and microbiology in 1849 when he noted that although two compounds have the same chemical composition, they must have different structures. From that moment on, his understanding and success skyrocketed. In 1885, he treated and saved the first human subject ever with rabies. Pasteur also was the first scientist to discover that disease came from microorganisms. Anton van Leeuwenhoek also played a huge 
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-

	dish by an open window so that mold spores got in contact with the dish. He began to notice how the bacteria near the mold colonies were dying, and began to observe the mold with intensified interest. He found it to be a member of the penicillium genus, and discovered it could kill gram-positive pathogens. These pathogens were responsible for diseases such as scarlet fever, pneumonia, meningitis, and many other dangerous illnesses. Alexander Fleming had created the world’s first authentic antibiotic. He nam
	-
	-


	There are 5 types of microorganisms - bacteria, fungi, viruses, protozoa, algae. Though antibiotics treat a lot of diseases, they can only kill bacteria, not the other types of microorganisms. Unlike viruses, which can only do harm, some bacteria present in our bodies and food can be beneficial. Yoghurt contains Lactobacillus Bulgaricus and Streptococcus thermophilus, which are used to culture milk, but also promotes bone health. Some yoghurts are even made with probiotics to keep intestines healthy. Again,
	There are 5 types of microorganisms - bacteria, fungi, viruses, protozoa, algae. Though antibiotics treat a lot of diseases, they can only kill bacteria, not the other types of microorganisms. Unlike viruses, which can only do harm, some bacteria present in our bodies and food can be beneficial. Yoghurt contains Lactobacillus Bulgaricus and Streptococcus thermophilus, which are used to culture milk, but also promotes bone health. Some yoghurts are even made with probiotics to keep intestines healthy. Again,
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-

	resolved in just a few days and is not fatal. Essentially, most viruses are not fatal, though there still are some deadly ones out there such as Ebola, Rabies, and Dengue virus. Antibiotics only kill bacteria, but there are other ways to be safe from diseases caused by other microorganisms. Some viruses can be avoided by vaccinations. 
	-


	Microscopes are also significant in microbiology and chemistry. Before the 1600s, no one had seen any form of microorganisms. Today, scientists use the 5 I’s method to study microbes. First ‘I’ is inoculation. In the process of inoculation, a sample of the microorganisms that someone is testing is put into a sterile container with the proper nutrients to establish further growth, for example a petri dish with agar. The second ‘I’ stands for incubation. The incubation period for microorganisms is somewhat li
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-

	Ironically, having a way to keep yourself safe from microorganisms generates an amount of danger also. Since we have been using so many antibiotics and vaccines, the bad 
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	bacteria and viruses are getting stronger and are evolving to withstand our treatments. We, humanity, are developing superbugs. A superbug is a microorganism that is resistant to the majority of antibiotics used today. However,  it is a far greater risk to not get vaccinated and take antibiotics than to take them. It’s only a matter of time before we have to construct a new way to be safe from microbes, 
	bacteria and viruses are getting stronger and are evolving to withstand our treatments. We, humanity, are developing superbugs. A superbug is a microorganism that is resistant to the majority of antibiotics used today. However,  it is a far greater risk to not get vaccinated and take antibiotics than to take them. It’s only a matter of time before we have to construct a new way to be safe from microbes, 
	-

	because current safeguards will fail. This superbug scenario seems dim, but if the past is any indication, I have faith that science will generate new discoveries to fight. 

	The human race could be extinct if not for the discovery of antibiotics. From the initial finding of Pasteur, to the modern creation of new antibiotics and innovative work with viruses, we are fighting a good fight against 
	The human race could be extinct if not for the discovery of antibiotics. From the initial finding of Pasteur, to the modern creation of new antibiotics and innovative work with viruses, we are fighting a good fight against 
	-

	microorganisms. Without the road paved by the creative scientists of our past, none of it would be possible. The inventions of antibiotics and vaccinations, in my opinion, are truly some of the most important scientific discoveries of all time. They have enabled us to battle the monsters that are known as microorganisms. 
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	Imperialism in North Africa, Was It Just? 
	Imperialism in North Africa, Was It Just? 
	by Richie Garcia 
	by Richie Garcia 
	Goodnight School | Teacher: Michael Krasovec 
	Cake, it is one of the most Ideal and recognizable desserts in the world, but would you ever look at a cake and compare it to a continent such as America? In this day and age, you may not even be able to see any resemblance between a cake and a continent. Yet back in the times of 1884 and 1885 at a conference In Berlin dedicated to the divvying up of Africa a man known as King Leopold III of Belgium had made this exact comparison with Africa being the cake and Europe, the hungry party guests clamoring to ge
	Cake, it is one of the most Ideal and recognizable desserts in the world, but would you ever look at a cake and compare it to a continent such as America? In this day and age, you may not even be able to see any resemblance between a cake and a continent. Yet back in the times of 1884 and 1885 at a conference In Berlin dedicated to the divvying up of Africa a man known as King Leopold III of Belgium had made this exact comparison with Africa being the cake and Europe, the hungry party guests clamoring to ge
	-

	One major reason for European imperialism was their cultural and racial beliefs. One instance of European’s cultural beliefs coming into play can be found in Rudyard Kipling’s poem “The White Man’s Burden” where it states “Send your sons to exile To serve your captives’ need To wait in heavy harness On fluttered folk and wild—Your new-caught, sullen peoples, Half devil and half child.” (Doc F) To elaborate, the Europeans had thought of the Africans as “sullen peoples” as well as “half-devil and half-child” 
	One major reason for European imperialism was their cultural and racial beliefs. One instance of European’s cultural beliefs coming into play can be found in Rudyard Kipling’s poem “The White Man’s Burden” where it states “Send your sons to exile To serve your captives’ need To wait in heavy harness On fluttered folk and wild—Your new-caught, sullen peoples, Half devil and half child.” (Doc F) To elaborate, the Europeans had thought of the Africans as “sullen peoples” as well as “half-devil and half-child” 
	-

	all simplicity means they viewed them as being savages with no morality and moronic with no intellect ,or in more transparent terms they viewed the Africans as being below them and their race. A second example of the Europeans using cultural belief to bolster their cause is once again found in Rudyard Kipling’s poem, as it reads “Fill full the mouth of Famine And bid the sickness cease; And when your goal is nearest The end for others sought, Watch Sloth and heathen Folly Bring all your hope to nought.” (Do
	-
	-
	-
	-


	Yet another reason for the immoral brutality that had occurred on Africa’s lavish land is the fiery competition between the European nations. The first occasion of competition playing a role in Europeans take over of Africa can be found in Germany’s father of the colonial movement, Friedrich Fabri, Does Germany Need Colonies? Lecture from 1879, as he stated “It would be wise if we Germans would learn about colonial skills from our Anglo-Saxon cousins and would begin-in a friendly competition-to strive after
	-
	-
	-
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	Does Germany Need Colonies? As he states “When the German Reich centuries ago was at the peak of the states in Europe, it was the Number One trade and sea power. Should the New German Reich wish to prove and maintain its newly won position of power for a long time, it will have to take up the same cultural mission and delay no longer to acknowledge its colonial task anew.” Fabri’s ideas consisted of much propaganda to persuade the young men of Germany to fight for a cause built on lies and bodies and held t
	-

	 Though cultural beliefs and competition between nations were pivotal, the fundamental source behind European imperialism is in fact the seemingly infinite economic potential. The first piece of evidence that supports this claim can be found in the chart “Selected African Colonies and their Exports,” where it presents the materials syphoned from Africa’s land, such as the rubber and ivory exported from the Congo Free State (King Leopold III of Belgium) shows that the king had been taking things that can sky
	 Though cultural beliefs and competition between nations were pivotal, the fundamental source behind European imperialism is in fact the seemingly infinite economic potential. The first piece of evidence that supports this claim can be found in the chart “Selected African Colonies and their Exports,” where it presents the materials syphoned from Africa’s land, such as the rubber and ivory exported from the Congo Free State (King Leopold III of Belgium) shows that the king had been taking things that can sky
	-
	-
	-

	fingers. (Doc D) To summarize the countries apart of the takeover had not only abused the Africans by slaughtering and enslaving them, they had also stolen from their home and land that was rightfully belonged to them no matter how “savage¨ and “primitive” they where. The second piece of evidence is seen in the chart made by Trevor Owen Lloyd of the imports and exports to Africa, where it displays the time frames 1854 and 1900 which shows drastic changes on the exports of Africa and mild changes in the impo
	-


	U.K. and their advantage in egypt were they had clear access to a canal from the Mediterranean sea and Indian ocean where they could go and trade with the Asians This final piece of evidence is crucial because the new markets and the power by sea you could gain can give an advantage in the country’s economic stance. 
	Greed can make people do many unthinkable things ,and back during the times where imperialism was at its strongest this ideology was brought to the extremes with the tenacious takeover of Africa.
	 Imperialism, it was the process of taking over a country or territory and integrating it into your own. Yet this definition did not apply to the cruelty executed upon the enviable land known as Africa. It is clear why the Europeans had desired Africa but they had no cause nor quarrel to take over this land and no matter how many excuses they can come up with there is no justification for their horrid and unforgivable behavior. No matter human desire to gain and own land these actions toward Africa have no 
	-
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	Untitled 
	Untitled 
	by Justin Gonzales 
	by Justin Gonzales 
	Heaton Middle School | Teacher: Jonathon Stevens 
	The question that I will be answering in this speech is, “Is there a fine line between optimism and reality?” In my opinion, I believe that there is, indeed, a fine line between optimism and reality. I believe this because there is a difference between being an optimist and a realist. Being an optimist is, quite literally, viewing the glass half full, versus the glass half empty. If you are an optimist, you consider the glass half full. If you are a pessimist, then you consider it half empty. Realists just 
	The question that I will be answering in this speech is, “Is there a fine line between optimism and reality?” In my opinion, I believe that there is, indeed, a fine line between optimism and reality. I believe this because there is a difference between being an optimist and a realist. Being an optimist is, quite literally, viewing the glass half full, versus the glass half empty. If you are an optimist, you consider the glass half full. If you are a pessimist, then you consider it half empty. Realists just 
	-

	The examples I have chosen to support my opinion are as follows. Let’s say everyday when you leave work, you go to a drug store or a gas station, and you buy a lottery ticket there. Each day you buy that lottery ticket, you say, optimistically, to yourself, “I’m going to win something this time.” That is being optimistic about the situation at hand. The reality, though, is that the probability you will win something from that lottery ticket is miniscule. Occasionally, you might win a couple of dollars, but 
	-

	I have another example I will use to illustrate my perspective; Let’s say you are behind on paying your bills. You are facing foreclosure, you are unemployed, and you can’t seem to find a job. Being optimistic, you keep saying to yourself, “Everything is going to be fine.” However, a re
	I have another example I will use to illustrate my perspective; Let’s say you are behind on paying your bills. You are facing foreclosure, you are unemployed, and you can’t seem to find a job. Being optimistic, you keep saying to yourself, “Everything is going to be fine.” However, a re
	-

	alist, in this situation, would say to himself, “I’m most likely not going to get everything paid on time and I’m most likely going to face foreclosure.” Here you can see that the optimist in the situation is looking at the positive side, truly believing that everything is going to be ok. The realist in the situation is saying that he knows that he is probably not going to be able to get caught up with everything and will face foreclosure. 

	 Whether you have realistic optimism, or you have unrealistic optimism is a huge factor. A realistic optimist, in the situation previously stated, would say to himself “I just need to find a job. Maybe I can ask for help to get caught up on the bills, and then everything will be ok.” Being realistically optimistic means knowing that you need to work for the positive outcome that you are hoping for. 
	-
	-

	An unrealistic optimist wouldn’t acknowledge that he needs to work for the outcome that he is hoping for. He just expects it to happen. Or he hopes it will happen. Being an unrealistic optimist has a lot to do with the first example. Buying a lottery ticket and telling yourself that you are going to win something every time you scratch it is unrealistic. Although, in this situation, you aren’t expecting it to happen. You are hopeful it’s going to happen. This refers to the type of unrealistic optimist who h
	-
	-

	A quote from a political journalist named Norman Cousins supports my position. Mr. Cousins said, “Op
	A quote from a political journalist named Norman Cousins supports my position. Mr. Cousins said, “Op
	-

	timism doesn’t wait on facts. It deals with prospects. Pessimism is a waste of time.” This quote confirms that optimism doesn’t wait on facts it deals with prospects. If an optimist looks at a sky with storm clouds, he might think, “It’s going to be a beautiful, rainy day.” A realist would see it as it is. . . storm clouds that are going to bring rain. 

	So, the difference between optimism and reality is that optimism is wishful thinking. Relating to the lottery ticket example, you are hoping so much that you are going to win that lottery ticket. You aren’t facing the reality of the situation. . . the reality that you probably are not going to win anything from that lottery ticket. 
	-
	-
	-

	Reality is facing the reality of the situation at hand. Relating to the second example, the realist knows that they need to work to get caught up on everything. They know they might need extra help, too. The optimist is simply hoping that things are going to work out for the better. 
	-

	In conclusion, the main difference between optimism and reality is that optimism can be wishful thinking. It can get easily distorted with fantasy. Then, the reality of the situation comes up and you are disappointed because your positive thinking was too wishful, and became distorted with fantasy. Reality is just how things are. You know that this is going to happen because that happened. Realists don’t get caught up in fantasy or any wishful thinking. They know how things are and their thoughts don’t get 
	-
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	The Thin Blue Line 
	The Thin Blue Line 
	by Kaitlyn Jesik 
	by Kaitlyn Jesik 
	Central High School | Teacher: Cody Griebel 
	The Thin Blue Line is hard to hold; it is protected by only the bold. 
	The Thin Blue Line is hard to hold; it is protected by only the bold. 
	He loves. He lives. He laughs. He holds the Thin Blue Line to protect his own. 
	People run everywhere. As sirens howl, chaos follows; he’s gone into thin air. 
	My heart skips. I start to cry. Then the phone rings, he is still alive. 
	The Thin Blue Line he did hold, another night gone and he came home. 
	I thank the Lord and finish my prayer. I have more time to love, to live, to laugh, to hold the man who walks the Thin Blue Line. 
	GRADE 9 
	GRADE 9 




	Victim 
	Victim 
	by Mailee Holley 
	by Mailee Holley 
	South High School | Teacher: Tony Filpi 
	I am consumed by all these other thoughts, I feel trapped underground I cannot breathe. My mind and body crippled freedom I sought. 
	There is nothing but fear you made me weak, You think it’s a joke what you did to me. A permanent scar I cannot remove, I’m locked in a cage too scared to break free, Without speaking up this crime I can’t prove. 
	Art has opened my eyes, led me to see, Your violent act does not define me. I’m gaining the strength to sprout like a seed, no longer hiding I can finally be! 
	I’m louder now than I’ve ever been before, Set free, no longer tied down anymore. 


	The Tale of the Magic Book 
	The Tale of the Magic Book 
	by Carlee Lanae Chaney Brooks 
	by Carlee Lanae Chaney Brooks 
	East High School | Teacher: Terri Pacheco 
	There once was a magical library. It had marble walls on the inside and two big golden doors. Many people do not believe in this magic, you see, this big marble building looks like a run-down shack to them. Torn wood, paint chipping all over the exterior, graffiti on the windows. This is not what the library looks like though, it’s very large, stunning white marble walls, a marvelous mosaic of a blue sky with beautiful golden birds on the ceiling, and those two golden doors. Only those who believe in the ma
	There once was a magical library. It had marble walls on the inside and two big golden doors. Many people do not believe in this magic, you see, this big marble building looks like a run-down shack to them. Torn wood, paint chipping all over the exterior, graffiti on the windows. This is not what the library looks like though, it’s very large, stunning white marble walls, a marvelous mosaic of a blue sky with beautiful golden birds on the ceiling, and those two golden doors. Only those who believe in the ma
	“Hey, did you hear about the library with the magical book?” the little fox asked. 
	“Yes,” the mother fox said. “It’s supposed to give the knowledge of the world, and some good luck too.” 
	“Do you think I can find it one day? I really want that book, momma!” the little fox exclaimed. 
	The mother fox laughed, “Maybe one day child,” she patted her son’s head and they walked past the library. The little fox stared at the doors with wide eyes as the big golden doors faded away. 
	The next morning the little fox was playing with his friends at the playground. He had lots of fun swinging on the swings, sliding down the slides, even playing hide and seek, but the only thing on his mind was that magic book at the library. All the knowledge it has, all the luck it gives! He couldn’t keep his dream to himself so he told everyone he could. His teachers shook their heads and dismissed his beliefs, his friends said he shouldn’t believe in fairytales, his father just shook his head and sighed
	-

	Nobody believed in him, not even his father, whom he looked up to since he was a pup. He started losing 
	Nobody believed in him, not even his father, whom he looked up to since he was a pup. He started losing 
	hope, the spark he had in his eyes was dying down. The spark got so dim, he started to believe those people. He thought they were right when they said magic isn’t real, that it’s just a fairytale and nothing more than that. 

	That is, until one night before he fell asleep, his mother came in and said something that lit his spark again, “Don’t believe them little fox, the book is very real. Go find the magic book. It’s your destiny.” She kissed her pup’s head, tucked him in, and disappeared into the shadows of their home. 
	He opened his eyes and yawned as he slowly sat up in his soft bed. He looked over at the small window behind his desk and looked outside. What caught his eye was not the beautiful green trees or the warm sunlight engulfing his room. What he saw was a big marble building with golden doors. He felt a connection with this library, he felt like he needed to go there. 
	-

	He jumped out of bed and ran out his front door, ignoring his father’s screams for him to come back home. He needed to go to the library, he needed to get that book. This morning, he didn’t stop and tell the baker hello, he didn’t hug his mother goodbye, he didn’t feed the little bird on his window sill. All he did was run. The little fox stopped in front of the big doors and grabbed hold of the shiny knob, and opened the door. 
	-
	-

	The first thing he saw was books, flying books. They were going from the front desk and flying into their place on the shelves. He felt like he was in a wonderland filled with magic. As he was looking around the room in awe, he didn’t notice the large owl land beside him on the perch connected to the wall. 
	“Hello, little fox.” the wise owl said, “I’ve been expecting you.” 
	The fox looked over at the owl with wide eyes, “You’ve been expecting me? Why?” 
	“Pup, you believe in the library’s magic more than anyone that’s ever existed! We can sense your spirit,” the large owl looked straight into the fox’s majestic brown eyes and nodded, “and your connection with the book.” 
	“I’m connected with the book?” the little fox was so overwhelmed by all the magical things around him he couldn’t think straight, he didn’t even notice the owl chuckle and pat his head with her wing. 
	“Child, you are connected to not only the book but the whole library as well. I think I know why you’re here, you want to find the magic book right?” the owl said with her calming voice. 
	“Yes ma’am, I want that book, need that book. I know it’s real… I can feel it in my veins,” the little fox exclaimed. 
	“Well then, I shouldn’t keep you, why don’t you go find that book?” the owl nodded at the fox and flew away. 
	The little fox turned and stared at the hundreds of books on the shelves and sighed. He didn’t know how he was going to find the book when there are so many books on just one shelf. It seemed impossible, but the little fox was willing to do all he could to get that book. 
	He walked slowly towards the first shelf, then the next shelf, and the next shelf. None of the books felt right to him, he couldn’t feel the magical connection that he felt when he got here. He sighed and kept walking until he got to the very last shelf in the back of the library where he saw a little bunny looking at a plain 
	-

	continued on page 38 
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	continued from page 37 
	brown book. The little bunny turned to her mom and asked if she could have it. 
	“Oh bun, why would you want that book? It’s so… plain. Every inch of it has a tear, rip or scratch. We don’t want a book that looks like that! It’s just terrible,” the mother bunny grabbed her daughter’s paw and dragged her away from the book. 
	The little fox looked at that book and felt something he’s never felt before. It was the same pull that brought him to the library, but a thousand times stronger. He ran towards the book and carefully pulled it off the shelf. The cover was just a plain brown and it did have lots of 
	The little fox looked at that book and felt something he’s never felt before. It was the same pull that brought him to the library, but a thousand times stronger. He ran towards the book and carefully pulled it off the shelf. The cover was just a plain brown and it did have lots of 
	-

	dents and tears but, he thought it looked beautiful. 

	The little fox brought it to a table and grabbed the side of the cover getting ready to open it. The owl flew over to his table with a proud smile on her face and urged him to open it. 
	“Open it little fox. Open the book,” the owl nudged his arm with her head and nodded at him. 
	He opened the book. 
	It suddenly flew up with its pages wide open, shining gold upon the little fox. The little fox looked over at the owl and gave a big smile that the owl gladly returned. The owl flew up to the book and grabbed it with her feet, bringing it down to the fox. 
	He grabbed the book from the owl as she said, “Congratulations little fox. You are now the keeper of the book. Take care of this book and pass on its lessons. I know you can do it.” She flew away and sat back on her perch where she fell asleep. 
	The little fox looked at the book and read the entire story, surprisingly the story was describing everything the little fox went through to get the book. The main character was the fox as well. He smiled and turned the page to see the very last page with seven magical words... 
	Don’t judge a book by its cover. 
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	Advanced Procrastination 
	Advanced Procrastination 
	by Joli Dou 
	by Joli Dou 
	Centennial High School | Teacher: Julie Armstrong 
	Static. Shadows. There had been something else, but they couldn’t remember what. More interference. “Is this on?” A voice, distinctly muffled. Female, from the sightless expanse before them. Who are you? They asked each other, asked themselves. Me? I don’t know. Should I know? Harsh fluorescent circles blazed to life overhead, an octet of stars framed by dingy velvet. Their eyes adjusted just enough to make out the four figures on stage. The static had stopped, but when? 
	Static. Shadows. There had been something else, but they couldn’t remember what. More interference. “Is this on?” A voice, distinctly muffled. Female, from the sightless expanse before them. Who are you? They asked each other, asked themselves. Me? I don’t know. Should I know? Harsh fluorescent circles blazed to life overhead, an octet of stars framed by dingy velvet. Their eyes adjusted just enough to make out the four figures on stage. The static had stopped, but when? 
	-

	“Welcome to Centennial!” the figures chirped. “We’re the counselors, and we’re just so incredibly excited to have you all in our school’s Advanced Placement program!” 
	-

	Advanced Placement? Who are you? I don’t know. Who am I ? 
	“We know you are too! Before we turn you loose for the first day of class, just remember the College Board motto: Have some school spirit! Or it’ll have you!” Scattered, confused applause mingled with the manic giggles that ensued.
	 They still couldn’t remember their names. 
	The hallway lights flickered over the stale, bated air permeating the school, casting their weak yellow gaze over the scarred floors, pale stains the only artifacts of ancient and long-gone cleanliness. Red paint littered the white walls, motivational slogans that didn’t even believe in themselves. The horde of students migrated through, exchanging their student ID numbers in lieu of names, filling the hall with the low din of empty chatter. They shivered. Had the temperature dropped several degrees since t
	-

	It’s just me. 
	Rusty vents coughed, viscous white 
	Rusty vents coughed, viscous white 
	phlegm accompanying drafts of wind that got progressively colder. A few looks of unease. Strange shadows trailed behind them, camouflaged among those cast by the setting sun. It seemed like there were less students than there had been previously. 
	-


	It’s just me. Isn’t it? 
	Thunder, or maybe a gunshot. No, a mere clap, bringing them to attention, and they were corralled into the rooms, whitewashed brick closing around them. 
	“Like we’re at the zoo.” 
	“The zoo? Never been there, I don’t think.” 
	“Yes, you have. Third grade, remember?” 
	“No, I don’t. Do I know you?” 
	“No, I don’t even know me.” 
	They learned quickly, sinking into the same monotonous cycle of classes, meetings, practices, and work. Work. It condensed overhead as they drove home. Knocked persistently, though it had the key to their every room. Never invited, but ever present. Then, winter. Time seemed to work differently here; they’d long stopped bothering to count the days, let alone the months. But they knew. Sluggish, weak sunlight filtered in occasionally through the prison-slat windows, as though it, too, had its lifeforce sappe
	-

	White chalk, protesting against the board. The clock that stubbornly refused to move. Familiar droning over unfamiliar subjects, a native language turned alien by its contents. The daily cycle of AP Physics was running its course until it was ruptured by an unearthly wailing from the adjacent room. Sounds of sobbing from the AP Bio room, dying down, seemingly over, until the shriek. 
	-

	“I can’t do it anymore!” 
	As if summoned by this simple phrase, the creatures came. A pair, their mirrored faces filled only with the terrified expression of their victim. A flash, and it was over; the student was dragged away by the cup-like claws of the A.P. monsters, as they were dubbed following this incident. 
	“Rather a shame. That one, 129227, I believe. Had some promise. He should have gotten a note from the office, though.” The chalk took up its furious squeaking again. 
	The rumors spread like wildfire, conjecture and truth twisting until nobody knew the difference anymore. The monsters ran on coffee, the four cups bearing them over the linoleum floors at otherworldly speeds. Bodies made up of work, the work that their victims could never make up. Their very existence was a taunt, a final humiliation only exceeded by the death that followed in their wake. There were no more questions about disappearances, about lab partners that would take sudden and permanent leaves of abs
	-
	-
	-

	It’s not the shadows, but what they hide. 
	Hidden in the ghastly yellow overhead lights. Crouching over the rafters, stalking through the shadowy corners even in their dreams. Nonexistent eyes watched their every move. 
	-

	By some miracle of fate, a handful of the original auditorium made it through four years, and it came time for their graduation. Bright banners 
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	with loud letters overlooked the hall, red-and-white streamers curling through the air. They filed onstage, draped in funerary white. Living ghosts, pale as the sheets they wore. Despite this, there was a faint atmosphere of hope. They had escaped. They had yet to believe it. But they were the victors, the survivors. 
	-

	Should I cry? I’ve cried so much, I don’t remember when I should anymore. 
	Inhale. Shaking, a hand on the door, a slight pressure. Exhale. Light: 
	Inhale. Shaking, a hand on the door, a slight pressure. Exhale. Light: 
	real, natural, golden. Real beyond the realms of wildest imagination. Gone. Only a dark expanse, blocking out the entirety of the sky. Mountainous fangs and hot-coal eyes the only disruptions. A rancid, searing heat and the stench of desiccation. 
	-


	“The Spirit,” whispered the ghosts, counselor-shells, teacher-shells, parent-shells melting. 
	You come with hope, but your luck will sadly turn. 
	You seek knowledge, but despair is all you will learn. 
	When you look within for the will to live, 
	You shall find that you have no spirit left to give. 
	You come for a diploma, to graduate, 
	But before you’ve begun, it’s already too late. 
	“Welcome to college.” 
	Who am I? 
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	Unity 
	Unity 
	by Trinity Pope 
	by Trinity Pope 
	East High School | Teacher: Monica Williams 
	My World January 16th, 2030 
	My World January 16th, 2030 
	My name is Edgar. My world, your world, and the world of future generations is erupting into great chaos. Here in the US, a presidential election has caused a tremendous uprising in the streets of not only Washington DC but in the streets of every state capital. This country is on the brink of Civil War but some say it wouldn’t be the first time an election has caused such occurrences. 
	Everyday life has also taken a turn. The way of life in the US went from hopefully making the “American Dream” a reality to working all day in order to make a survivable income. Casey, my next door neighbor, is 12 years old and has to work 16 hours a day to help support her family. There aren’t enough jobs for everyone to survive, and education has long been gone. The dreams of yesterday has turned into the harsh cold reality of today. Dreams and happiness are silent midnight whispers while trying to get by
	-
	-

	I am writing these entries because I feel the need to express my thoughts and opinions about what’s going on in the world. I have always been a dreamer, I have always been somewhat of a true empath. I am unable to communicate my thoughts and opinions, let alone my feelings about the world around me with others. I will continue to write every chance I get. 
	-
	-

	The Nightmares July 18th 2030 
	The same nightmare returns almost every night. The terror begins with a dark world. Not dark because 
	The same nightmare returns almost every night. The terror begins with a dark world. Not dark because 
	-

	of the roll of the clouds and crackle of thunder above my head, but dark in another sense. I am turning the corner into an old abandoned alley only to see a gang coming straight for me, only they’re not looking for me. They sprint past me and onto the war grounds behind me. Gunshots ring in my ears as I search for a place to take cover. I see women and children sitting in the alley staring straight ahead, no longer fighting their inevitable deaths caused by constant warfare and violence that surrounds them.
	-
	-


	Our World November 23rd, 2030 
	I am unable to write as much as I’d wish to, and that again is due to the way I must live my life in order to survive. There is no time for writing, there is no time for thinking. Intelligence and emotions are meant for another time, always meant for another time. 
	-

	It’s not just in the US that the 
	It’s not just in the US that the 
	world has slowly started coming to an end. The government in the top 7 countries such as Britain, France, and Russia have started controlling every move their people make from what jobs they can have, to what they are allowed to say. The world is overpopulated and there isn’t enough resources for everyone to make it and leaders use this to control their people. We’re all too busy trying to live our own lives to see the torment that our political leaders and governments have caused. We are unable to see a wo
	-
	-


	Constant Warfare February 14th, 2031 
	North Korea’s nuclear weapons supply has grown and so has the military in Russia. This new way have life has cultivated fear in the hearts of their people. I, myself, am terrified of what this world has become. Violence has never been a friend to me, nor anyone for that matter. This fear has become the new normal. Because of the emotional impact the leaders have on each other, we are on the brink of a war every turn we make. It seems as if the lives of those in their countries are as meaningless as the unif
	It’s almost as if we have gone back in time. 
	Nuclear Battle December 28th, 2031 
	For as long as it has been recorded in history, countries have fought each 
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	other over resources, population, and control. Of course everyone thought nothing too dreadful could possibly happen. However, the world would erupt into chaos if one of the powerful nations attacked another one. On November 2nd, 2031 the first nuclear missile was launched, creating what we’re now calling the NWW (Nuclear World War). North Korea was the first to launch a nuclear weapon. Then it was Russia, then the UK, then France, then China. The US was hanging on desperately to the last ounce of peace in 
	-
	-

	I am proud to call myself an American in these days. I am proud of my nation for hanging on to the last of their humanity. I only think that we must do more, we have already proven ourselves to other nations. We must find a way to end this chaotic destruction, to end these wars. 
	-

	I Was Right July 28th, 2038 
	In the midst of chaos, civilization is steadily reaching a grinding halt. Nuclear World War III has been going on for 4 years now and the intensity of it all isn’t declining. I have not been able to write because I 
	In the midst of chaos, civilization is steadily reaching a grinding halt. Nuclear World War III has been going on for 4 years now and the intensity of it all isn’t declining. I have not been able to write because I 
	have been drafted into the war many times. They finally let me go at the cost of both my legs. More and more people are dying, being drafted into the wars as I was. There is no kindness; there is no sympathy. Politicians are screaming at each other on live TV. Everyone wants the fighting to end but no one will take action and do anything to stop this violence. 
	-


	When we hear about the end of the world, we think about the Earth drifting into the sun. We think about the Earth drying up, our ozone layer failing. But that’s not how the beloved world we know will come to an end. We will tear each other apart, limb from limb, before the Earth will ever be able to reach the sun, before the Earth will dry up. It wasn’t just the lack of resources or the oversized population that got us to this point. It was the lack of unity of our people. It was the lack of compassion and 
	-

	Emotions and human connection, which of course I value, has been shoved aside year after year. The children of today will never know the love of a mother that kids 200 years ago knew. They will never be able to understand one another, they will never be able to dream. The loss of 
	Emotions and human connection, which of course I value, has been shoved aside year after year. The children of today will never know the love of a mother that kids 200 years ago knew. They will never be able to understand one another, they will never be able to dream. The loss of 
	dreams, connection, intelligence, and compassion in and of itself is the greatest tragedy there can be in this world. This is the very reason our world has become what it is today. 

	The very second we lost the ability to understand and empathize with one another, the world had already come to an end. 
	The End August 3rd, 2040 
	The world is ending because of the nuclear radiation, because of the oversized population, the lack of resources. It is ending because of all the wars we’ve had and the separation between the social classes. It is ending because instead of being united as one, we have been split apart. There are roughly 10 people in this once overly populated town and I have lost all hope and faith. My far away dreams have now become reality. I saw this coming and did nothing just like everyone else. I have lost my ability 
	-
	-
	-
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	Best Parts of Life 
	Best Parts of Life 
	by Mollie Schloss 
	by Mollie Schloss 
	Central High School | Teacher: Ruthie Horton 
	If someone were to ask, “What are the best parts of your day?” most people, when put on the spot, would answer with simplistic, stammers -- a stuttering series of, “Ummms”, “I don’t knows”, and shoulder shrugs. These generic reactions are likely so similar to anyone else’s that no one can be distinguished from the other; or, even more tragically, they nonchalantly respond with “Nothing.” All of these responses, though common, are unfortunate because in all instances, people are being neglectful either by di
	If someone were to ask, “What are the best parts of your day?” most people, when put on the spot, would answer with simplistic, stammers -- a stuttering series of, “Ummms”, “I don’t knows”, and shoulder shrugs. These generic reactions are likely so similar to anyone else’s that no one can be distinguished from the other; or, even more tragically, they nonchalantly respond with “Nothing.” All of these responses, though common, are unfortunate because in all instances, people are being neglectful either by di
	-

	On any given day, when I sit back and consider the real best parts of the last 24 hours, I think about the feeling when I first open my eyes and the most important person in my life floods my mind with pure emotions. I smile out of genuine, unadulterated joy. But unfortunately, my aggravating worries and responsibilities dehydrate my mind and sweep me back to the monotonous shuffle of everyday life and away from my magnificent, minute-moment. I think about the feeling of sitting in a room full of people tha
	-
	-
	-
	-

	“What is the best part of my day?” 
	you ask. Well, it depends. I think about when I look down at my paper and I see my handwriting; I notice how nice it looks and mentally acknowledge that it must be a good handwriting day so maybe I should take a few more notes than I usually would with my beloved dark blue pen. I think about car rides in the rain. The tiny droplets of water collecting and then racing down the window against one another and pooling at the seam of the glass, the smell of the rain through the car vents, the beautiful strikes o
	-
	-
	-

	Nearly everyday, I think about one of my beloved songs unexpectedly coming out of the radio and words spilling out of my mouth like water out of an overflowing glass. It’s second nature to belt out “A singer in a smoky room. The smell of wine and cheap perfume. For a smile they can share the night. It goes on and on and on and on…” Everyone should appreciate a Classic Rock ballad. I think about my anticipation for lunch, whatever it may be. I am excited to silence the steady grumbles of my stomach while sim
	-
	-

	The best parts of my day can come in so many, unexpected ways. I think about putting on a warm pair of socks from the dryer when my feet are freezing cold. I think about those sitting-on-the counter-in-the-kitchenat-3 AM talks when my mom and I re
	The best parts of my day can come in so many, unexpected ways. I think about putting on a warm pair of socks from the dryer when my feet are freezing cold. I think about those sitting-on-the counter-in-the-kitchenat-3 AM talks when my mom and I re
	-
	-

	lentlessly attempt to fix the world by ourselves. Ideas are so powerful when you’re exhausted. I think about a good, strong hug from the one person who, in that specific moment, can make all of the jumbled puzzle pieces of my life fit back together perfectly -- even if it is just in that moment. That one person makes things feel better. I think about the unbreakable, unspoken, intangible, relationship between my friends and me. The kind of relationship where, although I will miss them throughout my adult li
	-
	-


	“Nostalgia!” I say, and sometimes just pure silliness. The best parts of any given day happen when I think about laughing until I can no longer breathe, when I’m slamming my feeble hand into the table just trying to catch my breath because something was so funny it literally 
	-
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	left me speechless. I think about my feet touching the cold, creaky hardwood floors on my way to get a snack while everyone else is fast asleep. Racing down the stairs to my kitchen is frightening when trying to escape the so-called “demons of the night.” The feeling of finally flipping on the light switch makes me euphoric and pleased; knowing that the ‘monsters’ can’t attack me anymore, relentlessly brings a smirk to my face. After this adventure, I proceed to make my secret midnight treat with the compan
	left me speechless. I think about my feet touching the cold, creaky hardwood floors on my way to get a snack while everyone else is fast asleep. Racing down the stairs to my kitchen is frightening when trying to escape the so-called “demons of the night.” The feeling of finally flipping on the light switch makes me euphoric and pleased; knowing that the ‘monsters’ can’t attack me anymore, relentlessly brings a smirk to my face. After this adventure, I proceed to make my secret midnight treat with the compan
	-
	-

	my childhood. When I come across their aroma in my day-to-day life, they are like a time machine snapping me right back to that exact moment when I was a kid. Ahhhh, sitting upon the retired school desks that resided in our family office. That waxy scent of crayons that flooded my nose when I opened my trusty 64 count box. I think about the feeling of waking up from a long, nice nap on the couch on a windy fall afternoon and waking up to the “nap marks” imprinted onto my skin, the warmth surrounding my body
	-
	-


	Random acts of kindness. Those are often the best part of any day, whether they are given or received. Those are truthfully magnificent moments. I think about waving at strangers on the street and feeling 
	Random acts of kindness. Those are often the best part of any day, whether they are given or received. Those are truthfully magnificent moments. I think about waving at strangers on the street and feeling 
	complete when they wave back. I think about receiving a compliment from someone I admire and it reappearing in my mind throughout the day no matter how upset I am. I think about delivering a letter of affirmation to someone so that they truly understand how appreciated they are. I think about an energetic ‘job well done’ high five from someone, fueled by adrenaline and excitement. The lingering sting from the aggressively smacked hands is a welcomed pain. 
	-
	-
	-


	But now, that I’ve thought about it, maybe the best parts of my day are meant to be reserved for me. So, I guess when someone asks me what the best parts of my day are, I suppose I’ll answer, 
	“Nothing.” 
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	by Genevieve Saint-Peter 
	by Genevieve Saint-Peter 
	Centennial School | Teachers: Julie Youngblood Caricato and Juan Sauceda 
	The rapid advancement of technology- roughly within the last twenty or so years- has had a profound impact on our world, drastically changing the ways in which we live, work, and communicate. As far back as the 1960s, sociologists and psychologists alike have been particularly concerned with the potentially negative effects that technology can have on socialization. In the field of sociology, socialization is defined as the process of learning to interact socially in a way that is seen as acceptable by one’
	The rapid advancement of technology- roughly within the last twenty or so years- has had a profound impact on our world, drastically changing the ways in which we live, work, and communicate. As far back as the 1960s, sociologists and psychologists alike have been particularly concerned with the potentially negative effects that technology can have on socialization. In the field of sociology, socialization is defined as the process of learning to interact socially in a way that is seen as acceptable by one’
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	Technology is used by billions of people across the globe and serves a vast number of purposes. It has automated functions once carried out by man, overcome the boundaries of time and space, and made the world a much smaller place. For the average consumer, it can be employed as a source of entertainment, to expand 
	Technology is used by billions of people across the globe and serves a vast number of purposes. It has automated functions once carried out by man, overcome the boundaries of time and space, and made the world a much smaller place. For the average consumer, it can be employed as a source of entertainment, to expand 
	-

	his or her knowledge on virtually any subject, or even to connect with new people and maintain relationships. The options are just about limitless, and it is an undeniable fact that technology has become an integral part of the average westerner’s life. The majority of Americans now own a smartphone (Pew Research Center), and a report prepared by the Nielsen Company found that the average adult now spends over ten and a half hours per day consuming media, including screen time on tablets, smartphones, perso
	-
	-


	Given technology’s extensive reach as well as the role it plays in many of our day to day lives, it would be foolish to believe everything has remained the same. Media and technology have almost completely altered the way most people view and interact with the world and each other (Briggs, Barcelona). For instance, you no longer have to leave the house to score a date, just as it is no longer necessary to go to the grocery store in-person with the advent of ClickList and pick-up. If one decides to take the 
	Given technology’s extensive reach as well as the role it plays in many of our day to day lives, it would be foolish to believe everything has remained the same. Media and technology have almost completely altered the way most people view and interact with the world and each other (Briggs, Barcelona). For instance, you no longer have to leave the house to score a date, just as it is no longer necessary to go to the grocery store in-person with the advent of ClickList and pick-up. If one decides to take the 
	traditional route and do his or her own shopping, it wouldn’t be out of the ordinary to see a four year old glued to the screen of an iPad, quietly watching a video or playing a game in the grocery cart. According to an excerpt from “Dimensions of Leisure for Life” (published by Human Kinetics), “Society is likely on the cusp of a social revolution, during which it will be important to redefine socially appropriate and acceptable behaviors (with regard to digital or virtual interaction). We are at a point i
	-


	In order to discern what kind of impact technology might have on socialization, it is important to gain a basic understanding of the process. First and foremost, socialization is the reason why most individuals in a community adhere to similar values, norms, and beliefs; it is what allows us to participate in our culture/ society. As a lifelong process, socialization begins at birth and continues throughout one’s life, taking place during the transition periods from one phase to the next. The earlier phases
	-
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	that influence our self-concept, attitudes, and emotions- is mass media, which is tightly interwoven with technology (O’Neill). It is important to note that socialization is what opens the door to connecting with others, and as social beings it is very necessary for our mental health and happiness. 
	-
	-

	On the surface, it appears technology (social media in particular) should satisfy the innate human need for connection, and in many ways it does. However, it cannot be ignored that with the host of advances in technology have come a number of undesirable side-effects, namely a rise in anxiety, depression, low self-esteem, isolation, and difficulty focusing (Twenge). On the flip side, it can fuel narcissistic behaviors (Human Kinetics), seeing as social media is one of the best places for the personality dis
	On the surface, it appears technology (social media in particular) should satisfy the innate human need for connection, and in many ways it does. However, it cannot be ignored that with the host of advances in technology have come a number of undesirable side-effects, namely a rise in anxiety, depression, low self-esteem, isolation, and difficulty focusing (Twenge). On the flip side, it can fuel narcissistic behaviors (Human Kinetics), seeing as social media is one of the best places for the personality dis
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
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	prove difficult for those who stare at a screen every time the opportunity arises (Twenge, Bindley, Human Kinetics, Dennis Tiwary). Due to the fact that successful and meaningful (in person) human interaction is essential to our psyche, technology can undoubtedly have an adverse effect on a young person’s (or adult’s) mental health. In fact, in samplings of over 200 college students, 59 percent reported having been diagnosed at some point with some psychological disorder (Geher), and teen anxiety rates have
	-
	-
	-
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	Drawbacks aside, technology isn’t all bad when it comes to socialization. Special educational programs that integrate technology can actually be used to improve social skills in children with autism and ADHD (Singer-Califano). It can connect people in different corners of the globe who share an interest or passion and enable us to become active citizens who voice our opinions on matters we care about. In fact, a study by Keith Hampton, a sociologist at the University of Pennsylvania found that “the people w
	Drawbacks aside, technology isn’t all bad when it comes to socialization. Special educational programs that integrate technology can actually be used to improve social skills in children with autism and ADHD (Singer-Califano). It can connect people in different corners of the globe who share an interest or passion and enable us to become active citizens who voice our opinions on matters we care about. In fact, a study by Keith Hampton, a sociologist at the University of Pennsylvania found that “the people w
	-
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	Facebook actually have more close relationships and are more likely to be involved in civic and political activities”. Technology can even help those coping with an illness, disfigurement or disability overcome isolation (Human Kinetics) through online message boards and chat rooms. Furthermore, Dr. Twenge believes that those who are highly social in general (specifically teenagers) are more social both online and in person. Yahlda Uhl, a researcher at the Children’s Digital Media Center in Louisiana, agree
	-
	-
	-
	-


	So, does technology have a positive or negative effect on socialization? It depends. Research on both sides of the fence shows technology can have either a positive or negative effect on socialization, depending on who it is used by and how it is used. While it can be an excellent tool for creating and maintaining relationships or improving social skills in children with learning disabilities, it can also hamper the social development of many young people by exacerbating shyness and social ineptitude and le
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	is still out as to whether technology harms or helps socialization, for it is difficult to say either with absolute certainty considering how relatively new it all is (smartphones, the internet, etc.). It could be another generation before the full effects of technology on social interactions are realized. So far, however, it seems that the negatives outweigh the positives, especially for those coming of age in the digital era… group chats and twitter aside, perhaps it is better to grow up in a world where 
	-
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	The Unknown Enrichment 
	by Abby Raio 
	by Abby Raio 
	South High School | Teacher: Alicia Abraham 
	In her book Gift from the Sea, author and aviator, Anne Morrow Lindbergh writes, “We tend not to choose the unknown which might be a shock or disappointment or simply a little difficult to cope with. And yet it is the unknown with all its disappointments and surprises that is the most enriching.” I believe the value of exploring the unknown is something everyone should take a risk and experience in their lifetime. Although some might say that all the disappointment is not worth coping with, I believe in the
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	When considering the unknown and taking risks, many prominent leaders come to mind. Winston Churchill took a leap into the unknown when uniting his people to battle the Nazis. Considering he was a new prime minister and was taking on an unfamiliar role at first, neither his people nor the government had much confidence in him. Obviously, Churchill had to be prepared for all the surprises and disappointments that come along with war.  Without knowing the outcome, Churchill wagered the chance of victory over 
	When considering the unknown and taking risks, many prominent leaders come to mind. Winston Churchill took a leap into the unknown when uniting his people to battle the Nazis. Considering he was a new prime minister and was taking on an unfamiliar role at first, neither his people nor the government had much confidence in him. Obviously, Churchill had to be prepared for all the surprises and disappointments that come along with war.  Without knowing the outcome, Churchill wagered the chance of victory over 
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	Churchill will always be considered a famous leader in history who took a risk against the tyranny of the Nazis and came out successful. Churchill demonstrated how past leaders and future leaders, like myself, can benefit from taking the same risk to overcome an unknown obstacle. 

	There are plenty of innovators today who accept the challenge of the unknown, such as Steve Jobs. Steve Jobs was a college dropout that had no idea where life was going to take him. It all started with a small business idea for him, and he was unsure of where it would take him. Ultimately, the pending future came with all the surprises and disappointments of failing and trying again.  Steve Jobs jumped at the opportunity and created the most successful company in history, Apple. Today Apple continues to mak
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
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	 Throughout the course of one’s life there are many times when making fearful decisions can have a better outcome than expected. I have experienced many times when taking the risk of the unknown has been a greater experience than I could have imagined. For example, over the summer before my junior year I had the opportunity to go to a leadership conference, HOBY. I was reluctant to go because I did not want to put myself into a situation where 
	 Throughout the course of one’s life there are many times when making fearful decisions can have a better outcome than expected. I have experienced many times when taking the risk of the unknown has been a greater experience than I could have imagined. For example, over the summer before my junior year I had the opportunity to go to a leadership conference, HOBY. I was reluctant to go because I did not want to put myself into a situation where 
	the people and elements were unfamiliar to me. Doing so was mainly because my parents forced me, and I thought it would look good on college applications. However, thanks to figures like Winston Churchill and Steve Jobs, who had positive experiences and results with the unknown, I was more compelled to attend and see what my experience had in store for me. While I was there, I was in a group with nine other strangers that were experiencing the same unfamiliar situation as me. By the end of the conference, t
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-


	Essentially in my opinion, exploring the unknown is worth all the disappointments and surprises that come along with it. There are countless examples to illustrate how the unknown has been crucial throughout history, culturally, and even personally. The value of exploring opportunities is greater than all the setbacks. In the end, people can feel most enriched by the experience and their willingness to take a risk. I have been inspired to take risks in the unknown myself, and I am confident that people will
	-
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	Untitled 
	by Faith Bueno 
	by Faith Bueno 
	East High School | Teacher: Monica Williams 
	Section 1: Background and Purpose 
	Section 1: Background and Purpose 
	Section 1: Background and Purpose 
	On April 26, 1986 the Chernobyl Nuclear Disaster paved the way for countries and their nuclear facilities to be built and grow.  Before this however, the Soviet Union led the world in nuclear power development, but failed to make these weapons up until late 1940s. This led to the Soviet Union wanting to make more advancements in this technology which eventually led to the development of the Chernobyl Power Station. Which in turn led to this well-known disaster. This investigation will answer the question “H
	-


	Section 2: Investigation 
	Section 2: Investigation 
	After World War II, in 1945, hostilities escalated between the United States and Soviet Union (Nuclear). The need for continual power during the Cold War caused the nations to start a nuclear arms race after the Soviet Union exploded a bomb in 1949, before this the U.S. was the only nation to possess atomic weapons (Nuclear). According to Richard Rhodes, the U.S.S.R’s detonation ended “the American atomic monopoly”, this caused the U.S. to determine how many bombs were needed to far exceed the U.S.S.R (Rhod
	After World War II, in 1945, hostilities escalated between the United States and Soviet Union (Nuclear). The need for continual power during the Cold War caused the nations to start a nuclear arms race after the Soviet Union exploded a bomb in 1949, before this the U.S. was the only nation to possess atomic weapons (Nuclear). According to Richard Rhodes, the U.S.S.R’s detonation ended “the American atomic monopoly”, this caused the U.S. to determine how many bombs were needed to far exceed the U.S.S.R (Rhod
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	Soviet Union started out slow, they greatly triumphed far exceeding the 

	U.S. (Roser). 
	The Soviet Nuclear Program during this time was based around two types of reactors: a graphite moderated light-water reactor (RBMK) or a pressurized light-water reactor (WWER) (Site). The Chernobyl Power Station was made up of four graphite RBMK-1000 reactors which were constructed from 1970 to 1983 (Site). Located in what is now known as Ukraine, Chernobyl included the construction of the small town of Pripyat which accommodated the workers’ and their families (Editors). South-east of the plant was a artif
	The Soviet Nuclear Program during this time was based around two types of reactors: a graphite moderated light-water reactor (RBMK) or a pressurized light-water reactor (WWER) (Site). The Chernobyl Power Station was made up of four graphite RBMK-1000 reactors which were constructed from 1970 to 1983 (Site). Located in what is now known as Ukraine, Chernobyl included the construction of the small town of Pripyat which accommodated the workers’ and their families (Editors). South-east of the plant was a artif
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	to complete, with a lead time (after contract) of 1 to 2 years…” (Juhn and Kupitz 2). According to Mara, on December 25, the testing began with the emergency core cooling system being powered off which was in violation of international safety laws (Mara 18-19). On April 26, 1986, at 1:23:58, a routine exercise to test the emergency water cooling system resulted in the creation of steam in Reactor No. 4 (Editors). The excess steam resulted in explosions that destroyed the reactor and released biohazard mater
	-
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	Since the disaster, the reactor design used was abandoned across other countries, except Europe, and replaced with safer models in hopes a disaster like this would not occur again (Mara 82). Throughout Europe, the plants that were still functional and that used the same reactors as Chernobyl were carefully examined, and as a result, many restrictions were imposed due to unremarkable findings (Juhn and Kupitz 1). After the Soviet Union’s power dissolved among the nations it controlled, including Ukraine, the
	-
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	Union refused to acknowledge their remarks (Mara 82-83). Dr. Hans Blix argues that in 1986, the Soviet Union would most likely have taken counteractive measures to improve safety, and one must not think that the Soviet Union’s need for power would greatly impact its decisions (Blix 2). According to Juhn and Kupitz, nuclear power before the incident was an inexpensive way to produce electricity, but the growth rate of nuclear power up until 1990, drastically fell after Chernobyl, as a result, some facilities
	-
	-
	-
	-
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	Conclusion: 
	Before the incident, nuclear power 
	Before the incident, nuclear power 
	was an inexpensive way to make and use electricity, but up until 1886 to 1990 that drastically changed. According to the information above, the Soviet Union refused to address Europe and the rest of the world about the incident, as a result, many power plants weren’t aware of the safety concerns they needed to address. Months after the disaster, Chernobyl director, Viktor Bryukhanov, finally addressed many concerns. Once other nations found out about the incident, the plants that had the same reactors as Ch
	-
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	-
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